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A custom-built bioinformatics pipeline is used to construct a species-level phylogeny for beetles 
(Coleoptera) using publicly available sequences from Genbank, including 8441 terminals 5 gene 
loci. 152 of 189 described beetle families are included, representing 2.17% of described species. 
The overall structure of publicly available data and its fit with Linnaean classifications are 
discussed. The dataset is further expanded by the inclusion of additional gene loci and relaxation of 
concatenation conditions, bringing total species to ~12,000. To overcome incomplete or incorrect 
identifications, a multi-partite matching algorithm is applied, for concatenation of partially 
conflicting taxon labels between gene loci, using species-level sequence clusters. The method is 
modified through the addition of country/specimen weighting between loci, and the incorporation of 
the the GMYC method of sequence-based species delimitation into the bioinformatics pipeline. 
GMYC and BlastClust approaches are compared, in terms of accuracy of species delimitation, 
supermatrix structure and topology of resulting trees. GMYC clusters are used as a framework for 
broad-scale comparisons of intraspecific variation across the Coleoptera. The Coleoptera tree is 
used to illustrate a novel method for estimating total extant diversity by extrapolating from higher-
taxon diversification rates, generating an estimate of 3.1 million beetle species globally. The 
sensitivity of the method to phylogenetic uncertainty within the data, and undersampling of families 
and subfamilies, is examined. Partial and complete mitochondrial genomes are used to generate the 
largest and most comprehensive phylogeny ever produced from this type of data. This tree is used 
as the basis for a molecular dating analysis, and the quantification of compositional heterogeneity 
among genes, taxa and sites within protein-coding genes. Non-homogenous substitution models are 
applied to help resolve problematic regions of the phylogeny, and the effects on topology and 
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CHAPTER 1: “THE TREE OF LIFE” - CONCEPTS, METHODS AND 
BEETLE TAXONOMY 
 
The diversity of life on our planet is one of its most striking features, and as such, knowing how 
many species inhabit Earth is among the most fundamental questions in science (Mora et al, 2011; 
Medellín and Soberón, 1999). However, the question is more fundamental than those explored 
within the realms of purely scientific debate – the desire and need to understand, describe and name 
what has come to be known as ‘biodiversity’ permeates human history and culture back to millennia 
before Darwin or Linnaeus, long before even Aristotle’s attempts to classify all living things, which 
yielded terms still used today, such as ‘vertebrates’ and ‘invertebrates’. Indeed, one of the earliest 
'pharmacopoeias' dates back to around 3000BC, written by Sheng Nung, Emperor of China, who is 
said to have tasted hundreds of plants with the goal of learning their medicinal value in order to 
accumulate and spread information related to agriculture and medicine (Wu, 1982). Little wonder, 
then, that taxonomy has been called “The world’s oldest profession” (Schram, 2010; Chmielewski 
and Krayeski, 2013), and while it may not be the only candidate for such an honorific, among 
contemporary disciplines associated with our understanding of the natural world, it certainly 
appears well-earned. It is likely that naming and classifying our surroundings is as old as verbal 
communication itself, and this preoccupation is as important to mankind today as it ever has been. 
 
Assuming the ultimate goal of taxonomy is to catalogue and describe every living thing, it would 
appear that despite our long-standing fascination with understanding and describing the natural 
world, developed and refined over countless generations, we never the less appear to be no closer to 
achieving it than were our ancient forebears. Indeed, May (2010) notes that if we were to be visited 
by extraterrestrial life, the first question asked of us would be how many distinct life forms our 
planet has, and that we would be embarrassed by our inability to answer with any certainty. 
Estimates of the number of living species vary enormously, ranging from 5 to 50 million (Medellín 
and Soberón, 1999), or as high as 100 million (May, 2010), even before bacteria and viruses are 
considered. But the scope of contemporary taxonomic research reaches beyond the listing or 
counting of species. A true understanding of the origin and scale (numerically, geographically and 
taxonomically) of biodiversity, and ultimately, its preservation, requires the application of methods 
by which evolutionary inter-relatedness can be established, explored and quantified. 
 
The conceptual framework for such endeavours is well-established. The 'Tree of Life' – a 
conceptual and graphical entity intended to represent the pattern of evolutionary processes that 
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result in bifurcating species lineages (O'Malley et al, 2010) – is thought of as the great record of the 
evolutionary history of all life, representing how all life on earth is descended from a single 
common ancestor (Velasco, 2010), and that it exists in nature is taken for granted by most 
evolutionary biologists (O'Malley et al, 2010), based on a philosophical appreciation of Darwin's 
fundamental insights of descent with modification and natural selection (O'Malley, 2010). As 
evolution has been increasingly thought of in terms of the descent and modification of genes, the 
Tree has additionally come to represent the historical channels down which genes have flowed, 
from the very distant past to the present day (O'Malley et al, 2010). This, together with the 
development of PCR techniques in the 1980s, has resulted in the field of molecular phylogenetics 
taking a place at the forefront of the search for the Tree of Life, aided by a number of conceptual 
and practical factors. Principally, problems with morphological phylogenetics, such as which 
phenotypic traits should be measured to classify organisms (Swiderski et al, 1998), finding the most 
appropriate representation of continuously varying phenotypic measurements (Wiens, 2001), the 
labour-intensiveness of collecting morphological data from literature or field observations (Jenner, 
2001) and the need for specialist knowledge to form hypotheses about which traits of a species or 
higher taxon are evolutionarily relevant (Swiderski et al, 1998), are overcome to a degree by 
molecular phylogenetics, as the characters in biological sequence data are immediate and discretely 
defined. Furthermore, as molecular sequencing techniques have become increasingly cheap, rapid 
and efficient, the pace of data generation and accumulation has greatly outstripped that associated 
with traditional morphological methods. While molecular phylogenetics has its own associated 
problems, such as the effects of horizontal gene transfer, and factors which violate the assumptions 
of the models used to construct molecular phylogenies such as long-branch attraction, saturation, 
and taxon sampling problems (Phillipe et al 2011), the scalability of data collection methods and 
their general applicability across a wide range of taxa means that large-scale phylogenetics is now 
virtually exclusively the preserve of molecular systematists. 
 
The Tree-of-Life has undergone conceptual transformations as new data and methods have been 
introduced, and its role has shifted from one as a tool for testing existing evolutionary hypotheses to 
a core method for evolutionary analyses and the formulation of novel hypotheses about the 
evolution of organisms (O'Malley and Koonin, 2011). The scale of feasible phylogenetic inference 
has dramatically increased due to high-performance computing technology and algorithmic 
improvements (Sanderson, 2008). As such, the search for a Tree of Life, albeit and necessarily for 
particular groups of organisms as opposed to all life on earth, continues to progress. Representing 
the animal kingdom, complete or near complete phylogenies for amphibians (2800 of 6800 known 
species; Pyron and Wiens, 2011), birds (all 9993 known species; Jetz et al, 2012), mammals (4510 
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of 4554 known species; Beninda-Edmonds et al, 2007), bony fish (1416 terminals representing 
~25% of known genera; Betancur-R et al, 2013) and squamate reptiles (4161 of ~9000 known 
species; Pyron et al, 2013) have been constructed. These studies all utilise DNA sequences as their 
only or principle data source, the construction of phylogenies made possible by “development of 
molecular markers... providing a common yardstick of phylogenetic information across vast 
taxonomic scales” (Betancur-R et al, 2013). An important resource for building these ever-
expanding trees is Genbank (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov), an annotated collection of all publicly 
available DNA sequences (Benson et al, 2013), which allows previous datasets to be re-analysed or 
supplemented with newly sequenced taxa, a broad approach which has allowed phylogenies of 
previously unimaginable sizes to be produced, such as the angiosperm mega-phylogeny of 55473 
seed plant species represented in GenBank (Smith et al, 2011), a complete phylogeny for 
vertebrates (~12000 species; Thomson and Shaffer, 2010) and, perhaps most striking of all, an 
analysis of 14,289 phylogenies built from 2.6 million sequences in Genbank to quantify 
phylogenetic signal across all Eukaryotes (Sanderson, 2008). High resolution phylogenies can 
inform a diverse range of biological problems, such as the preservation of biodiversity in hotspots 
(Forest et al, 2007), the evolution of traits in major groups of organisms (Moles et al, 2005) and 
factors affecting diversification rates across wide evolutionary timescales (Beninda-Edmonds et al, 
2007), so it is reasonable to suppose that the ongoing trend of using publicly available sequence 
data to produce progressively larger and more complete phylogenies is set to continue. The 
supermatrix approach to large-scale phylogenetic analysis is particularly well-suited to the 
exploitation of publicly available nucleotide sequence data, because it uses information from each 
character directly and enables straightforward incorporation of diverse kinds of data (de Queiroz 
and Gatesy, 2007). Although sampling biases in databases can necessitate building supermatrices 
with high proportions of missing data (Driskell et al, 2004), empirical studies imply that high 
support can be obtained from supermatrices containing over 90% missing data (eg. Driskell et al, 
2004; Thomson and Shaffer, 2010). Furthermore, the approach can uncover novel relationships not 
seen in any of the individual studies for which constituent data was generated, increase character 
sampling by incorporating studies using different genetic markers, and reveal novel relationships by 
including previously studied lineages with related groups in a wider phylogeny (Pyron et al, 2013). 
 
Of all organisms, the need for phylogenetic resolution within the Tree of Life is particularly acute 
for insects. Given that most species on earth are insects, understanding their evolutionary 
relationships is key to understanding life on earth (Trautwein et al, 2012). Of the 4 insect orders that  
make a significant contribution to overall arthropod diversity, more Coleoptera (beetles) have been 
described than species in the other orders (Gaston, 1991). With between 300,000 and 400,000 
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species described (Gaston, 1991;  Ødergaard, 2000; Hunt et al, 2007), almost a quarter of all known 
species on Earth are thought to be beetles, and this, together with their high functional diversity 
makes them a commonly used surrogate for insects in studies of global species richness (Hamilton 
et al, 2010). Beetles are essential for explaining total insect species richness and, by extension, 
global species richness for all animals (Ødergaard, 2000). Various studies have elucidated inter-
ordinal relationships among beetles and other insect groups over the last 2 decades (eg. Whiting et 
al, 1997; Weigmann et al, 2009; Ishiwata et al, 2010), driven by the rapid accrual of sequence data 
from PCR and, more recently, high throughput genomics. This increase in molecular data creates 
new challenges – obtaining data for analysis is no longer a problem. Instead, it has become 
necessary to filter and select from the huge array of genes in publicly available databases such as 
Genbank to identify those suitable for phylogenetic analysis; similarly, undetected genetic biases or 
errors in model estimation or algorithm design can manifest as strongly supported resolution 
(Trautwein et al, 2012) as a result of the size and complexity of molecular datasets. As stable and 
predictive classification systems are essential for accurate studies of biodiversity, automated 
methods for collating, filtering and analysing huge amounts of sequence data are required for the 
construction of a Tree of Life for species-rich groups such as beetles. 
 
As nucleotide and genomic data accrue from non-model organisms, bioinformatics techniques are 
becoming essential tools for gathering, managing, filtering and vetting the continual influx of 
sequences (Trautwein et al, 2012). Modern bioinformatics techniques, as applied to insect 
phylogeny, are typically directed towards building pipelines for phylogenomics, to automate, for 
example, the selection of orthologous markers in genomic datasets (Chen et al, 2007; Kuzniar et al, 
2008; Altenhoff eand Dessimoz, 2009; Robbertse et al, 2011). However, building the Tree of Life 
for Coleoptera from publicly available data presents different challenges. In particular, a large part 
of the publicly accessible DNA data has never been used for inference of a large-scale beetle 
phylogeny, and although they can provide further information for building a comprehensive beetle 
tree, the disparate aims of the studies which generated the data are reflected in a wide range of 
available genes and uneven sampling of lineages (chapter 2). However, empirical studies have 
shown that the supermatrix approach to phylogenetic analysis (with extensive missing data in some 
taxa) yields generally well-supported large-scale trees that are in general highly congruent with both 
existing taxonomies and previous phylogenetic estimates (eg. Driskell et al., 2004; McMahon and 
Sanderson, 2006; Pyron et al, 2011; Thomson and Shaffer, 2010; Wiens et al., 2005; Pyron and 
Wiens, 2011). Pipelines have been developed to sort and analyse these disparate data (Hunt et al., 
2007; Hunt and Vogler 2008), but they have not yet generated a comprehensive species-level 
phylogeny for beetles. This issue is critical, because while there is a purely philosophical 
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justification for attempting to construct a Coleoptera Tree of Life (see above), there are also 
practical considerations which will continue to increase in magnitude. In particular, most 
practitioners of taxonomy and biodiversity agree that the majority of beetle species have yet to be 
described (Hammond, 1995; Stork, 1999; Neilsen and Mound, 1999; chapter 4 herein). Lineage 
sampling in Genbank is particularly biased towards the Northern hemisphere, with undersampling 
particularly severe in biodiversity hotspots which are likely to harbour high proportions of 
undescribed and endemic taxa (chapter 2). Current advances in next-generation sequencing 
technologies allow the rapid and efficient bulk sequencing of mitogenomic diversity from mixed 
environmental samples (Liu et al, 2013; Zhou et al, 2013), implying that the accelerated methods of 
species discovery and identification (Monaghan et al, 2009) will increasingly be called upon to 
counteract the lack of expertise and funding for traditional taxonomy which impede attempts to 
describe and classify global biodiversity (Cardoso et al, 2011) in species rich groups such as 
beetles. A well sampled, well supported beetle phylogeny is the first step in providing a framework 
in which such data can be analysed, and placed in a robust evolutionary context. 
 
DNA-based approaches to community and ecosystem level assessments, as alluded to above, may 
involve the ‘DNA profiling’ (Monaghan et al 2009) of numerous individuals at various sites without 
regard to their precise species membership. Yet, this approach increases the need for repeatable 
methods of species delimitation, which have to be based on the DNA sequence information itself 
rather than the morphological species designation in traditional biodiversity studies. The use of 
DNA as a tool for taxonomy and species delimitation underwent great technological and conceptual 
progress (Desalle et al, 2005), in particular in the context of the debate about the validity of DNA 
barcoding. Initially based on simplistic distance measures to species designations applying, for 
example, the “10x rule” of between versus within species divergence (Hebert et al, 2004) or  the 
genetically and evolutionarily distinct entities can be identified without the need to adhere to a 
formal biological/taxonomic species concept on which surveys based on traditional taxonomy are 
rely. Instead, a genotypic cluster species concept as proposed by Mallet (1995; 1998) is applied, 
whereby species are recognised if there are no intermediates between two genetic clusters, as 
determined by, for example, phylogenetic analysis of individual mitochondrial DNA loci, or 
multiple loci displaying strong correlations which are divergent between clusters. Variation within 
and between such clusters can be quantified in the same way as for species, but without the need to 
implement formal taxonomic identification. This approach improves on the molecular operational 
taxonomic unit (MOTU) concept previously applied to soil nematode surveys (Floyd et al, 2002) 
and wider meiofaunal surveys (Blaxter et al, 2005), because it does not rely on an arbitrary 
threshold of sequence similarity to assign samples to species groups, thus avoiding potential bias 
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generated by the occurrence of a single MOTU for different species or many MOTUs for a single 
species (Valentini et al, 2008). Thus, unlike methods that require a priori hypotheses of species 
limits (Weins & Penkrot, 2002), more recent methods use coalescence models provide an explicit 
criterion for subdividing within- and between-species variation in the DNA sequence data.  In one 
implementation of this approach, the General Mixed Yule Coalescent (GMYC) approach (Pons et 
al, 2006; see chapter 4), genealogical (modelled according to the neutral coalescent; Hudson, 1991) 
and phylogenetic (modelled as a uniform birth process; Yule, 1924; Nee et al. 1992) branching 
patterns are established to separate the variation into quantifiable components relating to intra- and 
inter-specific diversity. Methodologically, the GMYC approach identifies statistically significant 
shifts in branching rates in ultrametric (time calibrated) phylogenies associated with the transition 
between inter- and intra-specific processes, in order to identify clusters of genetic variation 
presumed to be equivalent to species. This provides an important tool to achieve the declared goal 
of DNA based analyses of biodiversity patterns of overcoming the ‘taxonomic impediment’ 
(Lipscolm et al, 2003) by large-scale sequencing of communities across numerous localities or 
entire groups of species.  Such ‘DNA profiling’ approaches have been widely applied to organisms 
as disparate as tiger beetles in the genus Rivacindela (Pons et al. 2006), asexual bdelloid rotifers 
(Fontaneto et al, 2007), bacteria (Barraclough et al, 2009) and North American land snails (Nekola 
et al, 2009).  Hence, the tools are available to conduct large-scale biodiversity surveys based on 
DNA data, but a robust taxonomic framework is first required for the phylogenetic placement of 
new samples. A species level phylogeny for beetles is required to provide the analytical framework 
for the inevitable influx of sequence data from previously unsampled taxonomic groups and 
biogeographic regions, which next-generation sequencing technologies will increasingly facilitate in 
the coming years. 
 
A well sampled Tree of Life for beetles derived from multiple data sources and gene loci is required 
to test deep-level phylogenetic hypothesis on which previous studies have failed reach a consensus, 
although broad agreement exists on certain taxonomic issues. The two smallest suborders, 
Archostemata and Myxophaga, contain around 40 and 100 species respectively, representing 5 
archostematan and 4 myxophagan families (Hörnschemeyer, 2005; Bouchard et al, 2009), and 
although researchers have argued that an understanding of the evolution of these groups is essential 
for a robust understanding of beetle phylogenetics (Beutel and Haas, 2000), they receive 
comparatively little attention in comparison to the larger suborders, possibly because their direct 
effects on humans are minor (Bouchard et al, 2009). Adephaga is the second largest suborder, 
including 11 families and more than 40000 species worldwide (Ball and Bousquet 2001; Beutel and 
Ribera 2005; Bouchard et al, 2009), although some studies support the family status of the carabid 
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subfamily Cicindelinae (see chapter 2). Adephagan families are either terrestrial or associated with 
freshwater habitats (Ribera et al. 2002, Spangler and Steiner 2005). The most diverse aquatic 
family, Dytiscidae, occur in a variety of microhabitats with around 4000 species worldwide 
(Bouchard et al, 2009), but the most diverse adephagan family is the terrestrial Carabidae (ground 
beetles), with an estimated 40000 described species (Erwin, 1991), and their importance in terms of 
anthropogenic interaction has resulted in a good understanding of species-level taxonomy and 
ecological effects of agricultural and forestry practices, habitat fragmentation and pollution 
(Bouchard et al, 2009). Yet sister relationships among these suborders remain contentious – various 
studies have placed Archostemata + Myxophaga as sister to Adephaga in a single clade (McKenna 
& Farrell 2010), or as sister to a clade containing Adephaga and the hyper-diverse Polyphaga (see 
below; Hunt et al, 2007; Maddison et al, 2009). Other studies place Archostemata as basal to the 
remaining suborders (Shull et al, 2001; Caterino et al, 2002) or as sister to Adephaga (Hughes et al, 
2006). 
 
The suborder Polyphaga contains the vast majority of described beetle diversity, with the true 
weevils (Curculionidae), rove beetles (Staphylindae) and leaf beetles (Chrysomelidae) representing 
a disproportionate amount of known diversity (~60000, 47000, 38000 species respectively; Jolivet, 
1997; Kirejtshuk, 1999; Arnett and Thomas, 2001; Bouchard et al, 2009). Other particularly 
species-rich families include the scarabs (Scarabaeidae, ~28000 species; Arnett and Thomas, 2001), 
longhorn beetles (Cerambycidae, ~20000 species; Arnett and Thomas, 2001) and the 3 largest 
elateriform families (Buprestidae, Elateridae and Cantharidae) which together account for ~30000 
described species (Arnett and Thomas, 2001; Bouchard et al, 2009). There have been various 
attempts to explain the enormous diversity of beetles, particularly the Polyphaga. The patterns seen 
today are consistent with a massive adaptive radiation early in the group's evolutionary history, with 
many of the resulting lineages continuing to flourish throughout the hundreds of million years 
between their origin and the present (Hunt et al, 2007; Bouchard et al, 2009). On the one hand, 
Coleoptera are defined by strongly sclerotized front wings, which provide protection while retaining 
the power of flight with membranous hindwings, an evolutionary modification that may have 
promoted their early diversification (Crowson, 1981; Hunt et al, 2007). However, many present day 
lineages arose in the Jurassic, supporting the hypothesis that adaptive radiation of angiosperms 
helped drive a secondary diversification (Hunt et al, 2007) – it is telling that four of the six 
megadiverse families of beetles (Curculionidae, Chysomelidae, Scarabaeidae, and Cerambycidae) 
are primarily angiosperm feeders (Bouchard et al, 2009). At the other end of the spectrum, families 
such as Agaphythidae (Cucujiformia) and Decliniidae (Elateriformia) are only know by a single 
species (Lawrence et al, 1995; Leschen et al, 1996) – in fact, 35 polyphagan families (around one 
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quarter of the total) are represented by fewer than 10 species (Bouchard et al, 2009). All major 
polyphagan series (Cucujiformia, Scarabaeiformia, Elateriformia) contain families ranging in size 
from less than 5 to many thousands of species (bostrichiform families range in size from 4 to 2200 
species; Arnett and Thomas, 2001), implying a lack of equivalence between higher taxa, borne out 
by molecular dating studies and fossil evidence which indicate the oldest families (eg. Silphidae, 
Cantharidae) have existed for longer than younger superfamilies such as Hydrophiloidea and 
Cleroidea (Hunt et al, 2007; chapter 5 herein). 
 
Hence, it is unsurprising that the Polyphaga carry the bulk of the considerable phylogenetic and 
taxonomic uncertainty inherent in the Coleoptera Tree of Life. At virtually all hierarchical levels 
there are sister relationships which remain under question and monophyly which cannot be 
established. At deeper levels, the position of Scarabaeiformia in relation to Staphyliniformia 
remains debated, with some studies placing Scarabaeioidea within Staphyliniformia (Hansen 1997; 
Beutel and Komarek 2004; Korte et al. 2004; Beutel and Leschen 2005; Caterino et al. 2005; 
Hughes et al 2006), whereas others place Scarabaeiformia in a clade with Elateriformia and 
Bostrichiformia (Lawrence et al, 2011; chapters 2 and 3 herein). The monophyly of 
Staphyliniformia has yet to be determined (Bouchard et al, 2009), and disagreement remains 
regarding the placement of Scirtoidea, which was previously thought to be part of Elateriformia 
(Bouchard et al, 2011) but is more recently placed as the Scirtiformia series in a clade with 
Cucujiformia and Elateriformia (Lawrence et al, 2011), or as basal lineage in Polyphaga (Hunt et al, 
2007; Timmermans et al 2010). The considerable uncertainty surrounding sister relationships and 
monophyly of curculionid subfamilies illustrates problems associated with lineages throughout 
Coleoptera – for example, Kuschel (1995) merged the 9 broad-nosed weevil subfamilies into a 
single brachycerine lineage, but this classification was refuted by Thompson (1992) due to the 
presence of the gonatocerous type of male genitalia, the synapomorphy which definines 
Curculionidae (Marvaldi, 1997). Erirhininae have been treated as a separate subfamily (Kuschel, 
1985, 1988), or as a tribe within Curculioninae (Kuschel, 1995). Some 30 subfamilies are 
recognised in traditional classifications (Marvaldi et al, 2002), but there is little consensus on how 
many of these are valid, and various authors advocate combining paraphyletic subfamilies or 
rejecting altogether those which are not monophyletic (Morrone, 1997). Overall, the main problems 
are the size of the group, and the resulting lack of consensus on the composition of major groups 
within it leading to confusion globally on how to identify weevils, and recognise higher taxa. These 
issues are replicated, typically on a smaller scale, throughout the Coleoptera. No beetle phylogeny 
of sufficiently high resolution has yet been produced that enables testing of phylogenetic hypothesis 
of monophyly and sister relationships at every hierarchical level at which uncertainty exists, within 
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all suborders, superfamilies and major families; nor has a beetle tree been sufficiently densely 
sampled or well-resolved to provide a robust framework for identifying new samples, regardless of 
taxonomic affinity.  
 
This thesis presents methodological advancements in the use of publicly available nucleotide data, 
and bioinformatics techniques, to build a species-level phylogeny for beetles in an attempt to better 
understand evolutionary relationships among taxa at various hierarchical levels, resolve historically 
problematic taxonomic relationships, and provide a framework for the inclusion and analysis of data 
from disparate sources, gene loci and biogeographic regions. It is intended to function as both a 
standalone study, and as a starting point for future analyses based on next-generation sequencing of, 
for example, mitochondrial genetic diversity of taxonomically poorly characterised communities of 
organisms in previously unsampled but ecologically and evolutionary significant regions of high 
biodiversity. At the same time, the intractable problem of how many beetles are yet to be described 
is investigated through a novel use of the beetle Tree of Life – characterising and quantifying 
patterns of lineage diversification at different hierarchical levels, and using these as a basis for 
extrapolating unknown diversification of species. In the first part of the study, all available 
Coleoptera DNA data on Genbank is collated, filtered and analysed to construct an initial Tree of 
Life for beetles. Supermatrix construction is facilitated by ‘concatenation’ of nucleotide sequences – 
combining data from multiple loci in a predetermined order such that each taxon is represented by a 
single set of homologous characters. Due to uneven sampling of taxa among loci, the proportion of 
missing data in supermatrices and total taxa can be modified by stipulating the minimum number of 
loci by which taxa are represented in order to be included in the supermatrix. The taxonomic and 
geographic structure of the data is assessed and compared for different gene loci, and lineages with 
dubious placement are identified and explained in terms of the completeness of sampling of 
lineages and loci. An unpublished dataset of taxa from Australia and New Zealand is incorporated 
into the database to assess the power of tree to correctly place and identify new samples. In the 
subsequent chapter, the tree is expanded by relaxing concatenation conditions for taxon inclusion, 
and methods of sequence-based species delimitation are incorporated and compared in terms of 
their ability to accurately delimit species, overcome incomplete or incorrect identifications and 
improve the deeper levels of the phylogeny by means of a multi-partite matching algorithm which 
links clustered entities between loci. In chapter 4, a methodological framework for employing 
previously characterised genetic clusters for broad-scale inference of intraspecific variation across 
major clades, is introduced. In chapter 5, the preferred topology from previous analyses is used to 
demonstrate a novel method for estimating total extant beetle diversity,based on higher taxon 
diversification rates and normally distributed branching times at the family and subfamily levels. 
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Finally, in chapter 6, an alternative phylogeny is constructed based on complete mitochondrial 
genome data derived from next-generation sequencing techniques, incorporating comprehensive 
assessment of the factors confounding model-based phylogenetic analysis – mutational saturation 
and base compositional heterogeneity – and tests to determine whether the phylogeny can be 
improved by the application of models which attempt to ameliorate these effects. An unpublished 
dataset of mitochondrial protein-coding genes from an under-represented biogeographic region is 
included to demonstrate how the complete phylogeny can placed unidentified samples in a robust 
phylogenetic context, and assess the evolutionary significance of the regional fauna, through 
quantification of phylogenetic diversity, without recourse to traditional morphological identification 
procedures. The wider context of the research and how it might be applied to other species rich but 
taxonomically poorly characterised groups is discussed, to demonstrate the broader significance of 
the findings of the study. As such, the thesis represents a huge leap over previous syntheses of 
beetle phylogenetics, and provides an invaluable framework for future research incorporating new 
























CHAPTER 2: A SPECIES LEVEL PHYLOGENY FOR COLEOPTERA FROM 
PUBLICLY AVAILABLE DNA SEQUENCE DATA 
 
Note: this chapter contains material that was adapted for inclusion in Bocak et al (2013) 
Systematic Entomology, DOI: 10.1111/syen.12037. A copy of the paper is provided in 





After a two hundred year history of systematic entomology the Coleoptera stand as the most diverse 
animal radiation with almost 400,000 species classified in ~180 families (Grove & Stork, 2000). 
This extraordinary diversity represents a challenge for taxonomists, as described species represent 
only a fraction of the real diversity (Basset et al 1996, Didham et al 1998, Erwin 1982, Novotny et 
al 2002). A robust phylogeny is indispensable for natural classification and evolutionary studies, but 
despite intensive research some aspects of the phylogeny of Coleoptera remain poorly understood 
(Lawrence and Newton 1982, 1995; Beutel & Leschen 2005, Leschen et al 2010, Lawrence et al 
2011). Existing studies on higher beetle phylogeny are based on both morphology (Lawrence et al 
2011 and references herein) and DNA sequences (e.g. Caterino et al 2002, Hunt et al 2007, 
Maddison et al 2009, McKenna et al 2009) and the quickly growing amount of DNA data in public 
databases provides strong basis for building a detailed phylogeny ultimately at the species level 
(e.g., Open Tree of Life, Dryad, TreeBase databases). DNA-based approaches have the potential to 
overcome the dual problems of large numbers of species and limited manpower to deal with them, 
and this principle has been applied to diparate taxa such as Hymenoptera (Peters et al, 2011; 
Sharkey et al, 2012), angiosperm plants (Soltis et al, 2011; Smith et al, 2011) and 
homobasidiomycetes (Hibbett et al, 2005). Studies on beetles have pioneered this approach by 
compiling some 1800 species for three loci and generating efficient bioinformatics pipelines to 
gather these data (Hunt et al, 2007; Hunt and Vogler 2008). 
 
Tools for the extraction and handling of phylogenetic information have been developed with the 
understanding that molecular sequence information held in appropriate databases can aid global 
estimates of species richness through accelerated identification and classification of species (May, 
1999). An automated approach to extracting, collating and analysing the increasing amount of 
molecular in the public domain creates challenges at various stages, from computational resources 
to data matrix assembly and tree reconstruction (Sanderson & Driskell, 2003). Early attempts to 
reconstruct a 'tree of life' for species-rich groups such as the homobasidiomycetes identified a lack 
of integration of data from disparate sources and significant gaps between current taxonomy and the 
understanding of phylogenetic relationships (Hibbett et al, 2005). Other fungal groups were 
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characterised by a relatively small number of genes that were readily accessible for phylogenetic 
analysis (Robertse et al, 2006). However, the exponential increase in sequence data has resulted in 
the primary barrier to phylogenetic analysis being data management, as opposed to data availability 
– in particular the identification and extraction of orthologous sequences from gene databases, 
alignment of orthologous sequences and formatting of the data matrix for phylogenetic analysis 
(Robertse et al, 2006). Approaches to data management include establishing reproducible and 
updatable pipelines to reconstruct trees by means of commonly available data sets (Ciccarelli et al, 
2006), or to automate the process of multiple sequence alignment (Wu et al, 2008), followed by the 
use of approximate algorithms for optimisation methods ('heuristics') for the construction of large 
trees (Sanderson, 2007). As such, it is now possible to estimate trees comprised of many tens of 
thousands of taxa, such as the angiosperm 'mega-phylogeny' of 55473 seed plant species 
represented in Genbank (Smith et al, 2011). 
 
Publicly accessible sequence databases expand rapidly and an evaluation of the current state of the 
available DNA database for building a comprehensive phylogenetic tree as the basis for the 
classification of beetles, is long overdue. However, a number of obstacles to such an approach 
remain. The data for building the beetle tree originate from very disparate sources, and a substantial 
proportion of the data was produced for molecular systematic studies dealing with restricted 
lineages at family and lower levels (e.g. Lord et al 2010, Marvaldi et al 2009, Ribera et al 2008, 
Robertson et al 2004, Seago et al 2011). Additionally, most phylogenetic studies were not primarily 
conceived for systematics, but address various questions such as the community structure and the 
DNA profiling of local faunas (Pinzon-Navarro et al 2010, Jurado-Rivera et al 2009, Tanzler et al 
2012, Markmann and Tautz 2005; Monaghan et al 2006; Pons et al 2006), phylogeography 
(Hawlitschek et al 2012, Papadopoulou et al 2009, 2011, Ribera & Balke 2007), the DNA 
identification of immature stages (e.g., Ahrens et al 2007, Caterino & Tischechkin 2006, 
Levkanicova & Bocak 2009), the origin of adaptive traits, eg. bioluminiscence or neoteny 
(Kundrata & Bocak 2010, Stanger-Hall et al 2007) and coevolution and macroevolutionary history 
(Balke et al 2008, Hunt et al 2007, McKenna et al 2009, Gomez-Zurita et al 2007). Therefore, a 
large part of the publicly accessible DNA data has never been used for inference of a large-scale 
beetle phylogeny, although it can provide further information for building a comprehensive beetle 
tree. Sequenced markers reflect the aims of particular studies, and therefore a relatively large 
number of loci have been used (Caterino et al 2000). Deeper level studies have widely used the 
nuclear 18S and 28S rRNA genes, (eg. Bernhard et al 2006, Caterino et al 2002, Hunt et al 2007, 
Marvaldi et al 2002, 2009, Robertson et al 2008, Shull et al 2001), but further nuclear loci have 
included wingless, elongation factor-1 alpha, carbamoylphosphate synthase domain (CAD), 
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nuclear muscular protein Mp20, arginine kinase (AK,), histon III (e.g., Lord et al 2010, McKenna 
et al 2009). Although several have been used repeatedly, data remains missing for many lineages 
and loci. For example, wingless was almost exclusively used in studies of Adephaga (Maddison et 
al 2009). The mitochondrial genome is another important source of phylogenetic information in 
beetles, and many studies have used the cox1-3' ~690 bp fragment and the ~540 bp fragment of 
rrnL. Recently, the barcoding sequencing program has produced a high number of sequences of the 
~740 bp cox1-5' fragment (Hebert et al 2003). 
 
However, the ability to gather, collate and analyse such large amounts of data creates new 
challenges for researchers – up to 20% of fungal DNA sequence records in GenBank may have 
erroneous lineage designations, errors which are propagated into new accessions when identity and 
function of new sequences are determined by bioinformatic analyses (Bidartondo et al, 2008); 
similarly, sequencing errors or incomplete sequencing in reference genomes can cause misleading 
interpretations of molecular evolution and phylogeny in studies of complete mitochondrial genomes 
(Hassanin et al, 2010). If sequence records are reliable, the accuracy of large-scale phylogenetic 
analysis is still affected by the strategy used to sample taxa, and it is unclear how far the scalability 
of acceptable accuracy extends as the number of taxa in the tree increases (Bininda-Edmonds, 
2005). Despite these potential problems, the increasing taxonomic content of DNA databases, 
together with improvements in sequencing technology means that a species-level phylogeny for the 
Coleoptera is becoming ever more obtainable. The first published molecular phylogeny for the 
Coleoptera was estimated using a 400 base pair region of the mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase I 
gene (COX1), from 37 species representing 15 families (Howland & Hewitt, 1995). Subsequent 
studies have further expanded the number of taxa and genes used in phylogenetic analysis. For 
example, Caterino et al (2002) used parsimony analysis to infer basal relationships from 18SrRNA 
sequences, producing a phylogeny of 71 representative taxa. Hunt et al (2007) performed 
comprehensive phylogenetic analysis inferred from three genes and nearly 1900 species. With this 
rapid and continual accumulation of data, a phylogeny of Coleoptera can potentially now be 
estimated at an unprecedented level of detail, including thousands of terminals and resolving basal 
relationships with greater confidence than previous attempts, which have been affected by high 
levels of missing data and poor congruence with Linnaean classifications (Hunt et al, 2007).  
 
In this chapter, publicly available nucleotide data is collated and analysed to construct a species-
level phylogeny for Coleoptera.  Information on the geographic and taxonomic structure of data and 
coverage of beetle lineages by different loci is analysed to identify weaker parts of the dataset, and 
the inferred tree is compared with previous phylogenetic hypotheses and formal classification to 
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identify the lineages with dubious placement, and which need further attention. The tree inferred 
here in brings the total number of included species to over 2% of all described species, and 
incorporates a depth of sampling that allows it to serve as a basis for systematics and classification 
of this hyper-diverse order. In addition, an unpublished multi-locus dataset of 1574 genera (1 
individual per genus) from Australia and New Zealand are added to the existing dataset, to test the 
ability of the newly constructed Coleoptera tree to correctly place previously identified samples and 
assess its utility as a tool for DNA-based classification and identification. 
 
Materials and method 
 
Data extraction and phylogenetic analysis 
A modified version of a custom-build bioinformatics pipeline (Hunt & Vogler, 2008) was used to 
place all sequences of Coleoptera from Genbank into a flatfile database (106975 sequences for 
19218 species IDs, March 2012). This database was supplemented by unreleased sequences, 
including 1083 cox1-5' sequences (GenBank accessions HQ164551-165633), and 349 18S rRNA 
sequences (accessions JN618997-JN619345). The study also included sequences from 148 taxa of 
Scarabaeiformia for cox1-5', rrnL, 18S rRNA and 28S rRNA (Ahrens et al, unpublished). Perl 
scripts were used to parse flatfiles for accession number, NCBI taxonomy ID, superfamily, family, 
subfamily, tribe, genus, species, gene product, collection location and nucleotide sequence, and this 
information was placed in a fasta formatted secondary database. In order to facilitate better 
algorithmic manipulation of the data, and the recognition of species names and their taxonomic 
affinities when reading large trees, Latin binomials were replaced with ‘Tobycodes’ - code names 
based on the starting letter of each name in the string of nested taxonomic groupings maintained at 
NCBI’s taxonomy database (Hunt & Vogler, 2008). Sequences representing five gene loci were 
extracted from the database using the BLAST algorithm (Altschul et al 1990), following conversion 
of the database to the appropriate format by the formatdb utility. Target loci were the 3' region of 
mitochondrial cox1, the 5' barcoding fragment of cox1 mtDNA, rrnL mtDNA, 18S rRNA and 28S 
rRNA. These fragments have been widely used in previous phylogenetic studies dealing with family 
level and higher classification and provide the most comprehensive sampling of the beetle diversity. 
Searches were run using multiple query sequences aligned in ClustalW (Larkin et al 2007). Thirty 
partial cox1 query sequences (aligned length 688 bp) corresponding to the 3-prime region of the 
gene flanked by the primers Pat and Jerry (Simon et al 1994), 13 partial COX1 sequences (aligned 
length 739 bp) corresponding to the 5' barcode region of the gene, 28 partial rrnL sequences 
(aligned length 536 bp) corresponding to the region flanked by the primers 16Sa and 16Sb (Ribera 
et al 2001), 30 18S sequences (aligned length 2371 bp) corresponding to the region flanked by the 
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primers r1138 and f1094 (Sequiera et al 2000), and 20 partial 28S sequences (aligned length 799 
bp) corresponding to the region flanked by the primers 28Sff and 28Sdd (Inward, 2003), were used 
to guide the BLAST searches. The BLAST search E-value was1 x 10-5 and the word size (W) was 
reduced from the default of 11 to 9. This increased the completeness of the heuristic search for 
starting seeds in the local alignment between query and target sequences, improving the results of 
the search in terms of finding homologous target sequence regions of equivalent length to the query 
sequences. Matching sequences were extracted from the database using fastacmd and, if longer than 
the query sequences, trimmed so that only homologous regions were used in subsequent analyses. If 
shorter, database hits were only extracted if they were at least 0.6 times the length of the query 
sequences. Once extracted, the results of each search were filtered to leave a single entry per species 
ID (the longest available sequence after trimming). At each step, the total number of sequences, and 
the number of sequences within superfamilies and families, were logged for each gene. Cox1 
sequences were aligned in transAlign (Beninda-Emonds, 2005), and subsequently improved by eye. 
Ribosomal RNA sequences were aligned using a modification of the BlastAlign algorithm (Belshaw 
& Katzourakis, 2005), whereby each sequence is aligned against a universal reference sequence 
(most representative sequence, MRS), excluding portions of the sequence lacking similarity to the 
reference sequence. This approach is considered to be more appropriate than 'global' alignment 
procedures such as Clustal to the analysis of genes which consist of alternating conserved and 
highly variable regions, because by retaining the former and removing the latter, an alignment is 
provided containing more defensible homology assignments (Hunt & Vogler, 2008). As the data sets 
were too large to exhaustively search for the MRS, a consensus sequence was derived from a 
Clustal alignment of the MRS derived from a random subset of taxa in 100 BlastAlign alignments, 
which was used as the MRS in the final BlastAlign alignment. 
 
A supermatrix was constructed by concatenating aligned sequences, including taxa in the final 
analysis if they were represented by either cox1-3' or 18S rRNA. Phylogenetic analysis was 
performed using maximum likelihood in RAxML (Stamatakis, 2006), on the CIPRES web server 
(http://www.phylo.org; Miller et al 2010). The data set was partitioned by gene and cox1 loci were 
further partitioned by codon position. Analyses were run under the GTRCAT model of nucleotide 
substitution, an approximation of the GTRGAMMA model, which reduces the computational cost 
of the analysis (Stamatakis, 2006). Analyses were repeated using five random seeds to determine 
whether the topology was sensitive to these parameters. Trees were visualised in Dendroscope 
(Huson et al 2007) and taxonomic congruence was assessed using taxonomic RI (the percentage of 
taxa assigned to a given group in the existing classification that are recovered as monophyletic; 
Hunt & Vogler, 2008). To achieve this, the taxonomy codes described above are converted into a 
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binary matrix whereby each unique taxonomic level is represented by a set of binary 'characters', 
one corresponding to each name at the given taxonomic level. Each character has states for presence 
(if a species is a member of the taxon) or absence (if it is not), and can thus be assessed for their 
consistency with the tree, yielding RI values which are normalised for the maximum number of 
changes on the tree (Hunt & Vogler, 2008). An ensemble RI from all characters at each hierarchical 
level is given as the tRI. Ensemble taxonomic RI values were calculated at the suborder, 
superfamily and family levels across the entire tree, and individually for each suborder, superfamily 
and family. As it was not possible to use standard measures of nodal support based on resampling or 
repeated searches, due to the size of the dataset and computational cost of such analyses, the tRI 
was used as an indirect measure of the quality of trees. To test the impact of individual loci on the 
topology of the inferred trees, individual gene partitions were removed before producing a new tree 
based on the amended supermatrix, and recalculating tRI values. To test the sensitivity of the data to 
stochasticity in the heuristic search algorithm used in RAxML, trees were inferred under 5 different 
random start seeds. The tree with highest tRI values was selected as a final topology for use in 
assessing phylogenetic relationships in Coleoptera (see below). Trees were estimated without non-
Coleoptera outgroups due to avoid paraphyly of Coleoptera (Shull et al, 2001; Caterino et al, 2002, 
McKenna & Farrell, 2010, Maddison et al 2009), and to avoid uncertainty in alignments caused by 
the inclusion of a distant outgroup. Length variability in rRNA genes is concentrated in loop regions 
and the BlastAlign algorithm excludes highly divergent regions such as these from the alignment. 
Thus, by including only Coleoptera sequences, more information was ultimately retained. 
 
Beetle diversity assessment and classification schemes 
In order to assess the completeness of sampling within subgroups, numbers of species per 
superfamily and family were taken from various sources: chapters written by specialist in The 
Handbook of Zoology (Beutel and Leschen 2005, Leschen et al 2010), the American Beetle 
handbook (Arnett & Thomas 2000, Arnett et al 2002) and internet resources such as the catalogues 
compiled by J. Hallan (http://insects.tamu.edu /research /collection /hallan /test/ Arthropoda/ 
Insects/ Coleoptera/). The codenames used in this study (supplementary material S2) were based 
on Genbank classifications, although these differ from some classification schemes – in particular, 
some families listed in the Genbank classification are considered as subfamilies by Lawrence et al 
(2011) and Bouchard et al (2011): Cicindelidae, Scydmaenidae, Spercheidae, Hydrochidae, 
Georyssidae, Bolboceratidae, Anischiidae, Anobiidae, Monommatidae and Languriidae. As this 
intention of this study was not to select any particular concept as preferable, Genbank 





The Coleoptera tree as a tool for identification and classification 
1573 previously unsampled Australasian taxa were added to the dataset by realigning unpublished 
sequences with previously extracted loci. These were submitted to Genbank and assigned various 
accession numbers: JQ753333-JQ753701, KC524576-KC524713, KC524783-KC525056, 
KF016138-KF016537, KF597307-KF597520, KF633440-KF633444, KF801675-KF802169. Data 
were available for each locus used in this study, but rrnL and 18S were represented in the new 
dataset by short fragments only. As such, unaligned Genbank sequences were split into 2 fragments 
prior to adding the Australasian samples, before realigning each fragment separately and re-
concatenating them prior to tree building. This procedure ensured shorter reads were not lost in the 
BlastAlign algorithm. The resulting supermatrix was analysed in RAxML as before, and assessed 




Database summary and supermatrix completion 
Of the 106975 nucleotide sequences downloaded from Genbank, a total of 53523 were extracted by 
BLAST searches. These included 27,445 cox1-3’ sequences, 9998 cox1-5' barcode sequences, 8664 
rrnL mtDNA sequences, 3291 18S rRNA sequences and 3855 28SrRNA sequences. Filtering to 
leave a single sequence per species ID  resulted in a data set comprised of 7062 cox1-3’ sequences, 
8570 cox1-5’ sequences, 5176 rrnL sequences, 3014 18S rRNA sequences and 2288 28S rRNA 
sequences. The removal of putative pseudogenes by transAlign, and highly divergent taxa by 
BlastAlign, followed by a final parse for duplicate species IDs, yielded alignments of 7005 cox1-3' 
sequences, 8538 cox1-5’ sequences, 5175 rrnL sequences, 2995 18S rRNA sequences and 2287 28S 
rRNA sequences. In total, 32.1% of available sequences were used in building the supermatrix. The 
concatenated supermatrix contained 8441 taxa and 6600 characters consisting of 7005 cox1-3', 1367 
cox1-5', 3692 rrnL, 2995 18S rRNA and 2043 28S rRNA sequences. Of the 5 loci used in this study, 
cox1-3' exhibited the greatest coverage per species, ie. 83.0% of taxa in the supermatrix were 
represented by this locus, compared to 16.2% represented by cox1-5'. However, cox1-3' also 
exhibited high levels of redundancy – only 25.5% of available sequences were included in the 
supermatrix, compared to 91.0% of available 18S sequences (Tab. 2-1). Locus representation was 
incomplete for most species and highly uneven across the dataset, with a majority represented by a 
single gene (Fig. 2-1), though only cox1-3' and 18S were allowed to fulfil this criteria; 25.5% of 
species in the supermatrix were represented by cox1-3' only, although a large proportion were 
represented by cox1-3'+rrnL (18.0%) and a 4 fragment combination of cox1-3'+rrnL+18S+28S 
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(9.2%), the latter being a combination of loci widely used in phylogenetic analysis and which 
formed the backbone of the dataset (Tab.2-1). Only 60 taxa (0.7%) were represented by all 5 loci. 
 
Taxonomic and biogeographic coverage 
The 8441 terminals represented 2.17% of the total 388,670 described species, representing 152 of 
181 families listed in Genbank. Not all sequences were identified to the species level – 91% of 
cox1-5' sequences carried complete identifications, compared to cox1-3' (83%), rrnL (83%), 18S 
rRNA (82%) and 28S rRNA (79%).  Other sequences were treated as holding full species IDs when 
assigned a unique ID code on Genbank which distinguished them from congeneric samples 
(although they may represent taxa present elsewhere under Linnaean binomials, and inclusion of 







































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 2-1 – the proportion of Genbank DNA data extracted and used for phylogenetic analysis, and density of 
sampling among loci 
 
 
Data completion varied greatly between superfamilies and families, reflecting differing levels of 
historical research activity among subgroups. Dytiscoidea stood out as the most completely sampled 
superfamily, with 31.4% of 4000 described species included in the supermatrix. All other 
superfamilies were sampled to less than 10% of total described species, and well-sampled 
superfamilies were generally those containing fewer described species (Lymexyloidea: 8.0% of 50 
described species; Derodontoidea: 6.1% of 33 described species; Haliploidea: 4.1% of 220 
described species). The largest superfamilies were represented by many thousands of species in the 
supermatrix, yet these represented only a small fraction of total diversity (Curculionoidea: 1.6% of 
62618 described species; Staphylinoidea: 1.46% of 57952 described species; Caraboidea: 2.47% of 
39686 described species; Tab. 2-2). Sampling at the family level followed a similar pattern, as 
sampling within larger superfamilies tended to be dominated by a small number of families – for 
example, Carabidae (1.97%), Staphylinidae (1.03%), Scarabaeidae (3.71%), Buprestidae (0.16%), 
Elateridae (1.17%), Tenebrionidae (0.90%), Chrysomelidae (2.68%) and Curculionidae (1.56%); 
see appendix A1. In each locus, number of species sequenced per family was positively correlated 
with total species per family (Pearson's product moment correlation coefficient, Tab. 2-2), although 
the association was weaker in mitochondrial loci (Fig. 2-2) which were typically sampled for 
population or species level studies, meaning the percentage of species sequenced varied 
considerably between families.  
 
Tab 2-2 – total families sequenced per locus and r values for correlation between total described species per family 
and species per family in the database 
 
Total cox1-5' cox1-3' rrnL
Spp. in database n.a. 8538 7005 5175 2995 2287
Spp. in supermatrix 8441 1367 7005 3692 2995 2043
% of spp. represented by loci 100 16.19 82.96 43.73 35.5 24.2
Sequences available 53 253 9998 27 445 8664 3291 3855
Sequences included (%) 32.11 13.67 25.52 42.61 91 53
% of known spp. 2.17 0.35 1.8 0.95 91 0.53
18S rRNA 28S rRNA
Locus r (PPMCC) Significance
COI-5' 72 0.8465834638 p<0.001
COI-3' 133 0.6748635701 p<0.001
rrnL 130 0.4403858795 p<0.001
18S 150 0.8524647463 p<0.001
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Figure 2-2 – total described species per family (x axis) versus species sequenced per family (y axis) for each locus 
extracted in this study. Axes are log transformed 





























Geographic information was available for 50453 database sequences and this information is 
summarised in Tab. 2-3. Sampling was heavily biased towards the northern hemisphere, with 56% 
of labelled sequences originating in the Palearctic and 15% in the Nearctic region. Western and 
Central Europe and Iberia were among the most heavily sampled regions (2191, 3529 and 4884 
sequences, respectively), with central Africa and the Middle East particularly poorly sampled (11 
and 92 sequences, respectively) reflecting both a lack of local taxonomic expertise and political 
barriers to access by external researchers. Notably, several biodiversity hotspots (Myers et al, 2000) 
are virtually unrepresented, including West African Forests, Brazil's Cerrado and Atlantic Forests, 
Western Ghat and Sri Lanka, and others are poorly sampled in relation to the high species richness 
and levels of endemism they are likely to contain (eg. IndoChina and Burma: 186 sequences, 
Philippines: 65 sequences, Tropical Andes: 363 sequences). Only a few biodiversity hotspots are 
arguably sampled to a level commensurate to their likely importance in describing global beetle 
diversity:  the Mediterranean, Californian, Central American and Madagascar regions. This 
highlights the huge amount of taxonomic work that remains to be conducted in some of the world's 
most biodiverse regions, and goes some way to explaining the gaps in the database in terms of 
taxonomic coverage. It is likely that previously unsampled/under-sampled biodiversity hotspots 
contain a large proportion of undescribed taxa, highlighting the need to establish a framework for 
placing new samples in a phylogenetic context as they are obtained, as this thesis attempts to 
establish. 
 
The consistency of trees with formal classification and identification of misplaced taxa 
Maximum likelihood trees obtained with each of 5 random starting seeds differed in terms of 
ensemble tRI values (Tab. 2-4) and misplaced taxa (ie. taxa which were incorrectly placed at the 
family or superfamily level according to assigned classifications). A single full-resolution tree was 
selected for further discussion based on tRI scores (supplementary material S3). Consistency with 
formal classification as measured by tRI was lowest at the genus level (0.799-0.808), higher at the 
subfamily level (0.917-0.921) and higher still at the family level (0.971-0.973). A total of 126 taxa 
were misplaced across all 5 trees. Of these, only 18 were misplaced in every tree, and 60 were 
misplaced in only 1 of 5 trees (appendix A2). This suggested that the majority of misplaced taxa 
could be explained by stochastic effects of phylogenetic uncertainty on various analyses, as opposed 
to identification or labelling errors on sequences. There was no association between tRI and 
proportion of known species sampled, for either superfamilies or families – in fact, four 
comparatively densely sampled families (Zopheridae, Brachyceridae, Melandryidae and 
Salpingidae) had the lowest tRI scores (appendix A1). Superfamily tRI values were generally high 
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– Haliploidea and Scirtoidea had the lowest (0.875 and 0.882 respectively), with values as high as 
1.0 for Gyrinoidea, Hydrophiloidea, Buprestoidea, Dascilloidea and Derodontoidea (appendix A1). 
These extremes were represented by relatively small subgroups, with the larger superfamilies 
(Curculionoidea, Tenebrionoidea etc) generally exhibiting tRI values between 0.9 and 0.99.  
 
 
Table 2-3 – geographic origin of sequences in the Coleoptera database 
 
Palearctic region 28823        Azerbaijan 12        Vietnam 30 Caribbeann Isl. 249
Western Europe 2191 Turkey (+) 489        Cambodia 22        Cuba 2
       UK 825        Cyprus 20        Myanmar 11        Dominican R. 69
       France 1219        Turkey 469 Philippines 65        Puerto Rico 73
       Belgium 81 Central Asia 226 Malaysia/Indonesia 1633        Trinidad 7
       Netherlands 42        Turkmenistan 14        Indonesia 1091        Dominica 55
       Ireland 24        Kyrgyzstan 47        Malaysia 537        Saint Kitts 1
Central Europe 3529        Tajikistan 2        Singapore 3        Montserrat 12
       Czech Rep. 491        Iran 72        Borneo 2        Jamaica 14
       Germany 1993        Pakistan 22 Nearctic Region 7386        Saint Lucia 4
       Slovakia 353        Kazakhstan 57        USA 5043        Guadeloupe 12
       Poland 68        Uzbekistan 12        Canada 1595 Chile 449
       Switzerland 183 China (+) 1676        Mexico 748 Argentina (+) 179
       Austria 396        China 1499 Australian region 4661        Argentina 171
       Hungary 45        Taiwan 152 Australia 3660        Paraguay 4
Northern Europe 653        Hong Kong 9 New Zealand 541        Uruguay 4
       Iceland 6        Mongolia 16 Oceania 253 Falkland Isl. 468
       Norway 127 Japan 8663        French Polynesia 18 Afrotropical region 3791
       Sweden 374 Korea 1136        New Caledonia 169 Western Africa 43
       Finland 126 Middle East 92        Samoa 14        Senegal 24
       Denmark 20        Syria 24        Vanuatu 14        Ghana 3
Iberia 4884        Lebanon 2        Fiji 34        Cote d'Ivoire 14
       Spain 3909        Israel 2        Tonga              4        Togo 1
       Portugal 969        Jordan 1 Papua (+) 207        Liberia 1
       Andorra 6        Oman 20        Papua N. Guinea 203 Central Africa 11
Italy (+) 1257        Saudi Arabia 15        Solomon Isl. 4        D.R. Congo 2
       Italy 1253        UAE 28 Neotropical region 4174        Cameroon 6
       Malta 4 Western North Africa 718 Brazil 241        Nigeria 3
Balkan 2414        Morocco 604 Andes 363 Southern Africa 370
       Slovenia 35        Algeria 17        Colombia 9        Namibia 55
       Greece 2037        Tunisia 97        Ecuador 152        Botswana 2
       Bulgaria 57 Eastern North Africa 126        Peru 123        Zambia 9
       Romania 105        Egypt 124        Bolivia 79        RSA 300
       Serbia 61        Libya 2 Northern Coast 227        Zimbabwe 4
       Croatia 75 Oriental region 2158        Venezuela 59 Eastern Africa 187
       Macedonia 44 India (+) 274        French Guyana 165        Ethiopia 6
Eastern Europe 744        India 145        Guyana 3        Tanzania 2
       Russia 647        Nepal 106 Central America 1998        Uganda 6
       Estonia 14        Sri Lanka 7        Guatemala 15        Comoros 6
       Latvia 69        Bhutan 13        Belize 7        Kenya 165
       Belarus 14        Bangladesh 3        Costa Rica 441        Sudan 2
Caucasus 25 Indochina & Burma 186        Honduras 6 Madagascar 2410
       Georgia 11        Laos 54        Panama 1511 Mauritius 770
       Armenia 2        Thailand 69        Nicaragua 18 (+) incl. neighbouring countries
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Table 2-4 – ensemble tRI values at the family, subfamily and genus levels for each of 5 trees calculated with different 
random seeds in RAxML. Tree 2 was selected for further discussion (see below) 
 
Misplaced taxa represented only a small proportion of lineages in the preferred topology. 94 
families were recovered as monophlyletic, with 58 represented by 2 or more independent lineages 
(appendix A1). To aid visualisation of the preferred topology (Fig. 2-3), taxa were removed if they 
fulfilled 1 of several criteria: firstly, they were removed if they were placed in a superfamily in 
conflict with Genbank classifications; secondly, all single taxa outside the main clade of their 
respective family were removed; thirdly, misplaced clades representing less than 20% of the total 
taxa in their respective family were removed. Finally, all members of Brachyceridae (36 spp., 16 
separate positions) were removed, as multiple supporting branches obscured relationships in other 
lineages. In total, 2.11% of taxa were removed according to these criteria, prior to producing the 
tree in Fig. 2-3. Overall, the majority of misplaced taxa were represented by a single locus and came 
from species-rich families (almost 80% of misplaced taxa belonged to families with over 10,000 
described spp.). However, 50% of misplaced taxa belonging to families with less than 100 described 
species are were sequenced for three or four loci, well above the average coverage of loci for the 
whole dataset. This supported the principle that missing data alone could not explain misplacement 
of taxa. 
 
Assessing the contribution of each locus 
Individual loci were removed and the resulting trees assessed using tRI (Tab. 2-5). The removal of 
individual loci removal affected the topology differently at various taxonomical levels. The removal 
of COI-5', 28S and rrnL had little effect except at the genus level, reflecting the contribution of 
these loci at lower hierarchical levels. The removal of 18S resulted in the exclusion of ~1000 taxa 
only represented by this gene, causing an unexpected increase in tRI at lower hierarchical levels, 
reflecting noise/a lack of phylogenetic signal in this marker near the tips. Removal of COI-3' 
resulted in a reduction in tRI at all phylogenetic levels, and the exclusion of ~2500 taxa. Although 
COI is considered uninformative at deep phylogenetic levels due to high variability, these results 
support hypotheses regarding the power of short mtDNA fragments under dense taxon sampling 
(Quicke et al, 2012). 
 
Tree (random seed)
1 2 3 4 5
tRI Family 0.971 0.973 0.972 0.973 0.972
tRI Subfamily 0.917 0.921 0.918 0.918 0.919
tRI Genus 0.806 0.808 0.805 0.805 0.799
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Table 2-5 – the effects of locus removal on tRI and number of species in the supermatrix 
 
Basal relationships and tree topology 
The preferred topology (Fig. 2-3) supports the monophyly of all four suborders, with 17 
superfamilies recovered as monophyletic following the removal of misplaced taxa, with the 
exception of Staphylinoidea and Cucujoidea. The placement of Myxophaga and Archostemata in a 
single clade as sister to Adephaga + Polyphaga supports previous studies ( Hunt et al 2007, 
Maddison et al 2009) and so the tree was rooted with Myxophaga+Archostemata as the basal clade. 
Within Adephaga, families were well-recovered with only a single species placed oustide its 
respective family. Sister relationships were more questionable, with a basal Gyrinidae supporting 
Beutel and Roughley (1988) but in conflict the Hydradephaga/Geadephaga sister relationship 
proposed by Shull et al 2001. Trachypachidae was placed as sister to the main carabid clade, 
supporting previous conclusions by Maddison et al (2009) based on nuclear rRNAs and the 
wingless gene, as did the monophyly of the cicindelids and their position as sister to the remaining 
carabids (keeping open the question of their family level status applied in the Genbank 
classification). The placement of semiaquatic Hygrobiidae, Amphizoidae, and Aspidytidae within 
the dytiscid clade was questionable, reflecting sampling bias towards Dytiscidae (30% of known 
species) and poor overlap between families for particular loci (appendix A1). The placement of the 
species-poor hydradephagan families Amphizoidae, Hygrobiidae, Aspidytidae and Meruidae also 
contradict previous studies and morphological classifications, suggesting inferred relationships 
would benefit from further data across all lineages. 
 
The monophyly of Polyphaga was well supported, with only a single misplaced species outside the 
suborder.  The inferred topology of Polyphaga gives further support for relationships proposed by 
Hunt et al 2007 and Timmermans et al 2010 – the species-poor families of Derodontoidea and 
Scirtoidea were found as basal lineages of Polyphaga but not as a single clade. The scirtoid families 
have previously been included in Elateriformia (Bouchard et al, 2011) or as a distinct series forming 
a clade with Cucujiformia and Elateriformia (Lawrence et al, 2011). The former concept was 
contradicted by previous molecular studies (Hunt et al, 2007, Maddison et al, 2009, Timmermans et 
al, 2010), and the scirtoid family Clambidae was inferred as a sister of the remaining Polyphaga in 
Locus ommitted No. species tRI genus tRI subfamily tRI family tRI super family
none 8441 0.808 0.921 0.973 0.992
COI_3' 6287 0.765 0.887 0.952 0.98
18S 7471 0.837 0.928 0.967 0.984
rrnL 8441 0.788 0.913 0.967 0.991
COI_5' 8441 0.799 0.921 0.970 0.991
28S 8441 0.800 0.917 0.972 0.992
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morphological analysis by Lawrence et al, (2011). As such, the relationships inferred here seem 
reasonable, pending further data to correct under-representation of lineages. Nosodendridae were 
similarly ambiguously placed, and while Lawrence et al (2011) related them to Derondontoidea and 
Scirtoidea, here they were placed in a Scarabaeoiformia + Bostrichiformia + Elateriformia clade, 
suggesting closer relationships with Bostrichoidea (Lawrence & Newton 1995). 
 
The Staphyliniformia represented a weaker part of the topology, with 4 out of 7 families 
polyphyletic and neither Staphyliniformia nor Staphylinoidea inferred as monophyletic, 
contradicting previous studies (Lawrence and Newton, 1995, Bouchard et al, 2011). However, 3 
separate staphylinoid clades correspond inferred here correspond to the basal lineages inferred in 
previous studies in which the superfamily was monophyletic (Beutel & Leschen, 2005). 
Hydrophiloidea and Histeroidea were closely related in this topology but did not form a single clade 
as predicted in previous studies (Lawrence & Newton, 1995, Bouchard et al, 2011). Staphylinidae, 
Scydmaenidae and Leiodidae are strongly under-sampled when compared with other lineages and 
very low amount information is available on nuclear rRNA genes for all families of Staphylinoidea 
(appendix A1), so denser sampling of loci could help resolve these relationships. 
 
The exact position of Scarabaeiformia remains open, as different trees placed it as an independent 
lineage at the base of Polyphaga, or in a clade with Elateriformia and Bostrichiformia, as in the 
preferred topology (Fig. 2-3) and similar to that proposed by Lawrence et al (2011). The apparent 
instability of these relationships may be due to low numbers of samples in Dascilloidea (2 spp.) and 
Bostrichoidea (84 spp.). Within Scarabaeoidea, dung-feeding lineages (Aphodiinae + Scarabaeinae) 
and leaf/detritus-feeding lineages ( Melolonthinae + Cetoniinae + Rutelinae) are independently 
placed, and although there is little concordance between relationships inferred here and 
morphological analyses (Lawrence et al, 2011), the principle of ecologically defined groups of 
scarabaeids is supported by both analyses. Most scarabaeoid families are represented by few species 
and many are only represented by 18S (appendix A1), which could explain the uncertainty 
surrounding sister relationships among families. 
 
The Elateriformia were monophyletic with Dascilloidea placed as sister to the remaining 
superfamilies. Byrrhoidea were polyphyletic with respect to Buprestoidea, and a sister to 
Elateroidea. Sister relationships of Buprestoidea and Byrrhoidea were recovered by Hunt et al 
(2007) and Timmermans and Vogler (2012), but recent analyses rejected the superfamily status of 
Buprestoidea (Bocakova et al 2007, Lawrence et al 2011, Lawrence et al 1995). This analysis 
supports the close association of the 2 groups, but the amount of available data for both groups is 
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low, and further sampling would be needed to confirm the nested position of Buprestoidea. Within 
Elateroidea, multiple origins of soft-bodied taxa rejected the cantharoid concept (Crowson 1955, 
Lawrence and Newton 1982) – families previously assigned to Cantharoidea were paraphyletic in 
all analyses, with some placed as basal elateroid lineages (Omethidae and Telegeusidae) and others 
more related to Elateridae (Cantharidae, Lampyridae and Lycidae). Phengodidae, 
Rhagophthalmidae, Omalisidae and Drilidae form a clade with Elateridae, supporting results by 
Bocakova et al (2007) and Kundrata and Bocak (2011) who inferred a clade formed by the same 
group of lineages. Unlike several other superfamilies, Elateroidea are better sampled for the more 
conservative loci rrnL, 18S and 28S rRNA and the sampling of individual loci is approximately 
balanced, so the paraphyly of cantharoid lineages is unlikely to be an artifact of uneven sampling. 
 
Tenebrionoidea and Lymexyloidea were monophyletic sister groups in the preferred tree, but other 
analyses placed the latter within the former (see chapter 3), suggesting weak support for the sister 
relationship of the 2 superfamilies. Lymexilid samples were represented by multiple fragments so 
the instability could be due to the unbalanced number of taxa in each group. The density of 
sampling in Tenebrionoidea was lower than average for the whole order (1.19% of total described 
species), so further sampling of Tenebrionoid lineages could strengthen the monophyly of the 
group. Cleroidea was recovered as monophyletic in agreement with previous studies (Hunt et al, 
2007; Bocakova et al, 2012), and the sister-position of Cleroidea and Byturidae + Biphyllidae 
supports previously reported relationships when these two small cucujid families were placed as 
one of basal lineages in Cleroidea (Hunt et al 2007).  Although this phylogeny of Cleroidea was 
based on an expanded data set and representation of fragments was reasonably balanced, the 
superfamily remains under-sampled with 114 included species representing only 1.12% of known 
diversity. Hence, the inclusion of additional families would allow better inferences regarding 
relationships within both Tenebrionoidea and Cleroidea to be made. 
 
Cucujoidea was found to be polyphyletic in agreement with previous studies (Hunt et al, 2007; 
Marvaldi et al, 2009). Cucujoid lineages were dispersed between Cleroidea, Chrysomeloidea and 
Curculionoidea, but most families were monophyletic with only a small proportion of misplaced 
taxa (appendix A2).  Biphyllidae + Byturidae were found in distant position to other lineages, and 
the monophyletic Cerylonid series occupied a basal branch in Cucujiformia. The Erytolid and 
Cucujid series formed a distinct clade, with the Nitidulid series placed as a sister to Curculionoidea.  
Marvaldi et al (2009) suggested the monophyly of phytophagous lineages (Curculionoidea + 
Chrysomeloidea) and Hunt et al, (2007) proposed slightly different arrangement of subclades, but 
the clade formed by the Cucujid, Erotylid and Nitidulid series with phytophagous superfamiles was 
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supported by all three studies.  The sister to phytophagous hyperdiverse clades and the monophyly 
of Curculionoidea+Chrysomeloidea remain the main questions for further research, as 
mitochondrial analyses consistently resolve the Phytophaga as monophyletic (chapter 5).  
Cucujoidea were relatively densely sampled (2.59% species represented in the data set), but the 
coverage of loci differed substantially from other lineages: a large number of taxa were sequenced 
for 18S and 28S rRNA fragments and mtDNA loci were poorly represented for all families but 
Coccinellidae and Lathridiidae (appendix A1). As such, the amount of information was limited 
overall, and Cucujoidea are in need of extensive additional sequencing to solve their relationships. 
 
Both Chrysomeloidea and Curculionoidea were monophyletic in all analyses with 0.42% and 3.16% 
of taxa placed outside the respective clades. These lineages differed substantially in the recovery of 
subfamilies and tribes. Very poor results were obtained for Curculionidae and Cerambycidae for 
which the sampling density was lower and, importantly, the more conservative loci were poorly 
represented (appendix A1). Chrysomeloidea were well supported (tRI 0.992) and major lineages 
were recovered in agreement with Gomez-Zurita et al (2007).  The main problem was the unstable 
position of Zeugophoridae, which were not recovered as a clade (tRI 0.400). 5 out of 6 members of 
this family were represented by a single fragment, and further expansion of the dataset is needed. 
However, the basal position of a number of subgroups (Donaciinae, Criocerinae, Bruchidae and 
Sarginae clades, the sister relationships of Galerucinae and Chrysomelinae and the clade Cassidinae 
+ Eumolpinae + Cryptocephalinae) correspond to morphology-based findings (Reid 1995). Within 
Curculionoidea, Nemonychidae formed a clade with Attelabidae and these were sister to remaining 
families, similar to results published by McKenna and Farrell (2009) and Lawrence et al (2011).  
The position of the poorly sampled Belidae, Anthribidae and Attelabidae varied across analyses. 
The available data represent only a small fraction of the curculionoid diversity, and there was no 
support for the position and monophyly of Brachyceridae (the delimitation of the family can be 
questioned, as it could not be recovered as a clade despite relatively dense sampling). The internal 
structure of the Curculionidae clade varied considerably between trees and most subfamilies were 
not identifiable as natural lineages. However, the highly modified wood-feeding lineages Scolytinae 
and Platypodinae were placed within Curculionidae - in agreement with modern classification - and 
they formed separate clades. 
 
The use of the tree for identification 
Identification at the family level was ~98% successful for this dataset, which, although ostensibly 
sub-optimal, is impressive considering the low and uneven density of sampling. The inclusion of 
unpublished Australasian samples increased the total number taxa in the tree to 9643. The 
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unpublished dataset included samples from all major suborders except Myxophaga, and 
encompassed 16 superfamilies (supplementary material S4). Each newly added taxon represented 
a previously unsampled genus from families already present in the dataset. Phylogentic analysis 
using RAxML generated a tree with reduced tRI values at the family, subfamily and genus levels 
(supplementary material S5). However, the reduction in tRI was less when unpublished samples 
were pruned from the new topology, and tRI recalculated using taxa from the previous analysis only 
(Tab. 2-6). This indicated that although the Australasian data had an overall negative effect on 
monophyly in the Coleoptera tree, these effects were principally concentrated in the new taxa 
themselves, possibly due to the shortened rrnL and 18S fragments which may have introduced 
uncertainty to the dataset and reduced overlap between taxa. Never the less, a high proportion of 
taxa were correctly placed in the topology – only 8 taxa were clearly misplaced (incorrect 
superfamily assignments) representing 0.5% of the new samples. However, the introduction of 
additional data had some unexpected effects on deep-level relationships, highlighting the need to 
use a fixed 'backbone' topology when using poorly-supported trees as tools for identification– 
Lymexyloidea was rendered paraphyletic, with two separate clades placed within a polyphyletic 
Tenebrionoidea. Each of the staphyliniform superfamilies were monophyletic - Histeroidea was 
erroneously placed as sister to Bostrichoidea (a suboptimal topological feature seen again in chapter 
3). Staphylinoidea was sister to the large Elateriformia + Bostrichoidea + Histeroidea clade, and 
Hydrophiloidea was basal to all of these. The scarabaeoid genus Platycerus was unexpectedly split 
from Lucanidae and placed as sister to Histeroidea + Bostrichoidea. Consequently, tRI for 
Lymexyloidea was reduced from 1 to 0.667 and most other superfamilies exhibited a smaller 
reduction (appendix A3). However, the inclusion of the Australian taxa increased tRI in Caraboidea 
from 0.998 to 1, and in Cleroidea from 0.982 to 0991, highlighting that monophyly indices can be 




Table 2-6 – tRI comparisons at different hierarchical levels for the new tree with Australasian samples included, the 
original preferred tree, and the new tree following pruning of unpublished samples from the topology 
 
At the family level, tRI scores were unaffected by the inclusion of the additional samples for a 
majority of lineages (72 families, 60% of comparisons). 31 families (26%) exhibited a reduction in 
Tree No. taxa tRI Family tRI subfamily tRI Genus
Incl. new samples 9643 0.882 0.855 0.776
Genbank data only 8447 0.971 0.918 0.804
Pruned tree 8447 0.958 0.903 0.795
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tRI scores and 17 families (14%) saw an increase in tRI (appendix A3). Of the families for which 
tRI increased, 5 were tenebrionoid, making this the subgroup which benefited most from additional 
sampling in terms of monophyly at the family level. However 4, of the 10 families which 
experienced the greatest drop in tRI were also tenebrionoid, indicating that the effects of adding the 
additional samples were highly localised, affecting particular regions of the tree towards the tips. 
Fluctuations in tRI might be explained in terms of phylogentic uncertainty in particular parts of the 






The amount of molecular phylogenetic information assembled in the last decade is impressive both 
in terms of taxon coverage and number of loci for individual species. These data enable inference of 
a comprehensive phylogeny of Coleoptera containing 152 of 181 families recognized in the 
GenBank classification. The tree produced here is the most comprehensive phylogenetic hypothesis 
on the evolution of beetles assembled until now, both in number of taxa and the amount of 
information used for the inference. The topology agrees to a high degree with morphology-based 
classifications and supports the monophyly of major beetle lineages. On the other hand, it suggests 
some relationships not yet translated to the formal classification, but reported by previous molecular 
phylogenetic studies. The tRI family level indices for all Coleoptera and the species-rich suborders 
Adephaga and Polyphaga reached over 0.97 and indicate the power of the tree to place unknown 
samples in the phylogenetic framework. The topology inferred from the present dataset also enables 
comparisons of independent conclusions based on morphology and DNA data. Although the data 
remain far from ideal in terms of taxon sampling, fragment overlap and geographic coverage, they 
represent another considerable step towards a comprehensive phylogeny of beetles. 
 
The current data set was produced as a compromise between an 'all-data' approach which might 
include all phylogenetically informative fragments for all species, and a dataset aiming at 
completeness of locus representation for individual taxa. Although data from all previous studies on 
deeper relationships in Coleoptera are included, the data set is not merely a sum of previously 
published higher-level phylogenetic information – it contains many sequences that have never been 
used for the construction of a deeper beetle phylogeny. The additional information originates from 
studies dealing with lower taxonomical levels and the ecology of restricted lineages or local beetle 
communities. Therefore, data on cox1-3' and rrnL fragments considerably expand both the number 
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of species and the amount of information in the present data set. Although these fragments are more 
variable than nuclear loci and are not generally used for inference of deeper relationships, they 
strongly improve the congruence of the inferred topology with formal classification. The exclusion 
of the cox1-3' locus showed the highest negative impact on the quality of topology at all taxonomic 
levels as measured by the change in tRI. A strong positive impact of cox1-3’ was detected despite 
the fact that more than 30% of samples were represented only by this fragment. The exclusion of 
the rrnL fragment had stronger negative impact at lower genus and subfamily levels and the 
exclusion of the conservative 18S rRNA fragment affected mostly the superfamily level 
relationships. The conservativeness of the 18S rRNA fragment was further increased by the 
BlastAlign procedure, which excludes highly variable regions that cannot be unambiguously 
homologized. The cox1-5’ fragment used in the Barcoding of Life Project is available for 
increasingly higher numbers of taxa, and was included in the present data set as a promising marker 
for lower level identification. Although this locus contributes less to the final topology than other 
mitochondrial markers it has great potential for future compilations - around two million sequences 
of cox1-5’ are available for animals (March 2012) and the data are growing constantly. 
 
The pattern of impact of various loci on topology is complicated by uneven sampling of various 
lineages for individual loci and absolute numbers of sequences. Highly unbalanced representation 
of loci was found for various lineages (e.g., sparse sampling of Adephaga for 28S), but in contrast, 
some lineages were reasonably well sampled for all loci (e.g., Elateroidea). These factors 
undoubtedly interact with the overall representation of the lineages in the data set expressed by the 
percentage of sequenced species. The strength of the dataset to infer a stable and reliable phylogeny 
of beetles depends on several factors and these should be targeted with the ultimate goal of a robust 
comprehensive phylogeny in mind: 
 
(1) Representation of the beetle diversity in the dataset 
Compared with the 2.17% overall density of sampling, there are several lineages which are 
apparently under-sampled and many of them are placed in conflict with formal classification (e.g. 
Buprestidae, sampled for 0.16% of described species) or most of their constituent lineages (families 
and subfamilies) are not inferred as monophyla (families of Tenebrionoidea, sampled for 0.97%, 
subfamilies of Curculionidae, 1.56% and Cerambycidae, 0.58%). Additionally, a high proportion of 
species poor families are ambiguously placed or inferred as polyphyla in conflict with their 
morphology based delineation and as these families are often represented by reasonable sampling of 
loci, the high dissimilarity of sequences in the environment of low density of sampling might be a 
reason for ambiguous placement or observed polyphyly. The problem of placement of these small, 
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highly diversified lineages is especially acute in Tenebrionoidea and Cucujoidea. Altogether, 15 of 
29 families absent in the dataset belong to these superfamilies and about a half of represented 
families in these groups were not inferred as monophyla. Sampling is strongly biased towards 
Northern hemisphere zoogeographical regions, and the sparse sampling of fauna in biodiverse 
tropical and Southern hemisphere regions might be a reason for lover congruence of some 
relationships with formal classification. 
 
(2) Representation of loci 
There are considerable differences in loci representation among taxa, which might be a reason for 
unstable topologies. The inferred positions of Sphaeriusidae, Ommatidae and Zeugophoridae are 
examples of lineages where overlap of sequenced fragments for constituent taxa are low. There 
were also differences in the representation of fragments in various superfamilies. The ratio between 
the most densely and most sparsely sampled loci varied from 1:27 in case of Adephaga to 1:1.7 in 
Elateroidea and Tenebrionoidea. Although it was not possible to separate multiple factors 
potentially affecting the placement of various lineages, the analysis of taxa misplaced outside 
appropriate families showed that clades of closely related species sampled for a single locus are 
often misplaced. The difficulties with placement of taxa from under-sampled lineages can be 
demonstrated by the fact that 17 of 22 misplaced taxa represented by 3 or 4 fragments belonged to 
species-poor families. Denser sampling of loci failed to place samples correctly in situations where 
a limited number of closely related sequences was present in the data set. Hence, both the coverage 
of loci and density of sampling appear to affect the success of the placement of samples. 
 
Other reasons for misplacement of individual taxa or clades might include misidentifications and 
contaminations, errors in the sequence reading, lack of signal in the sequence caused by saturation 
of highly variable mtDNA fragments leading to random convergent similarity (cox1 mtDNA), or 
lost information content when variable regions are removed during BlastAlign procedure from the 
length-variable rrnL mtDNA, 28S and 18S rRNA, It was not feasible to evaluate the correctness of 
identification and quality of sequences provided by the numerous laboratories which generated the 
data, and the interaction between density of sampling, saturation in highly variable loci and 
ambiguous alignment of rRNA loci is difficult to evaluate when low numbers of samples are 
misplaced and the reasons for misplacement cannot be separated. However, taxa represented by a 
higher proportion of length-invariable loci showed higher congruence between placement on the 
tree and taxonomic designation (samples with 2 or 3 loci sequenced showed higher proportions of 
misplaced taxa when length variable rDNA loci were more represented; additionally, 2.18% versus 




Although beetles are widely studied, expertise in many groups is limited and knowledge is 
incomplete, especially in tropical regions. The need for identification using 'non-expert' tools is 
likely to grow for several reasons: firstly, expertise in taxonomy of many groups simply does not 
exist anymore or experts are not able to provide any support with identification for various reasons; 
secondly, essential knowledge of morphology and the biology of immature stages remains limited 
and identification using DNA information has been proven to be an effective means of identification 
(e.g., Ahrens et al, 2007; Freitag and Balke, 2011; Gattolliat and Monaghan, 2010; Levkanicova and 
Bocak 2009); thirdly, the availability of affordable methods of large-scale DNA sequencing makes 
ecological studies feasible, and DNA-based species delineation has potential as an aid to describing 
taxonomically poorly known insect communities (Monaghan et al 2009). The compilation of all 
available sequence data to construct the phylogeny of Coleoptera shows current possibilities as well 
as limits of DNA-based identification of unknown samples. Although ~98% success of family level 
identification might not seem impressive, the result is amazing when the actual density of sampling 
is considered. The taxonomic index expressing the percentage taxa assigned to a given group in the 
existing classification that are recovered as monophyletic (Hunt & Vogler 2008) was generally high 
(ensemble tRI at family level reached 0.973), and will be improved when some classificatory 
problems are solved and the formal classification is modified – for example, some families which 
obtained low tRI despite relatively high sampling might be in fact polyphyletic (Melandryidae, 
Brachyceridae, Zopheridae); additionally, low tRI scores of some families might be a result of 
incomplete loci overlap and generally low sampling (e.g., Ommatidae, Sphaeriusidae, Clambidae, 
Prostomidae, Discolomatidae, Bolboceratidae) and their delineation might be better supported in the 
near future. The correct placement of the majority of an unpublished regional fauna further 
demonstrates the potential role that even incompletely sampled phylogenies such as this can play in 
placing species in an evolutionary framework without recourse to morphological identification, 
although the effectiveness of such an approach in situations where locus overlap is reduced has yet 
to be tested. However, the unpredictable effect of additional taxa on monophyly at the family level 
highlights the instability of the baseline phylogeny, suggesting sampling of additional loci for 
existing taxa will be as important as increasing total taxon coverage for consolidating the reliability 
of the phylogeny as a tool for identification. Never the less, it is clear that the current data set 
contains information which can be used for ecological studies describing phylogenetic structure of 
beetle communities, and that further progress in beetle phylogenetics can provide a much stronger 

























Figure 2-3 – the preferred maximum likelihood topology, with clades collapsed to the family level and coloured by 
superfamily. Numbers in parentheses are total species per clade 
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CHAPTER 3: THE BEETLE TREE OF LIFE EXPANDED - SEQUENCE-




In chapter 2, it was demonstrated that publicly available nucleotide sequence data can be collated 
and analysed for the purposes of large-scale phylogenetic analysis, to attempt to resolve deep-level 
relationships which datasets of narrower scope are unable to elucidate, and to provide a framework 
for the incorporation and, in certain cases, identification of new samples in lieu of a traditional 
morphological taxonomic treatment. However, the described methodology retains certain 
limitations. In particular, the limited set of loci extracted in the aforementioned study represented 
only a small proportion of total available sequence data, thus the full explanatory power of the 
database has yet to be harnessed. An important consideration is that the ways in which biological 
diversity is surveyed and sequenced are changing rapidly. The procedures described in chapter 2 
reflect a database derived from multiple studies in which (in many cases) a small number of target 
loci were sequenced, to maximise the analytical potential of data extracted according to limitations 
of the cost and efficiency of contemporary DNA sequencing methods (ie. conventional PCR and 
Sanger sequencing). More recently, methods for the simple and cost-effective sequencing of full 
complements of mitochondrial protein-coding genes from pooled samples have been developed 
(Timmermans et al, 2010), and further advances in next-generation sequencing methods allow the 
high-throughput extraction of COI barcodes from mixed environmental samples (Lui et al, 2013), 
and the reconstruction of complete mitochondrial genomes (Hahn et al, 2013; Xhou et al, 2013). 
Given the proven power of mitogenomic datasets to resolve deep-level phylogenetic relationships in 
disparate taxa such as beetles (Timmermans et al, 2010; Pons et al, 2010; Haran et al, 2013), other 
hexapods (Simon and Hadrys, 2013), amphibia (Pabijan et al, 2013) and mammals (eg. Yu et al, 
2007, Arif et al, 2012), it reasonable to presume that the rate of mitogenomic data accumulation will 
continue to increase and that these loci will eventually dominate the Coleoptera database, and other 
such databases comprised of publicly available nucleotide sequences generated principally for the 
purposes of phylogenetic or biodiversity studies in which rapidly evolving markers with low 
recombination rate are the most informative data source. As such, there is a need to adapt existing 
methods of data collation (chapter 2) to provide better overlap with mitochondrial loci as they 
become increasingly densely sampled. 
 
Increasingly rapid accumulation of nucleotide sequence data exacerbates a secondary problem 
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which also should be addressed – how to deal with incomplete or incorrect identifications on 
Genbank. This is a well-documented problem that is prevalent in many organisms for which 
traditional taxonomy is problematic, or for which expertise is scarce. For example, it is estimated 
that up to 20% of fungal DNA sequence records in Genbank may have erroneous lineage 
designations, errors which are propagated into new accessions when identity and function of new 
sequences are determined by bioinformatic analyses (Bidartondo, 2008). While there is no evidence 
that identifications in the Coleoptera database carry a similar proportion of inaccuracy, difficulties 
associated with field identification of beetle specimens mean that it has long been a convention that 
morphospecies which can be identified to the higher taxon level (eg. Genus) are submitted with 
unique identifier codes (such as voucher specimen number) in lieu of species assignations. This 
creates two issues when multi-locus analyses are based on filtering data by species ID, as in chapter 
2. Firstly, species numbers can be artificially inflated when unidentified conspecifics are assigned 
unique ID codes. Secondly, concatenation between loci is prevented if unidentified conspecifics do 
not share the same ID code. The proportion of partially identified samples in the Coleoptera 
database varies between loci, from 9% in COI-3' to 21% in 28S (chapter 2). Clustering by sequence 
similarity thresholds (BLASTClust; Altschul, 1990) indicate that 20% of these refer to population 
level variation and multiple entries for a single species (Chesters and Vogler, 2013), which is a 
small proportion of total sequences in the database, but the figure may be higher in other taxa to 
which these methods might be applied. For reasons described above, it is likely that this proportion 
will continue to increase in taxa such as invertebrates, as rapid sequencing of mitogenomic diversity 
allows accumulation and analysis of data without recourse to full morphological taxonomic 
treatment of specimens. 
 
An approach to address these issues was introduced by Chesters and Vogler (2013), whereby 
sequences are clustered according to sequence similarity thresholds which maximise congruence 
with Linnaean names, before applying an algorithm based on graph theory to minimise conflict 
between loci prior to concatenation, to select from among partially conflicting taxon labels within 
clusters. While this approach was demonstrated to produce tree topologies in good agreement with 
the higher taxonomy of Coleoptera, with reduced numbers of terminals due to successful clustering 
of intraspecific variation (Chesters and Vogler, 2013), some caveats remain. Firstly, clustering 
sequences according to arbitrary similarity thresholds is known to be problematic when there is 
variation in typical levels of intraspecific and interspecific variation among clades and when 
substitution rate varies between lineages (Fujisawa and Barraclough, 2013), and tree-based 
procedures such as the GMYC approach (Pons et al, 2006; see below) would therefore be preferable 
on theoretical grounds (Chesters and Vogler, 2013). Secondly, the published methodology does not 
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allow linkage between loci to be guided by specimen voucher information or collecting locality, of 
available on Genbank. While this may be of little import when unidentified sequences can be 
confidently placed through clustering with fully identified samples, it is feasible that the rapid 
sequencing of entire biological communities may result in delimitation of clusters comprised of 
unidentified samples across multiple loci, which the current algorithm would be unable to link in a 
biologically meaningful way if every sequence contained, for example, familial, subfamilial or 
tribal designations only. Again, this situation may become commonplace as rapid sequencing 
technologies facilitate the generation of novel, large datasets without the requirement of species-
level identification of samples. 
 
In this chapter, the methodology of chapter 2 is developed in a series of fundamental ways. Firstly, 
the dataset is expanded by incorporating 2 additional mitochondrial markers, to provide better 
overlap with the ever-increasing complement of mitogenomic datasets in the Coleoptera database. 
Supermatrices are expanded and allowed to better reflect the total taxonomic coverage of the 
database through the inclusion of taxa represented by the mitochondrial 16S locus. A detailed 
comparison is made between supermatrices and phylogenies derived from the name-based 
concatenation procedure described in chapter 2, and those generated through the multi-partite 
matching algorithm of Chesters and Vogler (2013). Crucially, the latter is adapted to incorporate 
clusters delimited by the GMYC method of Pons et al (2006), and these clusters, and their resulting 
tree, is compared with those derived from the traditional BlastClust procedure. While the GMYC 
approach can be argued to be philosophically more justifiable than BlastClust for sequence-based 
species delimitation (Fujisawa and Barraclough, 2013), it does carry with it a number of 
assumptions: that species are monophyletic, that the true genealogy of the locus is known, that the 
marker is evolving neutrally, and that diversification rates are equal among clades. Finally, the 
published method is further modified to incorporate specimen voucher information and collecting 
locality as listed on Genbank, to facilitate better linkage of clusters between loci. 
 
Materials and Method 
 
An up to date database (correct as at June 2013) of publically-available Coleoptera nucleotide 
sequences was downloaded according to methods described in chapter 2. In order to more fully 
incorporate phylogenetic information from complete mitochondrial genomes (submitted to Genbank 
with increasing frequency, see chapter 6), the number of loci included in BLAST searches was 
increased to seven: in addition to those described in chapter 2, BLAST searches were run using a 
413 bp fragment of cytochrome-b (cyt-b) and a 700 bp fragment of cytochrome oxidase subunit 2 
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(COII) as query sequences. The supermatrix was further expanded by the inclusion of taxa 
represented only by mitochondrial rrnL (16S). While this had the effect of increasing the proportion 
of missing data in the supermatrix, the additional taxa included in the tree at several hierarchical 
levels (see discussion) was considered sufficient justification for the strategy. 
 
Sequence concatenation for matrix building was conducted in three different ways.  First, a 
conventional supermatrix was constructed according to the names attached to each sequence in the 
NCBI database. For each locus one sequence was selected per taxon name, using the most complete 
sequence or choosing randomly if sequences were of equal length (see chapter 2). In order to test 
the sensitivity of the analysis to stochastic variation introduced by the alignment procedure, and the 
starting seed for maximum likelihood inferences in RAxML, 16S, 18S and 28S datasets were each 
subjected to 5 independent BlastAlignments, each one selecting 100 sequences at random to 
generate the MRS (see chapter 2). Each alignment replicate was used to generate a maximum 
likelihood tree in RAxML at each of five random starting seed values. This resulted in the 
generation of 25 trees for each of the three genes, which were compared using ensemble tRI values 
at the genus, subfamily and family levels (see chapter 2). These values were used to select the 
optimal alignments for use in the concatenated supermatrix. 
 
In the second concatention procedure, the matrix building step was preceded by clustering of 
sequences to establish entities broadly representing the species level; from these clusters one 
representative sequence is used in the subsequent step of linking data among loci, according to the 
globally highest match of names in mixed-named clusters (Chesters & Vogler, 2013).  Two different 
methods for clustering were compared. First, a rapid Blast-based clustering method was 
implemented in NCBI’s BlastClust program to define operational species-level units, based on 
BlastClust performing all-against-all pairwise alignment, followed by single linkage clustering 
according to user-specified similarity thresholds. Cut-off values were determined using a simulated 
annealing heuristic search method whereby clustering thresholds are independently varied for each 
locus, but optimized according to the recovery of expected taxonomic species globally across loci 
(Chesters et al, 2013). Clustering thresholds were tested at 0.5% intervals from 99.5% to 95%. In 
order to reduce the computational cost of the analysis, and to take into account possible variation in 
thresholds across subgroups, optimized thresholds were estimated independently for Caraboidea, 
Dascilloidea, Chrysomeloidea, Cucujoidea, Curculionoidea, Tenebrionoidea and an artificial 
subgroup comprised of the remaining superfamilies in the database. For each subgroup tested, 
multi-locus cluster optimisation was run for up to 4000 generations, with a decay value of 0.990, 
until the best iteration tRI parameter reached a stationary phase, indicating the optimal thresholds 
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for each locus had been found. 
 
A second clustering procedure grouped sequences based on the GMYC method which tests for a 
change in branching rates at the species boundary to classify the observed waiting times between 
two diversification events in the tree to either inter-specific (Yule) or intra-specific (coalescent) 
processes. GMYC clusters require a prior alignment and tree searches, including the calculation of 
ultrametric (time-calibrated) branch lengths. In particular, partitioning of codon positions in protein-
coding genes been shown to have a great impact on estimated divergence times (Yang & Yoder, 
2003; Papadopoulou et al, 2009) due to varying substitution rates and evolutionary dynamics, and 
the effects of assumptions in substitution models. To determine the effect of partitioning on the 
identification on GMYC groups, 25 genera were selected from the Coleoptera dataset, which an 
approximate GMYC analysis indicated contained between 20 and 100 species (Tab. 3-1). This was 
determined through maximum likelihood analysis in RAxML (Stamatakis, 2006) using the 
GTRCAT model of nucleotide substitution (a rapid approximation of the GTR gamma model), 
followed by the estimation of ultrametric branch lengths in r8s (Sanderson, 2003) under the 
assumption of a molecular clock. For each of the chosen genera, a more thorough phylogenetic 
analysis was conducted in RAxML (Stamatakis, 2006), using a GTR model of nucleotide 
substitution, with a gamma shape of rate heterogeneity and estimated proportion of invariable sites. 
This was repeated under three partitioning schemes – P1 (no partitioning), P2 (a single partition for 
the first two codon partitions and a second for the highly variable third codon position) and P3 
(three partitions, one for each codon position). For each partitioning scheme, AIC scores (Akaike 
Information Criterion; Akaike, 1974) were calculated using a fixed topology derived from the 
initial, approximate analysis, to determine which partitioning scheme provided the model which 
best fitted the data. GMYC analyses were carried out using ultrametric trees estimated in r8s as 
before, under each partitioning scheme. For each genus, GMYC analyses under different 
partitioning schemes were compared for the number of clusters congruent with existing 
classifications, the number of 'split' clusters (clusters comprising fewer than all representatives of a 
single species) and the number of 'clumped' clusters (comprising every representative of two or 
more species). Clusters containing fewer than all representatives of two or more species were 







Tobycode Genus Total seqs Unique haplotypes ML clusters ML entities 
CP1Ch3C4Ca5Ce7 Cephaloleia 120 110 24 74 
CP1Ch3C4Do7 Donacia 122 105 30 47 
CP1Cur3C4M5I6Co7 Conotrachelus 528 138 26 57 
CA1D3D4A5A6Ily7 Ilybius 44 40 8 29 
CA1D3D4Co5C6Pa7 Papuadytes 308 286 5 54 
CA1D3D4Co5C6Co7 Copelatus 188 147 16 55 
CA1C3C4Ci7 Cicindela 737 443 44 99 
CP1Cur3C4S5Ip7 Ips 101 90 19 41 
CA1C3Ca4Pl5S6Ca7 Calathus 183 164 29 63 
CA1C3Ca4T5B6Be7 Bembidion 334 88 12 35 
CA1D3D4A5A6Ag7 Agabus 102 77 14 50 
CP1Ch3C4Pl7 Plateumaris 272 242 31 37 
CP1Cu3N4M5Me7 Meligethes 114 83 12 28 
CP1Cur3C4C5C6Cu7 Curculio 241 126 14 28 
CP1Cur3C4Ce5Ce7 Ceutorhynchus 109 87 13 32 
CP1Cur3C4E5N6Ga7 Galapaganus 132 88 14 24 
CP1Cur3C4S5De7 Dendroctonus 334 254 13 34 
CP1S3H4Oc7 Ochthebius 382 204 17 25 
CP1Sc3L4L5Lu7 Lucanus 71 61 4 25 
CP1Sc3S4R5An7 Anomala 79 50 10 26 
CP1Sc3S4S5C6Ar7 Arachnodes 75 57 10 25 
CP1Sc3S4S5C6Na7 Nanos 223 108 12 22 
CP1Sc3S4S5Hel7 Helictopleurus 370 124 24 28 
CP1Sc3S4S5Pa7 Pachysoma 199 144 24 45 
CP1Sc3S4Se5Ma7 Maladera 61 31 6 24 
 
Table 3-1 – genera used to assess GMYC analysis parameters. ML clusters are GMYC species represented by 
multiple haplotypes. ML entities represents total species (ML clusters plus singletons) 
 
Once the optimal parameters for large-scale GMYC analysis had been determined (see results), 
GMYC clusters of intraspecific variation were used to guide the concatenation procedure (see 
below). This was implemented by building trees separately for major lineages of Coleoptera. 
Sequences were aligned using MAFFT (16S) or were selected from the initial transAlign alignment 
(protein coding genes) to build fast likelihood trees (below) from all unique sequences with 
RAxML 7.0.4 (Stamatakis, 2006) under the GTR CAT substitution model. Ultrametric branch 
lengths were calculated by fixing an arbitrary age to the root node in PATHd8 (Britton et al, 2007), 
a method which smooths substitution rates locally, rather than simultaneously over the whole tree, 
allowing rapid analysis of large datasets. These trees were then subjected to the GMYC analysis 
using the R package Splits (http://r-forge.r-project.org/projects/splits//) with the ‘single threshold’ 
option, except the 16S Caraboidea dataset, for which clusters could only be identified using the 
'multiple threshold' method (see results). The 28S and 18S sequences were not clustered due to high 
sequence similarity even among distinct species. Instead, one sequence for each species name 
available was used, using the longest sequence if multiple deposits were present. As GMYC 
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analyses require sufficient sampling of inter- and intraspecific variation to detect a significant shift 
in branching rates, these were conducted only on superfamilies represented by at least ~100 unique 
species IDs as named on Genbank and an appreciably higher number of total sequences. Less 
comprehensively sampled superfamilies were clustered using BlastClust, as before, according to the 
optimal thresholds calculated previously. The two clustering methods described herein were applied 
to the COI, 16S COII and cyt-b datasets. 18S and 28S sequences were filtered to one per species 
name in all analyses. 
 
Once sequence clusters had been established that broadly corresponded to the species level (GMYC 
and/or BlastClust), loci were linked by optimal matching of the partially conflicting taxon labels in 
a cluster across loci, using a cluster, or a single label distributed among clusters, through a heuristic 
algorithm applied globally in the dataset (Chesters & Vogler, 2013). Gene loci were linked 
according to a recently developed methodology based on graph theory.  The maximum cardinality 
match establishes the matching set with the greatest number of vertices (links) among the edges 
(clusters) of a multipartite graph that produces the globally best concatenation among loci for 
building the supermatrix. Weights can be applied to the name matchings to reflect the remaining 
incongruence in the clusters with name labels. Under the default weights an arbitrary score of +2 for 
‘full matches’, i.e. if all members in a sequence cluster obtained in one locus are the same 
taxonomic species as all members in a unit from another locus, whereas a score of +1 is assigned to 
‘partial’ name matches, if a subset of the sequences in a unit has at least one match to a species 
name in a unit obtained for a second locus. 
 
In the third and final concatenation strategy, a modification to the published multipartite linkage 
method was implemented, in which a further score of +1 was added for a “country” match between 
units in two loci, as detailed in the corresponding Genbank flatfiles, or, additionally, +1 for a match 
of a particular specimen that linked units in different loci via an alphanumerical specimen label 
attached to the sequence. This modification meant that geographic structuring of intraspecific 
variation among loci could be retained following concatenation. So that the name-filtered 18S and 
28S loci could be included in the graph matching algorithm, artificial clusters were established, 
comprised of multiple sequences which shared a species ID on Genbank. Sequence alignment and 
maximum likelihood tree search methods followed those described in chapter 2: transAlign for 
protein coding genes and a modified BlastAlign algorithm for 16S, 18S and 28S. For all 
concatenation strategies, taxa were only included if represented by either COI-3', 16S or 18S. The 
effects of country/specimen weighting on supermatrix structure (total taxa and proportion of 
missing data) were tested by varying the score increase for a match from 1 to 5, separately for 
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country and specimen matches, and both together. 
 
Blastclust and GMYC clustering strategies were compared by assessing their congruence with 
existing classifications. The accuracy of species delimitation was compared for all subgroups which 
had been clustered using the GMYC method. Clusters were considered to be congruent if they 
contained a single, full species level ID, and incongruent if they contained multiple species IDs, 
Species IDs occupying multiple clusters were counted once only, and sequences lacking complete 
species level IDs were disregarded. 
 
Following concatenation, supermatrices were analysed using RAxML on the Cipres web server. All 
datasets were partitioned by gene, with protein coding genes further partitioned by codon position. 
For each analysis, 100 bootstrap replicates were calculated using RAxML’s rapid bootstrapping 
algorithm, to determine whether alternative concatenation and clustering strategies affected 
phylogenetic certainty in the resulting trees. Trees were visualised in Dendroscope to assess 
topology, and taxonomic congruence was quantified using tRI scores. Ensemble tRI scores were 
compared at the superfamily, family, subfamily and genus levels, and also calculated separately for 
individual superfamilies, families and subfamilies. To assess the effects of missing data on 
taxonomic congruence, Perl scripts were written to calculate the total proportion of missing data in 
each alignment, and the proportion of missing data within all sugbroups for which tRI scores were 
calculated. In addition, the proportion of taxa represented by a single gene was also calculated, both 
for total alignments and for particular subgroups, as before. The relationship between missing data 
and tRI was examined using Pearson's Product Moment Correlation Coefficient, implemented in 
Microsoft Excel and R. For each analysis, the number of misplaced taxa (with taxon labels in 
conflict with superfamily placement) was quantified and compared using chi square tests, with 
percentage deviations calculated to measure the degree to which observed chi-square frequencies 






The Coleoptera database as at May 2013 contained 122,383 nucleotide sequences. These were 
represented by 16,540 unique taxon IDs, of which 11,897 were complete species-level 
identifications. BLAST searches yielded a total of 37,481 COI-3' sequences, 14,827 COI-5' 
(barcode) sequences, 10,134 16S sequences, 3750 18S sequences, 4222 28S sequences, 5807 COII 
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sequences and 4130 cyt-b sequences. Species-level filtering based on unique taxon IDs, and the 
removal of misplaced single-locus taxa which were misplaced in initial tree searches (implying 
misidentification or poor sequencing), resulted in a 1 per species dataset of 8792 COI-3' sequences, 
4480 COI-5' sequences, 6005 16S sequences, 3209 18S sequences, 2589 28S sequences, 2041 COII 
sequences and 1640 cyt-b sequences to be aligned and added to the name-based supermatrix. 
 
As before, sampling density varied greatly between gene loci and taxonomic groups. A complete 
summary is given in Tab. 3-2. COI 3' was the most densely sampled locus, with superfamilies 
containing up to 11381 sequences and 1577 unique species IDs (Dytiscoidea). In contrast, cyt-b, the 
least densely sampled locus, contained up to 1711 sequences and 516 unique species IDs per 
superfamily (Caraboidea). The minimum number of sequences and species IDs per superfamily 
varied among loci, ranging from 1 sequence/species ID (various subgroups in COI 3', COII, cyt-b 












Table 3-2 – Total sequences by locus and taxonomic group, and total unique species IDs. Total available to align includes sequences not assigned to a particular  subgroup, and 
is recalculated following the removal of poor quality sequences (see text), so is not simply a combined total of listed subgroups
Tobycode Subgroup
COI-3' COI-5' 16S 18S 28S COII Cytb-b
Total seqs Species IDs Total seqs Species IDs Total seqs Species IDs Total seqs Species IDs Total seqs Species IDs Total seqs Species IDs Total seqs Species IDs
CA1C3 Caraboidea 3880 1044 3040 752 2004 623 488 410 113 88 1196 371 1711 516
CA1D3 Dytescoidea 11381 1577 378 160 1272 1012 141 122 253 94 137 113 812 383
CA1G3 Gyrinoidea 545 109 89 86 28 20 6 5 1 1 74 73 1 1
CA1H3 Haliploidea 412 25 0 0 4 4 6 6 1 1 0 0 3 3
CP1B3 Buprestoidea 55 15 188 31 70 15 14 14 7 5 2 2 4 4
CP1Bo3 Bostrichoidea 218 99 22 12 87 70 78 58 27 20 4 4 154 28
CP1By3 Byrrhoidea 380 171 237 86 150 111 33 33 40 25 28 9 84 76
CP1C3 Cleroidea 98 88 63 7 78 76 102 99 72 71 1 1 1 1
CP1Ch3 Chrysomeloidea 4232 1024 1829 690 1389 725 444 417 438 356 1149 391 537 233
CP1Cu3 Cucujoidea 1052 474 1111 273 365 315 530 490 366 341 281 224 6 6
CP1Cur3 Curculionoidea 4611 887 4346 1283 1540 660 416 334 716 153 1481 194 449 107
CP1D3 Dascilloidea 5 1 0 0 3 1 3 2 3 1 1 1 2 1
CP1De3 Derodontoidea 2 1 933 11 2 2 4 2 1 1 0 0 0 0
CP1E3 Elateroidea 592 407 311 142 577 426 346 312 272 230 98 29 76 76
CP1H3 Hydrophiloidea 420 97 316 95 56 27 39 36 427 111 20 20 73 28
CP1Hi3 Histeroidea 166 48 68 12 54 24 43 41 3 3 5 5 1 1
CP1L3 Lymexiloidea 5 3 0 0 3 3 5 4 2 2 1 1 1 1
CP1S3 Staphylinoidea 3117 1177 693 375 808 669 259 253 266 251 488 252 43 40
CP1Sc3 Scarabaeoidea 3932 1140 835 283 1182 873 309 289 923 605 241 211 92 68
CP1Sci3 Scirtoidea 24 19 4 4 8 7 16 14 9 7 1 1 1 1
CP1T3 Tenebrionoidea 2344 379 291 121 441 330 268 250 275 220 596 136 76 66
CAr1 Archostemata 1 1 2 2 3 3 6 6 1 1 1 1 1 1
CM1 Myxophaga 4 4 14 6 6 6 14 12 6 2 2 2 2 2





Cluster optimisation: BlastClust 
Optimal thresholds are summarised in Tab. 3-3. All datasets reached their stationary 
phase within 1000 iterations. Optimal thresholds for COI-3' ranged from 1.5% in 
Cucujoidea to 5.0% in Scarabaeoidea and Tenebrionoidea. Clustering using optimal 
thresholds resulted in a dataset of 8200 molecular operational taxonomic units 
(MOTUs), presumed to be broadly equivalent to species. Optimal thresholds for 16S 
ranged from 0.5% (various superfamilies) to 3.0% in Tenebrionoidea, giving 5637 
clustered MOTUs. Optimal thresholds for COI-5' ranged from 1.0% to 5.0% (various 
superfamilies), giving 4585 MOTUs. Optimal thresholds for COII ranged from 0.5 in 
Caraboidea to 5.0 in Chrysomeloidea, giving 1966 MOTUs. Optimal thresholds for 
cyt-b ranged from 1.0 in Cucujoidea to 5.0 in Scarabaeoidea and Curculionoidea, 
giving a final dataset of 1412 MOTUs. 




Cluster optimisation: GMYC 
In the analysis of the 25 Coleoptera genera, the choice of partitioning scheme affected 
both the absolute number of species identified, and the proportion of clusters 
congruent with existing classifications (Fig.3-1). However, the effect was 
unpredictable – no single partitioning scheme yielded more congruent results across 
all 25 genera. However, scheme P2 was marginally more successful than P1 and P3, 
performing best or equal best in 12 analyses. It also identified the largest total number 




COIseg2 16S COIseg1 COII cytb
CA1C3 3.0 0.5 3.0 0.5 3.5
CA1D3 2.0 0.5 3.5 3.5 2.0
CP1Ch3 4.5 1.0 5.0 5.0 4.5
CP1Cu3 1.5 0.5 4.5 2.0 1.0
CP1Cur3 3.0 1.0 5.0 4.0 5.0
CP1S3 4.0 0.5 2.5 2.0 1.5
CP1Sc3 5.0 1.5 5.0 2.5 5.0
CP1T3 5.0 3.0 5.0 4.0 3.5
All others 4.5 1.0 1.0 3.5 1.0




Figure 3-1 – proportion of GMYC clusters congruent with existing classifications under 3 
partitioning schemes – P1 (no partitioning), P2 (3rd codon position partitioned separately) and P3 (3 
codon positions partitioned separately) 
 
 
In the comparison between LF and PL methods, the proportion of congruent clusters 
was equal in 15 of the 25 analyses (Fig. 3-2). LF yielded a higher proportion of 
congruent clusters for 9 genera, as a result of increased splitting of species names in 




















































































































































































































Figure 3-2– proportion of congruent clusters identified by the Langley-Fitch, non-parametric rate 
smoothing and penalized likelihood methods 
 
Across all analyses, splitting of clusters had a larger negative effect on congruence 
than clumping – named species groups were more likely to be subdivided into 
multiple clusters than clumped with other named groups. Increased partitioning 
reduced splitting overall but without increasing congruence – indicating split species 
groups tended to subdivide into single, unclustered individuals rather than forming 
congruent groups as a result of partitioning. Where multiple species were clumped 



































Genus P1 P1 P1 P2 P2 P2 P3 P3 P3
Congruent Split Clumped Congruent Split Clumped Congruent Split Clumped
Cephaloleia 6 0 8 6 2 8 6 1 8
Donacia 22 3 3 21 5 3 21 4 3
Conotrachelus 3 2 0 4 2 0 3 2 0
Ilybius 0 2 7 0 0 7 0 1 7
Papuadytes 2 6 0 4 3 0 4 1 0
Copelatus 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0
Cicindela 0 2 1 2 3 4 2 1 2
Ips 14 1 3 14 1 3 12 2 3
Calathus 14 3 7 14 2 8 13 3 7
Bembidion 5 6 1 4 2 0 4 4 1
Agabus 7 2 5 4 2 5 4 1 6
Plateumaris 10 21 0 8 20 0 8 26 0
Meligethes 0 6 1 3 8 3 3 3 2
Curculio 10 3 1 12 2 1 12 1 1
Ceutorhynchus 5 5 3 5 5 4 5 3 1
Galapaganus 2 12 1 2 7 0 2 2 0
Dendroctonus 3 7 1 3 12 1 4 8 2
Ochthebius 12 4 0 11 2 0 11 3 0
Lucanus 0 3 0 0 2 1 0 1 1
Anomala 5 2 0 5 2 0 5 2 0
Arachnodes 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 2
Nanos 4 3 3 8 5 1 8 1 2
Helictopleurus 12 4 3 12 0 3 13 0 3
Pachysoma 7 16 0 8 6 0 7 10 0
Maladera 4 0 0 4 0 0 4 0 0






Congruent Split Clumped Congruent Split Clumped 
Cephaloleia 6 1 8 6 1 9 
Danacia 21 4 3 20 4 2 
Conotrachelus 3 2 0 3 0 0 
Ilybius 0 1 7 0 1 5 
Papuadytes 4 1 0 3 1 0 
Copelatus 2 0 0 2 0 0 
Cicindela 2 1 2 2 1 3 
Ips 12 2 3 11 0 3 
Calathus 13 3 7 11 2 7 
Bembidion 4 4 1 4 4 1 
Agabus 4 1 6 4 1 7 
Plateumaris 8 26 0 8 30 0 
Meligethes 3 3 2 3 3 1 
Curculio 12 1 1 12 0 1 
Ceutorhynchus 5 3 1 5 5 1 
Galapaganus 2 2 0 2 8 0 
Dendroctonus 4 8 2 1 11 1 
Ochthebius 11 3 0 9 2 0 
Lucanus 0 1 1 0 1 0 
Anomala 5 2 0 5 2 0 
Arachnodes 0 0 2 0 0 2 
Nanos 8 1 2 8 8 1 
Helictopleurus 13 0 3 12 1 2 
Pachysoma 7 10 0 7 11 0 
Maladera 4 0 0 4 0 0 
 




The results suggested that GMYC analyses were not greatly affected partitioning in 
initial phylogenetic analyses or different methods for estimating ultrametric branch 
lengths, as the proportion of congruent clusters varied much more among datasets 
than among partitioning schemes or branch length estimation methods for particular 
datasets. 
 
For the analysis proper, GMYC species delimitation was applied to 12 superfamilies 
for COI-3', 11 superfamilies for COI-5', nine superfamilies for 16S, eight 
superfamilies for COII and four superfamilies for cyt-b (Tab. 3-7). Clustering was 
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problematic in certain subgroups – single threshold GMYC analysis failed to find 
distinct clusters in the 16S Dytiscoidea dataset, so the slower multiple threshold 
analysis was applied. Similarly, distinct clusters could not be found in the COI-3' 
Dytiscoidea dataset but due to its large size (11381 total sequences, 5020 unique 
haplotypes), a multiple threshold analysis was not possible within a reasonable 
timeframe, so this subgroup was clustered using BlastClust, as before. GMYC 
analysis of the COII Scarabaeoidea dataset yielded a single cluster and 238 MOTUs 
represented by a single sequence. Although this was likely to be a result of over-
splitting (only 211 named species were present in the dataset), this was considered an 
acceptable discrepancy, given that over-splitting in this locus would not inflate total 
species numbers in the supermatrix (taxa were only included if represented by COI-3', 
16S or 18S). The results of the GMYC analysis reflecting the uneven sampling in the 
database – the vast majority of clusters were represented by only 2 haplotypes, where 





















Table 3-7 – Clustering methods applied to subgroups for GMYC concatenation analysis. Initials in parentheses indicate single threshold (s) or multiple threshold (m) GMYC 




COI-3' COI-5' 16S COII Cyt-b
MOTUs MOTUs MOTUs MOTUs MOTUs
CA1C3 Caraboidea GMYC(s) 2576 348 971 GMYC(s) 2011 271 770 GMYC(s) 924 136 472 GMYC(s) 781 121 353 GMYC(s) 1149 134 379
CA1D3 Dytiscoidea BlastClust - - - GMYC(s) 251 37 166 GMYC(m) 954 151 597 GMYC(s) 126 8 109 GMYC(s) 527 69 241
CA1G3 Gyrinoidea GMYC(s) 314 35 134 BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - -
CA1H3 Haliploidea BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - -
CP1B3 Buprestoidea BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - -
CP1Bo3 Bostrichoidea GMYC(s) 157 19 102 BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - -
CP1By3 Byrrhoidea GMYC(s) 302 51 161 GMYC(s) 143 16 32 GMYC(s) 112 10 95 BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - -
CP1C3 Cleroidea BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - -
CP1Ch3 Chrysomeloidea GMYC(s) 2593 286 952 GMYC(s) 1240 158 730 GMYC(s) 923 114 681 GMYC(s) 731 91 341 GMYC(s) 399 45 218
CP1Cu3 Cucujoidea GMYC(s) 695 54 473 GMYC(s) 548 47 282 BlastClust - - - GMYC(s) 254 8 218 BlastClust - - -
CP1Cur3 Curculionoidea GMYC(s) - 281 898 GMYC(s) 2667 459 1379 GMYC(s) 980 155 665 GMYC(s) 836 84 198 GMYC(s) 292 37 123
CP1D3 Dascilloidea BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - -
CP1De3 Derodontoidea BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - -
CP1E3 Elateroidea GMYC(s) 503 49 392 GMYC(s) 239 30 125 GMYC(s) 469 48 406 BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - -
CP1H3 Hydrophiloidea GMYC(s) 133 34 95 GMYC(s) 243 48 99 BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - -
CP1Hi3 Histeroidea BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - -
CP1L3 Lymexiloidea BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - -
CP1S3 Staphylinoidea GMYC(s) 2316 296 1187 GMYC(s) 584 114 381 GMYC(s) 658 50 557 GMYC(s) 365 68 261 BlastClust - - -
CP1Sc3 Scarabaeoidea GMYC(s) 2700 378 1145 GMYC(s) 625 91 286 GMYC(s) 941 79 845 GMYC(s) 240 1 239 BlastClust - - -
CP1Sci3 Scirtoidea BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - -
CP1T3 Tenebrionoidea GMYC(s) 1603 163 411 GMYC(s) 250 50 138 GMYC(s) 416 36 374 GMYC(s) 526 30 80 BlastClust - - -
CAr1 Archostemata BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - - BlastClust - - -


































A summary is given in Tab. 3-8. Across all genes, the GMYC method produced a 
higher proportion of congruent clusters than BlastClust in 23 out of 44 superfamily 
comparisons. In COI-3' clusters, the GMYC outperformed BlastClust in 5 out of 12 
superfamily comparisons, compared to 6 out of 9 comparisons in 16S clusters, 8 out 
of 11 comparisons in COI-5' clusters, 5 out of 8 comparisons in COII clusters, and 2 
out of 4 comparisons in cyt-b clusters. Overall, the GMYC delimited species with 
increased accuracy in protein-coding genes, outperforming BlastClust in 22 out of 35 
comparisons. It was also more effective when applied to densely sampled loci – the 
GMYC identified a higher proportion of congruent clusters than BlastClust in 3 out of 
5 loci for Chrysomeloidea, 3 out of 5 loci for Curculionoidea, 3 out of 4 loci for 
Scarabaeoidea and 3 out of 4 loci in Dytiscoidea. In other densely sampled loci 
(Tenebrionoidea, Staphylinoidea) the two methods performed equally well across four 
mitochondrial loci. However, BlastClust outperformed the GMYC in Caraboidea, 
Bostrichoidea, Byrrhoidea, and Elateroidea. The GMYC also outperformed BlastClust 
in the less densely sampled Cucujoidea (2 out of 3 loci). In total, across all loci, 
56.0% of GMYC clusters were congruent with Linnaean names, compared to 56.8% 








Table 3-8 – the proportion of clusters recovered as congruent (containing a single species ID) in mitochondrial loci by BlastClust and the GMYC method, in all superfamilies for 














COI-5' COI-3' 16S COII Cyt-b
BlastClust GMYC BlastClust GMYC BlastClust GMYC BlastClust GMYC BlastClust GMYC
CA1C3 67.91% 66.42% 52.82% 56.03% 40.00% 38.24% 62.73% 61.16% 36.07% 31.34%
CA1D3 42.86% 45.95% - - 48.02% 26.49% 17.65% 25.00% 37.35% 40.58%
CA1G3 - - 48.39% 45.71% - - - - - -
CP1Bo3 - - 34.48% 31.58% - - - - - -
CP1By3 20.00% 18.75% 61.67% 56.86% 57.89% 30.00% - - - -
CP1Ch3 59.04% 61.39% 62.15% 62.59% 64.52% 64.04% 47.56% 45.05% 54.35% 57.78%
CP1Cu3 52.94% 57.45% 73.33% 72.22% - - 66.67% 87.50% - -
CP1Cur3 46.07% 48.15% 50.53% 58.01% 68.18% 67.10% 69.00% 70.24% 58.33% 56.76%
CP1E3 61.76% 60.00% 62.32% 59.18% 61.11% 62.50% - - - -
CP1H3 3.85% 4.17% 72.50% 70.59% - - - - - -
CP1S3 70.23% 73.68% 67.80% 60.81% 60.95% 36.00% 80.19% 80.88% - -
CP1Sc3 64.22% 71.43% 67.82% 65.08% 68.28% 70.89% 52.63% 100.00% - -
CP1T3 62.30% 60.00% 37.33% 41.10% 50.00% 63.89% 53.36% 43.33% - -
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Concatenation and supermatrix structure 
TransAlignment of the protein-coding loci, filtered by species ID, yielded alignments 
of 691, 739, 686 and 413 base pairs respectively for COI-3', COI-5', COII and cyt-b. 
BlastAlignment, followed by rapid tree searches for each of the three nuclear loci, 
produced topologies in which monophyly (as measured by tRI) showed stochastic 
variation between BlastAlignment runs and RAxML random start seeds. For each 
locus, no single alignment yielded superior tRI scores at all five RAxML seeds; 
similarly, no random start seed produced higher tRI values for all five alignment runs. 
Furthermore, ensemble tRI values for genera, subfamilies and families reached optima 
in different alignment runs and start seeds (appendix A4). As such, it was deemed 
appropriate to select an alignment at random for each locus, for use in concantenation 
and matrix-building. 
 
Concatenation by Genbank species ID, allowing the inclusion of any taxon 
represented by either COI-3', 16S or 18S, produced a supermatrix of 11870 taxa and 
7832 characters. All available COI-3', 16S and 18S sequences were included in the 
supermatrix. In addition, 2475 COI-5' sequences, 2430 28S sequences, 1630 COII 
sequences and 1433 cyt-b sequences were added to the supermatrix by concatenation. 
A total of 4148 taxa were represented by a single locus (COI-3', 16S or 18S). 3595 
taxa were represented by two loci, 2424 by three loci, 1261 by four loci, 340 by five 
loci, 96 by six loci, and six by all seven loci. These were equivalent to proportions of 
34.9%, 30.3%, 20.4%, 10.6%, 2.9%, 0.8% and 0.0005% respectively. Overall the 
supermatrix was comprised of 80.36% missing data (Tab. 3-9) 
 
Concatenation by multi-partite matching of partially conflicting taxon labels, using 
one representative from each BlastClust cluster, resulted in a reduced supermatrix of 
11501 taxa with 80.81% missing data. The reduction in total taxa was caused by 
grouping of multiple species IDs into single clusters, which reduced the total number 
of COI-3' and 16S sequences in the supermatrix (Tab. 3-9). However, a higher 
proportion of taxa represented by only 1 or 2 loci resulted in an increase in the 
proportion of missing data (Tab. 3-10). Concatenation using GMYC clusters further 
reduced the size of the supermatrix (11317 taxa) but the proportion of missing data 
was lower than the BlastClust matrix (80.70%). Stronger clustering of species names 
within loci resulted in still fewer COI-3' and 16S sequences in the supermatrix (Tab. 
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3-9), but an increase in the proportion of taxa represented by 5, 6 or 7 genes indicated 
better linkage between loci compared to the BlastClust concatenation (Tab. 3-10). 
Applying country/specimen weighting to the concatenation procedure ostensibly had 
little effect on the supermatrices – total taxa and proportion of missing data was 
virtually unchanged for both BlastClust and GMYC matrices, and increasing 
weighting scores for country matches, specimen matches or both had very little effect 
(Tab. 3-11). However, changes to the number of sequences per locus in the 
supermatrices (Tab. 3-9) and the proportion of taxa represented by 1 to 7 loci (Tab. 3-
10) indicated that country/specimen weighting caused some changes to the internal 
structure of supermatrices. In particular, country/specimen weighting facilitated the 
inclusion of additional 28S, COII and cyt-b sequences, and increased the proportion 
of taxa represented by 4 to 7 loci at the expense of taxa represented by 1 to 3 loci, in 
both BlastClust and GMYC supermatrices. These rearrangements, while not affecting 
total taxa or missing data, indicated that country/specimen weighting amplified the 
positive effect on linkage between loci of multi-partite matching of sequence clusters. 
 
The effects of multi-partite matching on supermatrix structure were more marked in 
particular subgroups. The difference in total taxa between the name-based supermatrix 
and BlastClust supermatrix was primarily driven by Caraboidea and Dytiscoidea 
(Adephaga), in which a high proportion of species IDs were lost due to grouping of 
multiple names within clusters, compared to the splitting of single names into 
multiple clusters. While Curculionoidea, Elateroidea and Tenebrionoidea experience a 
net increase in total taxa due to splitting of clusters, this was not sufficient to 
outweigh the negative effect of the Adephagan superfamilies (Tab. 3-12). GMYC 
cluster concatenation resulted in a larger number of species IDs lost due to grouping 
and fewer gained due to splitting than BlastClust, hence the reduced supermatrix. In 
particular, GMYC clustering resulted in a larger reduction in total Dytiscoid taxa than 
BlastClust clustering (Tab. 3-12). However, in a majority of superfamilies, GMYC 
clustering produced a lesser or equal discrepancy between name and cluster-based 
supermatrices, compared to BlastClust, reflecting the overall higher congruence with 



















Concatenation No. taxa % missing data Total sequences in supermatrix
COI-3' COI-5' 16S 18S 28S COII Cyt-b
Names 11870 80.36 8792 2475 6005 3209 2430 1630 1433
BlastClust 11501 80.81 8200 2405 5636 3207 2321 1370 1139
GMYC 11317 80.70 8139 2461 5253 3207 2461 1445 1066
BlastClust+country/specimen 11501 80.81 8200 2404 5636 3207 2328 1376 1141
GMYC+country/specimen 11317 80.70 8139 2463 5254 3208 2463 1447 1070
Concatenation 1 locus 2 loci 3 loci 4 loci 5 loci 6 loci 7 loci
No. taxa % taxa No. taxa % taxa No. taxa % taxa No. taxa % taxa No. taxa % taxa No. taxa % taxa No. taxa % taxa
Names 4148 34.95 3595 30.29 2424 20.42 1261 10.62 340 2.86 96 0.81 6 0.05
BlastClust 4128 35.89 3828 33.28 2101 18.27 1121 9.75 260 2.26 69 0.60 1 0.01
GMYC 4196 37.08 3579 31.62 2060 18.20 1118 9.88 282 2.49 78 0.69 4 0.04
BlastClust+country/specimen 4157 36.14 3788 32.94 2082 18.10 1131 9.83 270 2.35 72 0.63 1 0.01









Table 3-10(b) – the effect of applying country/specimen weighting of varying strength on the  











0 1 2 3 4 5 + for specimen match
0 11317 11317 11317 11317 11317 11317 GMYC
11501 11501 11503 11503 11503 11503
1 11317 11317 GMYC
11501 11501
2 11317 11317 GMYC
11501 11503
3 11317 11317 GMYC
11501 11503
4 11317 11317 GMYC
11501 11503
5 11317 11317 GMYC







0 1 2 3 4 5 + for specimen match
0 80.70% 80.70% 80.70% 80.70% 80.70% 80.70% GMYC
80.82% 80.81% 80.81% 80.81% 80.81% 80.81%
1 80.70% 80.70% GMYC
80.81% 80.80%
2 80.70% 80.70% GMYC
80.81% 80.81%
3 80.70% 80.70% GMYC
80.81% 80.81%
4 80.70% 80.70% GMYC
80.81% 80.81%
5 80.70% 80.70% GMYC










Table 3-12 – total species IDs lost due to grouping of multiple names within clusters, and gained due 
to splitting of names among multiple clusters. Overall, GMYC clustering resulted in increased 
grouping together of multiple species names, and fewer taxa in the supermatrix. See Tab. 3-7 for 
translated superfamily codes 
 
 
The effects of country-specimen weighting were similar in both BlastClust and 
GMYC supermatrices. While total taxa per supermatrix was not affected, 
concatenation between loci was affected in 52 taxa in the BlastClust analysis, and 40 
taxa in the GMYC analysis (appendix A5), resulting in alterations to the composition 
of chimeric taxa. Although this was a small percentage of total taxa, it was sufficient 
to yield noticeable topological differences among maximum likelihood trees (see 
below). Most rearrangements occurred within genera comprised of multiple clusters 
containing more than one species name per cluster. For example, the unweighted 
BlastClust supermatrix contained 2 chimeric taxa from the genus Cicindela 
(Carabidae), the first comprised of sequences from C. arenicola and C. wanei (16S 
and cyt-b respectively), and the second comprised of sequences from C. theatina and 
C. oregona (COI-3' and 16S). These species names were pared through partially 
conflicting labels between gene loci. Applying country-specimen weighting resulted 
Superfamily Lost by clustering Gained by clustering Net gain
BlastClust GMYC BlastClust GMYC BlastClust GMYC
CA1C3 409 360 224 263 -185 -97
CA1D3 598 784 315 247 -283 -537
CA1G3 20 7 8 31 -12 24
CA1H3 13 13 1 1 -12 -12
CP1B3 1 1 2 2 1 1
CP1Bo3 2 3 11 11 9 8
CP1By3 41 32 19 24 -22 -8
CP1C3 2 2 5 5 3 3
CP1Ch3 244 254 230 176 -14 -78
CP1Cu3 41 32 60 45 19 13
CP1Cur3 167 172 251 208 84 36
CP1E3 32 53 46 46 14 -7
CP1H3 12 13 23 13 11 0
CP1Hi3 3 4 1 2 -2 -2
CP1S3 176 157 116 172 -60 15
CP1Sc3 199 158 204 179 5 21
CP1Sci3 4 4 4 4 0 0
CP1T3 68 53 144 122 76 69
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in a non-chimeric C. arenicola and a chimeric taxon comprised of the remaining three 
species, the latter grouped by shared specimen codes within clusters comprised of 
multiple species names, which would not have otherwise contributed to linkeage 
between loci. Similarly, the unweighted GMYC supermatrix contained a non-chimeric 
Donacia porosicollis (Chrysomelidae) comprised of a single COI-3' sequence, and a 
non-chimeric D. cazieri containing both COI-3' and 16S. However, as the cluster from 
which D. porosicollis was taken included a D. cazieri sequence from Canada, it was 
concatenated under country-specimen weighting to the 16S D. cazieri sequence from 
the same country to produce a chimeric D. porosicollis/D. cazieri taxon in the 
weighted supermatrix. The COI-3' D. cazieri sequence with no country information 
attached formed a separate, non-chimeric taxon in the weighted supermatrix. Due to 
the relatively low number of sequences for which country/specimen information was 
available (supplementary material S11), these rearrangements were infrequent, and 
the clustering method therefore had a much larger effect on supermatrix structure than 
weighting. However, country-specimen weighting may prove to be of greater 
importance should this procedure be applied to other datasets from which such 
information is widely available. 
 
Maximum likelihood topologies and tRI values 
Cluster-based trees exhibited lower tRI values than the name-based tree, most likely 
due to the presence of unidentified conspecifics, which would artificially inflate 
observed monophyly in the name-based analysis. However, trees derived from 
GYMC clusters yielded higher tRI values than BlastClust, and ultimately held the 
favoured topology (see below). Country-specimen weighting had a slightly negative 
effect on tRI values in both BlastClust and GMYC analyses, but these differences 
were as small as those expected due to stochastic variation under different RAxML 
start seeds or BlastAlign alignments, so were not considered significant (Tab. 3-13). 
In cluster-based analyses, there was no significant correlation between tRI and 
missing data within families and subfamilies according to Pearson’s Product Moment 
Correlation Coefficient (Tab. 3-13). There was a significant negative correlation 
between the proportion of missing data and tRI values for superfamilies and 
subfamilies in the name-based tree, and a significant negative correlation between tRI 
and the proportion of taxa represented by a single locus within superfamilies in both 
trees derived from BlastClust clusters. There was no significant correlation between 
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tRI and missing data in either of the trees derived from GMYC clusters, at any 
hierarchical level (Tab. 3-13). Associations between monophyly and the proportion of 
missing data within higher taxa are likely to be driven by taxa represented by only 
COI-3' or 16S, which are less informative than more slowly-evolving nuclear genes at 
deeper phylogenetic levels. However, the effect was small and by no means 
ubiquitous across analyses, indicating the methods were generally robust to the 






Table 3-13 – ensemble tRI values at the superfamily, family, subfamily and genus levels, and PPMCC values for comparisons between tRI values and a) the proportion of 
missing data and b) the proportion of taxa represented by a single locus, within superfamilies, families and subfamilies. Significant values (p<0.05) are in italics
Tree Ensemble tRI values Superfamilies Families Subfamilies
Superfamily Family Subfamily Genus % missing data % single locus taxa % missing data % single locus taxa % missing data % single locus taxa
Names 0.99 0.98 0.92 0.81 -0.34 -0.64 0.07 0.04 0.02 -0.21
Blastclust 0.86 0.84 0.77 0.63 -0.66 0.11 -0.19 0.00 -0.08 -0.10
BlastClust(countr/spec) 0.86 0.84 0.76 0.63 -0.67 0.04 -0.19 -0.02 -0.08 -0.10
GMYC 0.88 0.86 0.79 0.64 -0.29 -0.39 -0.16 -0.02 -0.08 -0.16
GMYC(countr/spec) 0.88 0.86 0.79 0.64 -0.30 -0.37 -0.17 -0.03 -0.08 -0.12
Critical values (p=0.05) 0.43 0.43 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20
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Clustering method had a considerable effect in tRI values for superfamilies. 
Monophyly (as measured by tRI) was greatest in the name-based tree in all bar 3 
superfamilies, in which cluster-based analyses performed equally well (Fig. 3-3). 
Trees derived from GMYC clusters exhibited higher tRI values than those derived 
from BlastClust clusters in 9 superfamilies; notably, these included the relatively 
densely sampled Chrysomeloidea, Cucujoidea, Curculionoidea, Scarabaeoidea and 
Tenebrionoidea, although clustering method had little effect on tRI in the well-
represented Caraboidea and Dytiscoidea (Adephaga). Never the less, GMYC clusters 
yielded higher tRI values than BlastClust in a majority of the 14 superfamilies to 
which the GMYC was applied, and the implication that the effectiveness of the 
GMYC is linked to sampling density (see above) was reinforced here. Similarly, 
GMYC clusters yielded higher tRI values than BlastClust in 17 of the 30 most densely 
sampled families in the dataset (Fig. 3-4), whereas BlastClust yielded higher tRI 
values than GMYC in only 9 families (values were equal or very close to equal in the 
remainder). Country-specimen weighting only yielded appreciable improvements in 
tRI for Staphylinoidea and Scirtoidea (Fig. 3-3), and the effect on tRI within families 
was similarly slight (Fig. 3-4); however, considerable topological improvements were 
conferred in GMYC trees (see below). 
 
The number of misplaced taxa (taxon labels in conflict with superfamily placement) 
varied between analyses, ranging from 35 in the name-based tree to 61 in the 
unweighted GMYC cluster tree (appendix A6). BlastClust cluster trees had fewer 
missing taxa than GMYC trees (52 and 58 versus 65 and 61 for unweighed and 
weighted analyses, respectively), representing a smaller proportion of total taxa, 
indicating that misplaced taxa were not correlated with ensemble tRI scores. In all 
analyses, Staphylinoidea was the most problematic subgroup, with more misplaced 
taxa than any other superfamily. This was particularly the case in trees derived from 
the multi-partite matching method, in which all samples from the subfamily Passilinae 
(Staphylinidae) formed a misplaced clade, although the position varied between 
analyses – in unweighted trees the clade appeared in Tenebrionoiea, whereas 
country/specimen weighting resulted in its erroneous placement in Curculionoidea. 
Other subgroups were misplaced in all analyses – for example, members of the 
staphylinoid genus Acrotrichis (Ptillidae) were monophyletic within Scarabaeoidea in 
all trees, as were individual taxa such as Medon ripica (Staphylinidae), misplaced in 
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Chrysomeloidea, and Myrmecocephalus concinnus (Staphylinidae), misplaced in 
Hydrophiloidea. As misplaced single-locus taxa were excluded in previous stages of 
the study (see above), these errors could not be attributed to under-representation of 
nuclear loci (which can lead to poor resolution in deeper levels of phylogenies) – 
instead, it may be that sequences derived from particular studies, contributing to 
particular loci, were misidentified at source, the mitigation of which is beyond the 
scope of this study. However, the application of novel concatenation strategies had a 
positive effect on the placement of certain taxa – Ontholestes murinus (Staphylinidae) 
was miplaced in Hydrophiloidea in the name-based tree, but placed correctly in 
cluster-based analyses; similarly, Eclipta lucida and  Xylergates pulcher 
(Cerambycidae: Chrysomeloidea) were misplaced in Staphylinoidea in the name-
based tree but correctly placed in cluster-based analyses. 
 
Chi-square tests indicated significant variation in the number of misplaced taxa 
among analyses (p = 0.0181; Tab. 3-14). In particular, trees derived from GMYC 
clusters exhibited higher frequencies of misplaced taxa than expected under the chi 
square distribution (determined by percentage deviations; Tab. 3-15). In contrast, the 
name-based concatenated tree contained 37.4% fewer misplaced taxa than expected 
under the chi-square distribution. Country/specimen weighting increased the number 
of misplaced taxa in BlastClust analyses, but reduced the number of misplaced taxa in 















Tree Correct Misplaced Total 
Names 11835 35 11870 
BlastClust 11449 52 11501 
GMYC 11252 65 11317 
BlastClust countr spec 11443 58 11501 
GMYC countr spec 11256 61 11317 
Total 57235 271 
 
    
    Chi Square =  11.9 
  df = 4 
  p =  0.0181 
   






Tree Correct Misplaced 
Names +0.2% -37.4% 
BlastClust +0% -4.1% 
GMYC -0.1% +21.9% 
BlastClust countr spec 0% +7% 
GMYC countr spec -1.7% +12.8% 
 
Table 3-15 – percentage deviations measuring the degree to which observed frequencies differ from 








































































































































































































































































































































































































Other taxa benefited from applying country/specimen weighting, such as unidentified 
Pseudomniophila sp. JCT2008 (Staphylinidae), which was incorrectly placed in Hydrophiloidea in 
all analyses except the weighted cluster-based trees. However, overall, no single concatenation 
method was universally beneficial to the proportion of misplaced taxa in RAxML topologies – 
instead, there appeared to be lineage-specific benefits to the use of BlastClust or GMYC clusters, 
and the subsequent application of country/specimen weighting. Furthermore, although the GMYC 
cluster-based tree with country-specimen weighting contained among the highest proportion of 
misplaced taxa, it also held the favoured topology (see below), suggesting that while multi-partite 
matching (and country/specimen weighting) caused structural changes to the data which resulted in 
the misplacement of particular  taxa or clades, these changes were not so fundamental as to disrupt 
relationships in deeper portions of the phylogeny, and that the relative benefits of the various 
concatenation strategies should be assessed independently of the number of misplaced taxa in 
resulting trees. 
 
Disregarding misplaced taxa, all maximum likelihood trees shared certain topological features in 
keeping with previous studies and current taxonomy, at deep phylogenetic levels. The Myxophaga 
formed a monophyletic clade with Adephaga in all analyses, consistent with the analysis in chapter 
2 and previous molecular studies (Hunt et al, 2007; Maddison et al, 2009), with the Polyphaga and 
Adephaga monophyletic sister groups when trees were rooted with Myxophaga + Adephaga. Within 
Polyphaga, Derodontoidea and Scirtoidea formed basal lineages, contributing to the paraphyly of 
both Staphyliniformia and Bostrichiformia – again, this was consistent with the analysis in chapter 
2. The Cucujiformia were monophyletic in all analyses, with a monophyletic Cleroidea forming a 
basal clade with the cucujoid families Byturidae + Biphyllidae. Sister to this clade was the 
monophyletic Cerylonid series (Cucujoidea). Other features common to all trees included the 
Tenebrionoidea + Lymexyloidea clade, monophyletic Curculionoidea and Chrysomeloidea, and a 
close association between these phytophagan clades and the Cucujid, Erotylid and Nitidulid series 
(Cucujoidea). All analyses agreed on the broad paraphyly of the Cucujoidea (see above) within 
Cucujiformia, although sister relationships among clades varied (see below). All analyses supported 
a monophyletic Elateriformia, with Elateroidea + Dascilloidea sister to Byrrhoidea + Buprestoidea. 
Bostrichiformia was paraphyletic in all analyses, with Nosodendridae (Bostrichoidea) basal to 
Bostrichoidea + Elateriformia, arguably an improvement over chapter 2, in which Nosodendridae 
was sister to Scarabaeoidea. The Scarabaeoidea were monophyletic in every tree, but the position of 
the clade in relation to Staphyliniformia and Elateriformia varied between analyses (see below). The 
Staphyliniformia were paraphyletic in all analyses, although Hydrophiloidea and Histeroidea were 




Despite these broad topological agreements between analyses, the various concatenation and 
clustering strategies resulted in fundamental differences in key sister relationships, reflecting high 
levels of phylogenetic uncertainty in the data and implying an overall lack of robustness in 
maximum likelihood topologies. The name-based concatenation tree (supplementary material S6) 
displayed a number of topological improvements to the tree described in chapter 2, implying the 
influx of additional data from the inclusion of COII and cyt-b, together with the less stringent 
concatenation conditions, had an overall positive effect on the resolution of Coleoptera 
relationships. In particular, a large Staphylinoidea + Hydrophiloidea clade was sister to the 
Scarabaeoidea (an improvement over the topology in chapter 2 which placed Scarabaeiformia in a 
clade with Elateriformia and Bostrichiformia), and the sister relationships of Buprestoidea and 
Byrrhoidea (Hunt et al, 2007, Timmermans and Vogler, 2012) were recovered in this tree, another 
improvement over chapter 2. This analysis was the only one to recover a monophyletic Geadephaga 
– here, Caraboidea was monophyletic within a polyphyletic Hydradephaga, with Haliploidea 
monophyletic within Hydradephaga (the analysis in chapter 2 placed Haliploidea erroneously 
within Caraboidea). However, within Polyphaga, a number of topological shortcomings were 
apparent – in particular, there were problems with the placement of staphyliniform lineages, with 
Histeroidea spuriously placed as a sister clade to Bostrichoidea, and Staphylinoidea forming a 
distinct clade with Hydrophiloidea (see above). Relationships within Cucujoidea were also 
disrupted, with the Erytolid series and Nitidulid series forming a sister clade to Chrysomeloidea, as 
expected, but with the Cucujid series occupying a basal branch in Cucujiformia, after 
Tenebrionoidea, contradicting previous studies placing all three series in a clade with the 
phytophagous lineages (Hunt et al, 2007; Marvaldi et al, 2009). Trees derived from the multi-partite 
matching algorithm shared certain features distinct from the name-based tree. In particular, the 
Caraboidea were polyphyletic with respect to Haliploidea, as in chapter 2. The expected positions of 
the Cucujid, Nitidulid and Erotylid series in close association with the Phytophaga (Curculionoidea  
and Chrysomeloidea) were recovered in cluster-based analyses, and the Scarabaeoidea returned to 
its position as sister to Elateriformia + Bostrichoidea, as seen in chapter 2. Trees derived from 
BlastClust clusters differed from those derived from GMYC clusters in that the former, as in name-
based analyses, placed Lymexyloidea within a polyphyletic Tenebrionoidea, whereas the latter 
correctly placed them as monophyletic sister groups. Across all analyses, relationships among 
families differed, particularly in the Adephaga. For example, in most trees, Cicindelidae 
(Caraboidea) was placed as a derived lineage within Carabidae, supporting its subfamily status as 
classified on Genbank (Carabinae). However, the BlastClust analysis with country/specimen 
weighting (supplementary material S7), and the unweighted GMYC analysis (supplementary 
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material S8), supported its family status with the former placing it as sister to Scraptidae outside 
the carabid clade, and the latter placing it as a basal lineage in Adephaga. In contrast, the name-
based tree placed Cicindelidae as sister to Scaritini within a polyphyletic Caribidae + 
Trachipachidae (unlike chapter 2, in which it was sister to Haliplidae), and the unweighted 
BlastClust analysis (supplementary material S9) placed it as sister to Paussinae+Haliploidea 
within a polyphyletic Carabidae. The GMYC analysis with country/specimen weighting 
(supplementary material S10) also placed Cicindelidae as a derived lineage within Carabidae. 
These differences illustrated the unpredictable nature of the effect of implementing different 
clustering and concatenation strategies, and that a proportion of differences between trees were 
likely due to stochastic effects caused by low phylogentic signal, as opposed to the strength of 
particular methods in correctly resolving evolutionary relationships. 
 
Never the less, the GMYC analysis with country/specimen weighting yielded the topology with the 
most convincing deep-level relationships, and was chosen for use in subsequent analyses (chapters 
4 and 5). The favoured topology is shown in Fig. 3-5. In particular, it improved on all previous 
analyses in that the Staphylinoidea, Histeroidea and Hydrophiloidea formed a single clade, and 
although Histeroidea and Hydrophiloidea were monophyletic within Staphylinoidea, this was 
considered superior to previous trees in which Histeroidea was sister to Bostrichoidea. Other 
topological features, alluded to previously, included a monophyletic Adephaga, in which the 
Hydradephaga were paraphyletic, with Haliploidea monophyletic in the Caribidae clade, placed as 
the sister group to Paussinae. Within the polyphyletic Geadephaga, Cicindelidae was again placed 
as a derived lineage within Carabidae. Dytiscoidea and Gyrinoidea were monophyletic, with 
Gyrinoidea sister to the rest of the Adephaga. Within Polyphaga, Scirtoidea + Derodontoidea were 
the basal lineages, with Derodontoidea monophyletic in the more basal of two Scirtoidea clades (the 
more derived clade comprised of Clambidae and Eucinetidae). As mentioned previously, this tree 
was unique in that it recovered a monophyletic Staphyliniformia, with Hydrophiloidea 
monophyletic within Staphylinoidea. Histeroidea was also monophyletic within Staphylinoidea, 
placed as sister to Leiodidae. This left a monophyletic Bostrichoidea as sister to Elateriformia, with 
Staphyliniformia sister to Bostrichoidea + Elateriformia + Scarabaeiformia. Within Elateriformia, 
Burpestoidea was monophyletic within a polyphyletic Byrrhoidea, in a departure from the previous 
topologies. Dascilloidea was sister to a monophyletic Elateroidea, in which Lampyridae was sister 
to Cantharidae, and a polyphyletic Elateridae contained members of the paraphyletic Drilidae, with 
other members of the latter placed as sister to Phengodidae. As in chapter 2, multiple origins of the 
soft-bodied Cantharoidea were supported, with these lineages spread throughout Elateroidea. The 
Cucujiformia was monophyletic, with the Cleroidea and Byturidae + Biphyllidae recovered as 
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sisters, as before. This time, however, they were placed as a sister group to the Cerylonid Series, 
together forming a large sister clade to the remaining Cucujiformia. The Tenebrionoidea were 
monophyletic, with Lymexyloidea as a sister group. Chrysomeloidea was sister to the Nitidulid, 
Eryotolid and Cucujid Series, which together formed a sister clade to the monophyletic 
Curculionoidea, again supporting the association of the phytophagous superfamilies with the three 
cucujoid series. In this, as in all previous analyses, resolution was poor within curculionoid families 
– the paraphyly of major lineages (see chapter 2) including Curculionidae, Brachyceridae, Belidae 
and Brentidae could not be resolved, although a monophyletic Attelabidae was placed as sister to a 
clade comprised of Curculionidae, Brentidae, Brachyceridae and Caridae. The highly derived wood-
boring lineages Platypodinae and Scolytinae were placed within Curculionidae, as in chapter 2. 
Both were paraphyletic, but Scolytinae predominantly occupied a single clade which also 
encompassed the Cryptorhinchinae and the platypodine genus Scolytoplatypus, supporting its status 




Figure 3-5 – the preferred topology from the GMYC analysis with country/specimen weighting. Clades are collapsed 
to the superfamily level and coloured according to infra-order (or other higher taxon as appropriate 
 
Bootstrap support values 
Boostrap support values for major clades are summarised in Tab. 3-16. Support was generally very 
low for the majority of clades, even those consistently recovered as monophyletic, and the preferred 
Staphyliniformia clade from the weighted GMYC analysis. Total bootstrap support across 
superfamilial and subordinal nodes was highest in the name-based tree. Country/specimen 
weighting increased bootstrap support in GMYC trees but reduced it in BlastClust trees, suggesting 
factors affecting total misplaced taxa were having a similar effect on deep-level bootstrap support. 
Support values were highest in subgroups represented by smaller numbers of taxa – Derodontoidea, 
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Adephaga 1 0 0 0 0 
Gyrinoidea 61 11 24 13 29 
Dytiscoidea 0 0 0 0 0 
Caraboidea 1 0 - 0 0 
Haliploidea 13 16 4 15 0 
Polyphaga 0 0 0 0 0 
Scirtoidea - - - - - 
Derodontoidea 65 53 - 58 33 
Tenebrionoidea 0 0 0 0 0 
Lymexyloidea 17 10 14 - 5 
Cleroidea 10 3 11 0 2 
Chrysomeloidea 0 0 0 0 0 
Curculionoidea 0 0 0 0 0 
Staphyliniformia - - - - 0 
Staphylinoidea - - - - - 
Histeroidea 0 0 0 1 0 
Bostrichoidea 0 0 0 0 0 
Byrrhoidea 0 0 - 0 - 
Buprestoidea 45 39 33 45 22 
Dascilloidea 54 71 53 63 70 
Elateroidea 0 0 1 0 0 
Scarabaeoidea 0 0 0 0 0 
Hydrophiloidea 1 2 1 4 1 
Cerylonid series 0 0 0 0 0 
Myxophaga 25 17 - 19 - 
Archostemata 17 11 51 8 65 
TOTALS: 310 233 192 226 227 
 
Table 3-16 – bootstrap support values (100 replicates) for deep-level nodes (superfamilies, suborders) in each tree. 
The Cerylonid series is used as a proxy for Cucujoidea, as the largest monophyletic group within the paraphyletic 





The name-based concatenated tree illustrates the problems associated with building phylogenies for 
species-rich groups using data from diparate sources, when sampling is uneven between taxa and 
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gene loci, and identifications may incomplete or incorrect. The inclusion of superfluous 
intrapsecific variation artificially inflates observed monophyly towards the tips of the tree, where as 
deeper parts of the phylogeny suffer due to the lenient concatenation conditions required to 
maximise taxon coverage. This is paticularly evident in the failure to recover a monophyletic 
Staphyliniformia, one of the major shortcomings of these topologies. However, results of these 
analyses demonstrate that applying sequence-based species delimitation methods, and appropriate 
cluster-linkage algorithms can improve deep level relationships, all be it at the expense of a degree 
of monophyly within subgroups, at least in this dataset. While better resolution within 
Staphyliniformia was ultimately achieved through the use of the GMYC method, and the 
application of country/specimen weighting, low bootstrap support for deep-level nodes across all 
analyses suggest that stochasticity plays a role in resolving expected relationships, and that denser 
sampling of loci in existing lineages, particularly slowly-evolving nuclear markers, is required to 
increase phylogenetic certainty in the dataset. A more comprehensive sensitivity analysis focussing 
on alignment variation, sequence clustering parameters and heuristic maximum likelihood inference 
on complete phylogenies and bootstrap support values would further elucidate the effects of 
stochastic variation on deep-level relationships. In particular, the effects of country/specimen 
weighting in multi-partite matching between loci are difficult to assess given the relatively small 
effect these methods had on supermatrix structure. However, it is feasible that more densely 
sampled datasets would benefit from the application of the method, when a larger proportion of the 
data has country/specimen information attached, or when groups of closely related taxa are 
identified only at higher taxonomic levels (eg. as a result of morphospecies sorting of specimens 
from a particular family). In these situations, the unweighted multi-partite matching algorithm 
would be unable to select from among multiple clusters to link gene loci, and, because it is a 
heuristic procedure, might randomly concatenate taxa from disparate genera. In such cases, 
additional weighting using geographical or specimen information would be the only way to guide 
the concatenation procedure, assuming this information was available for unidentified sequences. 
As such, country/specimen weighting may, in future, prove essential when dealing with datasets in 
which the level to which sequences have been identified is heterogenous among samples. 
 
Relaxing the concatenation conditions to include taxa represented only by 16S was an important 
step in maximising taxon coverage in the dataset. The name-based concatenated supermatrix 
contained 1683 more species than a supermatrix created using the concatenation conditions in 
chapter 2 (11870 versus 10187 species), an increase in total taxa of 16.5%. These species 
represented 320 genera and 5 subfamilies not included in the previous analysis. Total families were 
unaffected by the relaxation of concatenation conditions. Given that deep portions of the Coleoptera 
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tree appear to be robust to the presence of taxa represented by a single locus (chapter 2), and that 
there was little correlation between tRI values and either the proportion of missing data or the 
proportion of single locus taxa at various hierarchical levels in this study, an overall approach to 
data collation which maximises taxon coverage, even if this results on a greater proportion of 
missing data in supermatrices, is vindicated here. This is an important consideration if, as in this 
dataset, uneven sampling among loci necessitates the inclusion of taxa represented by a small 
number of genes in order to work towards the ultimate goal of a species-level tree of life for a 
particular group of organisms. 
 
The differences in tRI and topology among the trees estimated in this study highlight the 
importance of clustering method to inferred phylogenetic relationships, when clusters are used to 
guide the concatenation process. While GMYC clusters exhibited greater congruence with Linnaean 
names in several key subgroups, overall congruence was similar between the two methods. The 
increased tRI and superior topology of the GMYC-based tree demonstrates that total congruence 
alone is not an accurate predictor of the effectiveness of a particular clustering method on resolving 
expected phylogenetic relationships. Instead, it is likely that increased congruence in particular 
regions of the supermatrix had a disproportionate effect on deep portions of the phylogenies, and 
that more accurate species delimitation in key, densely sampled loci and taxonomic groups was 
more important than moderately accurate delimitation across the whole dataset in producing 
accurate phylogenies. The use of the GMYC method is arguably more defensible than applying 
similarity thresholds with BlastClust, as it attempts to delimit species-level entities by modelling 
realistic biological processes of speciation and coalescence (Pons et al, 2006). That the GMYC 
method conferred improvements to derived topologies when applied to only a subset of the total 
data, and is philosophically preferable to BlastClust (subject to certain assumptions, see below), is a 
vindication of its application to a large-scale phylogenetic analysis, as undertaken in this study, 
despite conferring relatively small improvements over BlastClust in terms of overall congruence of 
clusters with Linnaean names. At present, there is insufficient evidence to determine whether 
violation of particular assumptions of the GMYC approach (ie. diversification rate homogeneity 
among clades, see chapter 6; a single threshold whereby the most recent diversification event 
precedes the first coalescent event in each tree) is a barrier to accurate species delimitation in the 
Coleoptera dataset, but this is a possibility which could be tested using more complex delimitation 
models should additional computer processing power facilitate their application to datasets as large 
as this. 
 
The inclusion of sequence-based species delimitation methods, while providing a framework for 
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better incorporation of unidentified samples, introduces assumptions and additional methodological 
steps which may produce errors in large-scale phylogenetic analyses. In particular, BlastClust relies 
on arbitrary thresholds of sequence similarity to generate species-level clusters. The disparity in 
optimal thresholds among both loci and taxonomic groups demonstrate that applying a single 
threshold to a large, taxonomically diverse dataset may reduce the accuracy of species delimitation. 
On the other hand, the GMYC method requires an initial alignment and tree building step, which 
makes it less easy than BlastClust to automate as part of a bioinformatics pipeline, particularly 
when subdivision of large datasets is necessary for efficient data analysis. However, this operational 
requirement can be seen as an opportunity in cases when newly sequenced samples are added to an 
existing dataset. In particular, because the GMYC approach is implicitly tree-based, sister 
relationships among species-level entities can be established at the same time as the entities 
themselves. When combined with information on, for example, collection locality and dispersal 
ability (eg. Papadopoulou et al, 2008), delimited clusters can be empirically tested for the depth of 
lineage subdivision, patterns of local genetic differentiation as an indicator of ongoing gene flow 
and local extinction/recolonisation, and levels of phylogeographic subdivision among discrete 
populations (eg. Papadopoulou et al, 2009). Thus, strong hypotheses of evolutionary relationships 
can be established prior to an in-depth morphological taxonomic treatment. This potentially allows 
further analyses relating to population ecology, population genetics, biogeography and natural 
selection to be conducted without recourse to morphological taxonomic identification of species, 
such as McDonald Kreitman tests for adaptive evolution (McDonald and Kreitman, 1991), which 
can quantify relative levels of directional selection and genetic drift in protein-coding loci if intra 
and inter-specific substitutions can be distinguished.   
 
However, such analyses can only be conducted if species-level entities can be delimited with high 
confidence, which was somewhat questionable in this study. The size of the dataset meant that 
rapid, heuristic methods had to be relied on for certain aspects of data manipulation, such as 
PATHd8 for generating ultrametric trees for GMYC analyses. Although partitioning and branch-
length estimation methods had limited effect on the accuracy of GMYC analyses, high variation in 
congruence among subgroup analyses indicate that the structure of multi-locus data, determined by 
variation in sampling density among loci and taxonomic groups, may affect the reliability of 
GMYC analyses in particular regions of the phylogeny. Although studies on empirical and 
simulated datasets (Monaghan et al, 2009; Fujisawa and Barraclough, 2013) indicated that the 
method is tolerant to the presence of singletons, which were correctly assigned speciation 
branching, a number of superfamilies in this study were typified by clusters comprised of multiple 
species represented by a single sequence, particularly 16S Dytiscoidea. The GMYC requires 
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identical sequences to be removed prior to analysis because zero length branches hamper likelihood 
estimations (Fujisawa and Barraclough, 2013), which is more likely to reduce sample size 
intraspecific variation in slowly evolving markers. Furthermore, the method requires low effective 
population size relative to species divergence; the accuracy of delimitation declines as the mean or 
variance in effective population size increases (Fujisawa and Barraclough, 2013), in relation to 
speciation rate (Esselstyn et al, 2012). Finally, the number of individuals per delimited species was 
generally very low in this study (the majority of clusters contained only 2 haplotypes; Fig. 3-15), 
which can reduce GYMC support (Fujisawa and Barraclough, 2013) by reducing the apparent 
branching rate within clusters and the ability of the method to detect a threshold in branching rates 
(Reid and Carstens, 2012). The low proportion of congruent clusters within particular superfamilies 
in this study is consistent with results obtained for simulated datasets exhibiting high effective 
population sizes in relation to speciation rate (Fujisawa and Barraclough, 2013), and the number of 
individuals per cluster is below suggested thresholds for accurate GMYC delimitation (Fujisawa 
and Barraclough, 2013). As such, it is likely that this dataset is affected by a combination of 
impediments which reduce the accuracy of species delimitation, particularly in the 16S locus. 
 
Never the less, it must be noted that GMYC clusters generated a Coleoptera tree in which a number 
of critical deep-level phylogentic relationships were successfully resolved, although bootstrap 
support was broadly very low for deep-level nodes. It is reasonable to suppose that the tree and 
phylogenetic certainty within it, might be further improved with increased sampling and particular 
methodological developments. For example, if next-generation sequencing facilitates a move 
towards more widespread sequencing of complete mitochondrial genomes, it is feasible that multi-
locus data for particular specimens will become increasingly available. This will allow more 
sophisticated methods species-delimitation, such as the use of Bayesian modelling to take into 
account uncertainties caused by poor resolution of genealogies for individual loci and discordance 
with gene trees (Knowles and Carstens, 2007; Yang & Rannala, 2010). This approach requires 
fewer individuals per species than the single locus method for accurate species delimitation, so is 
particularly effective when it is unfeasible to sample multiple individuals, as with rare or protected 
species (Zhang et al, 2011), and might help overcome some of the sampling limitations of the 
present dataset, as well as being more appropriate for data generated under restricted sampling 
regimes which may be preferable in regions of high endemicity and conservation concern, such as 
the poorly-sampled biodiversity hotspots discussed in chapter 2. Fujisawa and Barraclough (2013) 
suggest that more sophisticated diversification models, such those which incorporate diversification 
rate variation among clades (Morlon et al, 2011) might improve the performance of the GMYC on 
real-world datasets such as that described herein, in which entire superfamilies are analysed due to 
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the structure of the dataset, and this type of heterogeneity is likely to exist (Phillimore and Price, 
2008; Morlon et al, 2011; Etienne et al, 2012). Alternatively, progressively denser sampling within 
superfamilies should eventually allow GMYC analyses to be applied at shallower hierarchical levels 
(such as families or subfamilies), at which diversification rate heterogeneity may be less 
pronounced. Overall, continued accumulation of data and methodological developments suggest 
that the ability of the GMYC to accurately delimit species, can only continue to increase, and that 
the methods described in this study provide a strong framework for the incorporation and analysis 
of data generated in DNA biodiversity surveys which will doubtless grow in scope and ubiquity as 





























Figure 3-6 – the number of haplotypes within GMYC clusters for each locus. The majority of GMYC clusters 
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The GMYC approach can be applied to wider questions than simply the delimitation of species. 
Fontaneto et al, (2007) combined genetic analysis of GMYC clusters with morphological analysis 
to show the effects of population isolation and divergent selection in asexual Bdelloid rotifers. 
Papadopoulou et al (2009) demonstrated that lineages of Tenebrionid beetles in the Aegean 
archipelago differed greatly in the number of coalescent groups and depth of lineage subdivision, 
closely mirrored by the degree of geographic structuring, illustrating how neutral processes at the 
population level can produce highly diverse patterns of phylogeography and speciation. Clearly, a 
major strength of the GMYC approach is its ability to characterise and quantify genetic variation, 
and help explain the processes governing patterns of diversity. In the previous chapter, GMYC 
clusters were used as a framework for combining multi-locus species data to generate a molecular 
phylogeny for beetles. This provides a methodological framework for the inclusion of new data 
from under-represented biogeographic regions, and the assessment of broad patterns of intraspecific 
variation when species identifications are incomplete or incorrect – a frequent problem in studies 
relating to Coleoptera (and other invertebrates). However, as discussed in chapter 3, such an 
approach relies first and foremost on accurate species delimitation, and this should be a 
fundamental consideration when attempting to quantify intraspecific variation in a dataset as large, 
structurally heterogenous and taxonomically diverse as the Coleoptera database. In this chapter, 
GMYC clusters delimited in chapter 3 are used to make broad-scale comparisons of intraspecific 
variation among loci and taxonomic groups, in an attempt to establish a framework for the tree-
based assessment of evolutionary entities, as might be required in the context of DNA-based 






GMYC clusters generated in chapter 3 were used to examine broad-scale patterns of intraspecific 
variation across the Coleoptera, for each of the mitochondrial genes used in the study. Two 
measures of nucleotide diversity were calculated: π, the average pairwise differences between 
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sequences within a cluster (Tajima, 1983), a measure of genetic variation used under the assumption 
that sequences are chosen randomly from the population, and θW, Watterson's estimator of the 
population mutation rate θ based on the number of segregating sites in each sample of sequences 
(Watterson, 1975; Tajima, 1996). Watterson's estimator is commonly used for its simplicity – its 
only assumptions are that in a sample of n haploid individuals from a population of interest, 
mutations do not overlay or reverse one another, and n << Ne where Ne is the effective population 
size. Under neutrality, π and θ are expected to be equal, and can therefore be used, together with the 
variance of θW, to characterise and quantify evolutionary processes within and between clusters. 
 
Custom-written Perl scripts were used to parse the output from GMYC analyses in chapter 3, before 
extracting each sequence from the Coleoptera database and collating a separate fasta formatted 
sequence file for each cluster. Each cluster’s sequence file was matched to geographic origin 
information contained in the original Genbank flatfiles, where this information was available. Each 
aligned fasta file was passed to the appropriate computer program so that intraspecific variation 
could be measured, under the assumption that each cluster represented an evolutionary entity 
equivalent to a species. π and θ were calculated using DnaSP 5.10.1 (Librado and Rozas 2009), and 
the variance of θW per sequence was calculated using PEGAS (Paradis, 2010)  in R. In addition, 
DnaSP was used to calculate Tajima’s D statistic (Tajima, 1989), a statistical test to distinguish 
between a DNA sequence evolving neutrally and one evolving under a non-random process, 




As GMYC clusters could not be calculated using the dytiscoid COI-3' dataset (see chapter 3), 5 
subfamilies within the densely sampled Dytiscidae (Tab. 4-1) were combined and used as a proxy 










In all gene loci, nucleotide diversity as measured by π was equal or close to values of θ derived 
from Watterson's estimator, as expected under the neutral theory model and indicating equilibrium 
between mutation and genetic drift within genetic clusters. As such, values averaged across 
superfamilies followed a similar pattern (Fig. 4-1). Calculating Tajima's D statistic in DnaSP for 
clusters comprised of >3 sequences yielded almost exclusively negative values which were not 
statistically significant under the assumption of a beta distribution (Tajima, 1989), possibly 
indicating weak purifying selection on amino acid changes in protein-coding genes (see 








Tobycode Subfamily Unique haplotypes GMYC clusters MOTUs
CA1D3D4A5 Agabinae 646 62 133
CA1D3D4Co5 Copelatinae 542 76 167
CA1D3D4D5 Dytiscinae 499 63 138
CA1D3D4H5 Hydroporinae 2582 282 591







































































































































































In 16S clusters, values for both π and  θ were markedly elevated in Dytiscoidea, 
compared to other superfamilies in which mean values were broadly equivalent (Fig. 
4-1): mean π and  θ were 0.015 and 0.016 respectively in Dytiscoidea, whereas mean 
values were 0.036-0.061 and 0.038-0.062 respectively in other superfamilies. Values 

















































































































































Average values within major families and subfamilies showed that for 16S GMYC 
clusters, high intraspecific variation in Dascilloidea was primarily concentrated within 
Laccophilinae (Dascillidae) and  Noteridae. In contrast, Aspidytidae and Hygrobiidae 
exhibited much lower values, of a similar order of magnitude to those associated with 
other superfamilies (Fig. 4-3). As before, average variance of theta followed a similar 
pattern (Fig. 4-2). 
 
 
Figure 4-3 - π and θ in 16S GMYC clusters, averaged for major families and subfamilies 
 
 
In protein coding loci, Tenebrionoidea was the superfamily in which values for π and 
θ were highest, except cyt-b for which Tenebrionoid clusters were not estimated. 
Values were also elevated in Chrysomeloidea, Elateroidea and Scarabaeoidea, 
although this varied between loci (Fig. 4-1). As before, subgroups with high π and θ 
also exhibited high variance of θ (see supplementary material S11 for raw data). 
Within Tenebrionoidea and Chrysomeloidea, high intraspecific variation was 
concentrated in particular subgroups, but these varied between loci. For example, in 















































Meloidae, but low in Salpingidae and Anthicidae (Fig. 4-4). In contrast, COI-5' 
exhibited higher values in Diaperinae (Tenebrionidae) and Zopheridae, but lower 
values in Ciidae (Fig. 4-5). Similarly, chrysomeloid COI-3' clusters contain high 
intraspecific variation in Cerambycinae and Lamiinae (Cerambycidae; Fig. 4-6), 
where as in COI-3', values were highest in Lepturinae (Fig. 4-7). In COII, 
intraspecific variaiton was highest in Bruchinae (Chrysomelidae; Fig. 4-8). Overall, 
protein-coding loci appeared to exhibit localised spikes of intraspecific variation 
associated with particular lineages at the genus or species level, which, combined with 
poor overlap between gene loci, produced a lack of consistency in broad patterns of 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GMYC clusters can be comprised of a single species ID, or multiple IDs. Those 
comprised of a single species ID can be a sole cluster bearing a particular ID, or a 
single species ID can be attached to multiple congruent clusters. In the case of the 
latter, this might be due to differentiation below the species level (for example, 
disparate populations), and be characterised by multiple clusters exhibiting divergent 
values for θ and/or Tajima's D. The genus Carabus (Caraboidea: Carabidae) contained 
mutiple named species, each split into several clusters (Tab. 4-2). Discounting clusters 
of <3 haplotypes (indicating severe undersampling), C. dufouri was split into 3 
clusters in COI-5' and 2 clusters in cyt-b. The cyt-b clusters exhibited similar values 
for θ (2.63, 1.33) but divergent Tajima's D (0.523, -8.424), although these were not 
statistically significant departures from neutrality. The COI-5' clusters exhibited 
divergent values for θ (0.004638, 0.0173, 0.014628), C. problematicus was split into 3 
clusters in 16S, 2 clusters in COI-5', 2 clusters in COI-3' and 2 clusters in cyt-b. The 
COI-5' clusters in particular showed divergent values for θ (0.013, 0.60), although 
Tajima's D was similar between clusters (-1.31,-0.21). C. lusitanicus was split into 3 
clusters in 16S, 10 clusters in COI 5', 8 clusters in COI-3' and 7 clusters in cyt-b. 16S 
clusters displayed broadly equivalent values for θ (between 0.004 and 0.006) and 
divergent values for Tajima's D (between -0.723 and 0.168) Cyt-b clusters held 
similar θ values (between 0.014 and 0.024). Tajima's D within cyt-b clusters ranged 
from -0.88 to 0.233. COI-5' clusters exhibited divergent values for θ, ranging from 
0.006 to 0.021. Tajima's D varied from -0.56 to -1.31. COI-3' clusters also exhibited 
divergent θ values, ranging from 0.004 to 0.019. Tajima's D varied from -0.04 to 0.61. 
These differences could not be explained by geography alone – all clusters contained 
sequences from Spain, Portugal, France or a combination of these (Tab. 4-2). 
 
Chrysomela lapponica (Chrysomeloidea: Chrysomelidae) was split into 4 clusters in 
COII and 6 clusters in COI-5' (Tab. 4-3). Values for θ in COII clusters ranged from 
0.0043 to 0.038. Tajima's D varied from -1.68 (a significant departure from neutrality, 
p<0.05) to 0.0502. In COI-5' clusters, θ ranged from 0.0029 to 0.028. Tajima's D 
varied from -1.18 to 0.71. Moneilema apressum (Chrysomeloidea: Cerambycidae) 
was split into 5 clusters in COI-5' and 6 clusters in COI-3'. Values for θ COI-5' 
clusters varied from 0.0039 to 0.034. Tajima's D varied from -1.36 to -0.58. Values for 
θ in COI-3' clusters ranged from 0.0114 to 0.035, with Tajima's D ranging from -0.564 
to 0.1146. Geographic information was not available for most of these sequences, 
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although some could be placed in the USA (Tab. 4-3). In Curculionoidea, 
Galapaganus conwayensis (Curculionidae) was split into 3 clusters in COI-3' and 4 
clusters in cyt-b. Although COI-3' clusters had similar values for θ (between 0.008 
and 0.009), Tajima's D varied between -0.81 and 0.13. Cyt-b clusters were more 
divergent, with θ values ranging from 0.006 to 0.022. Tajima's D varied from -1.07 













Table 4-2 – multi-locus split clusters in Caraboidea (represented by Carabus) 
Taxon Gene Cluster Haplotypes Theta Tajima's D Significance Country info
C. dufouri COI-5' CA1C3C4Ca6Ca7duf_JX278039 3 0.004638 - - Spain
CA1C3C4Ca6Ca7duf_JX278102 16 0.017333 -1.3053 n.s. Spain
CA1C3C4Ca6Ca7duf_JX278130 12 0.014268 -0.4197 n.s. Spain
Cyt-b CA1C3C4Ca6Ca7duf_JX277875 11 0.02101  0.5320 n.s. Spain
CA1C3C4Ca6Ca7duf_JX277951 18 0.020649 -0.8424 n.s. Spain
C. problematicus 16S CA1C3C4Ca6Ca7prob_JX277599 8 0.005763  0.0257 n.s. Spain/Portugal
CA1C3C4Ca6Ca7prob_JQ647132 5 0.006794 -0.3319 n.s. -
COI-5' CA1C3C4Ca6Ca7prob_JX278044 7 0.013143 -1.3135 n.s. Spain
CA1C3C4Ca6Ca7prob_JX278198 8 0.006005 -0.2112 n.s. France/Spain
COI-3' CA1C3C4Ca6Ca7prob_JX278319 6 0.010822  0.2400 n.s. Spain
CA1C3C4Ca6Ca7prob_JX278482 5 0.008372 -0.2009 n.s. Spain/France
cytb CA1C3C4Ca6Ca7prob_JQ646671 11 0.031544 -1.2805 n.s. Spain/France
CA1C3C4Ca6Ca7prob_JX277827 8 0.019829 -0.2887 n.s. Spain
C. lusitanicus 16S CA1C3C4Ca6Ca7lus_JX277633 4 0.003539  0.1677 n.s. Spain
CA1C3C4Ca6Ca7lus_JX277699 7 0.003842 -0.5614 n.s. Spain
CA1C3C4Ca6Ca7lus_JX277591 10 0.006275 -0.7264 n.s. Spain
COI-5' CA1C3C4Ca6Ca7lus_JX278011 14 0.013976 -0.8714 n.s. Portugal/Spain
CA1C3C4Ca6Ca7lus_JX278060 7 0.007933 -0.59 n.s. Spain
CA1C3C4Ca6Ca7lus_JX278076 6 0.006093 -0.1744 n.s. Spain
CA1C3C4Ca6Ca7lus_JX278080 15 0.015758 -1.0338 n.s. Spain
CA1C3C4Ca6Ca7lus_JX278092 23 0.020584 -0.5582 n.s. Portugal/Spain
CA1C3C4Ca6Ca7lus_JX278100 6 0.020779 -1.0267 n.s. Spain
CA1C3C4Ca6Ca7lus_JX278114 3 0.008074 - - Portugal
CA1C3C4Ca6Ca7lus_JX278140 8 0.013628 -0.8914 n.s. Spain
CA1C3C4Ca6Ca7lus_JX278143 8 0.011625 -1.3088 n.s. Spain
CA1C3C4Ca6Ca7lus_JX278227 3 0.016232 - - Portugal
COI-3' CA1C3C4Ca6Ca7lus_JX278257 13 0.01452 -0.0406 n.s. Spain
CA1C3C4Ca6Ca7lus_JX278261 10 0.008221 -1.7554 P<0.05 Spain
CA1C3C4Ca6Ca7lus_JX278330 14 0.019308 -0.8262 n.s. Spain/Portugal
CA1C3C4Ca6Ca7lus_JX278342 3 0.003876 - - Spain
CA1C3C4Ca6Ca7lus_JX278357 3 0.010659 - - Portugal
CA1C3C4Ca6Ca7lus_JX278464 5 0.010465  0.6093 n.s. Spain
CA1C3C4Ca6Ca7lus_JX278485 10 0.016176 -0.851 n.s. Spain
CA1C3C4Ca6Ca7lus_JX278487 22 0.017943 -0.5255 n.s. Spain/Portugal
cytb CA1C3C4Ca6Ca7lus_JX277841 34 0.033556 -0.8788 n.s. Spain
CA1C3C4Ca6Ca7lus_JX277857 13 0.021483 -0.423 n.s. Spain
CA1C3C4Ca6Ca7lus_JX277885 3 0.01759 - - Portugal
CA1C3C4Ca6Ca7lus_JX277889 8 0.022757 -1.3456 n.s. Spain/Portugal
CA1C3C4Ca6Ca7lus_JX277927 6 0.02364 -0.4404 n.s. Spain
CA1C3C4Ca6Ca7lus_JX277978 7 0.01578  0.2334 n.s. Spain
CA1C3C4Ca6Ca7lus_JX277985 3 0.014072 - - Portugal











Taxon Gene Cluster Haplotypes Theta Tajima's D Significance Country info
C. lapponica 16S CP1Ch3C4C5C6Chr7lap_EF656156 15 0.027835 -0.5937 n.s. -
CP1Ch3C4C5C6Chr7lap_EF656163 4 0.023871  0.7119 n.s. -
CP1Ch3C4C5C6Chr7lap_EF656200 3 0.002918 - - -
CP1Ch3C4C5C6Chr7lap_EF656209 5 0.010503 -0.2982 n.s. -
CP1Ch3C4C5C6Chr7lap_EF656221 3 0.005835 - - -
CP1Ch3C4C5C6Chr7lap_EF656223 5 0.009453 -1.1844 n.s. -
COII CP1Ch3C4C5C6Chr7lap_AY027604 13 0.026149 -0.5917 n.s. -
CP1Ch3C4C5C6Chr7lap_EF656264 4 0.005348 -0.7968 n.s. -
CP1Ch3C4C5C6Chr7lap_EF656257 7 0.015448 -1.6802 P<0.05 -
CP1Ch3C4C5C6Chr7lap_EF656313 17 0.038453  0.0502 n.s. -
CP1Ch3C4C5C6Chr7lap_EF656245 4 0.004295 -0.7801 n.s. -
M. apressum COI-5' CP1Ch3Ce4La5M6Mo7app_AY650965 3 0.011196 - - -
CP1Ch3Ce4La5M6Mo7app_AY650968 3 0.003904 - - -
CP1Ch3Ce4La5M6Mo7app_AY650975 10 0.018057 -0.8534 n.s. -
CP1Ch3Ce4La5M6Mo7app_AY650987 5 0.020088 -0.5826 n.s. -
CP1Ch3Ce4La5M6Mo7app_AY650991 19 0.033953 -1.2524 n.s. -
COI-3' CP1Ch3Ce4La5M6Mo7app_AY650950 3 0.011455 - - USA
CP1Ch3Ce4La5M6Mo7app_AY650966 5 0.016732  0.1146 n.s. USA
CP1Ch3Ce4La5M6Mo7app_AY650980 3 0.021223 - - -
CP1Ch3Ce4La5M6Mo7app_AY650991 4 0.015293 -0.2259 n.s. USA
CP1Ch3Ce4La5M6Mo7app_AY650995 35 0.035096 -0.1202 n.s. USA






Table 4-4 – multi-locus split clusters in Curculionoidea (represented by Galapaganus) and Scarabaeoidea (represented by Pachysoma)
Taxon Gene Cluster Haplotypes Theta Tajima's D Significance Country info
G.Conwayensis COI-3' CP1Cur3C4E5N6Ga7con_EU264859 4 0.008005 -0.8173 n.s. -
CP1Cur3C4E5N6Ga7con_EU264942 5 0.009191  0.1316 n.s. -
CP1Cur3C4E5N6Ga7con_JN899894 4 0.008061 -0.8086 n.s. -
cytb CP1Cur3C4E5N6Ga7con_EU265207 6 0.012678 -0.8589 n.s. -
CP1Cur3C4E5N6Ga7con_EU265267 10 0.021968 -1.0742 n.s. -
CP1Cur3C4E5N6Ga7con_EU265300 5 0.009922 -0.6239 n.s. -
CP1Cur3C4E5N6Ga7con_EU748802 5 0.005811 -0.562 n.s. -
P.gariepinus COI-5' CP1Sc3S4S5Pa7gar_AY258234 22 0.021685 -0.9898 n.s. Namibia
CP1Sc3S4S5Pa7gar_AY965095 8 0.021258 -1.2129 n.s. -
CP1Sc3S4S5Pa7gar_AY965124 13 0.020501 -0.144 n.s. -
CP1Sc3S4S5Pa7gar_AY965139 20 0.022749 -0.5609 n.s. Namibia
COI-3' CP1Sc3S4S5Pa7gar_AY258232 16 0.020853 -0.1814 n.s. Namibia
CP1Sc3S4S5Pa7gar_AY965091 7 0.010022  1.0162 n.s. -
CP1Sc3S4S5Pa7gar_AY965102 4 0.018263  0.1883 n.s. Namibia
CP1Sc3S4S5Pa7gar_AY965119 4 0.008523  0.0389 n.s. -
CP1Sc3S4S5Pa7gar_AY965121 3 0.008929 - - -
CP1Sc3S4S5Pa7gar_AY965124 5 0.010738 -0.2982 n.s. -
CP1Sc3S4S5Pa7gar_AY965148 17 0.020468 -1.2863 n.s. -
P.hippocrates COI-5' CP1Sc3S4S5Pa7hip_AY258217 3 0.015748 - - South Africa
CP1Sc3S4S5Pa7hip_AY965154 6 0.006911 -0.3988 n.s. -
CP1Sc3S4S5Pa7hip_AY965173 11 0.009409 -1.2219 n.s. -
CP1Sc3S4S5Pa7hip_AY965198 9 0.015934 -1.1605 n.s. South Africa
COI-3' CP1Sc3S4S5Pa7hip_AY965162 7 0.006464 -1.0354 n.s. -
CP1Sc3S4S5Pa7hip_AY965168 7 0.007289 -1.1163 n.s. -
CP1Sc3S4S5Pa7hip_AY965201 9 0.010677 -0.7258 n.s. South Africa
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In Scarabaeoidea, the Pachysoma genus (Scarabeidae) contained multiple species split into several 
clusters. P.gariepinus was split into 4 clusters in COI-5' and 7 clusters in COI-3'. COI-5' clusters 
contained similar levels of intraspecific variation, with θ values ranging from 0.021 to 0023. 
Tajima's D values were between -1.21 and -0.14. COI-3' clusters had θ values ranging from 0.0085 
to 0.021. Tajima's D ranged from -1.29 to 1.02. P.hippocrates was split into 4 clusters in COI-5' and 
3 clusters in COI-3'. COI-5' clusters contained θ values between 0.007 and 0.016. Tajima's D ranged 
from -1.22 to -0.40. θ values in COI-3' clusters ranged from 0.002 to 0.011, with Tajima's D values 
between -1.11 and -0.73. Geographic information indicated a South African/Namibian origin for 
these clusters (Tab. 4-4). Overall, while there was some evidence that the GMYC method was able 
to differentiate between discreet populations within species, information on the geographic origin of 
clusters was not widely available, and there was insufficient concordance between loci, for 
definitive conclusions to be drawn. 
 
In all loci, a high percentage of clusters contained multiple species IDs (see chapter 3). This may be 
an artefact of applying a single threshold in GMYC analysis of entire superfamilies, or it may be 
due to variation in the depth of clustering between lineages, which may also vary between loci, as 
indicated by the variance of theta. In COI-3', variance of θ within GMYC clusters containing 
multiple species IDs was higher than for congruent clusters, in all superfamilies except Cucujoidea 
and Bostrichoidea. In COI-5', variance of θ within GMYC clusters containing multiple species IDs 
was higher than for congruent clusters, in all superfamilies except Dytiscoidea and Hydrophiloidea. 
In 16S, variance of θ within GMYC clusters containing multiple species IDs was higher than for 
congruent clusters, in all superfamilies, particularly Dystiscoidea. In COII, variance of θ within 
GMYC clusters containing multiple species IDs was higher than for congruent clusters, in all 
superfamilies, particularly Tenebrionoidea. In cyt-b, variance of θ within GMYC clusters containing 







Figure 4-9 – average variance of θ within congruent and incongruent GMYC clusters 
 
Certain species exhibited geographic clustering in different loci, where such information could be 
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Enochrus falcarius (Hydrophiloidea: Hydrophilidae) was split into two clusters, one containing 
samples from Spain, the other from Tunisia. Meligethes subaeneus (Cucujoidea: Nitidulidae) was 
split into 3 clusters containing samples from Greece+Italy, Romania and the Czech Republic 
respectively. In COI-5', Acalles lemur (Curculionoidea: Curculionidae) was split into 2 clusters 
containing samples from Germany+France and Italy respectively, and Dichromacalles diocletianus 
(Curculionoidea: Curculionidae) was split into 2 clusters containing samples from Spain and Italy 
respectively. Nicrophorus investigator (Staphylinoidea: Silphidae) was split into multiple clusters 
from the USA, Japan and Japan+China. In COII, the same species was similarly split into two 
clusters, from the USA and Japan+China. More commonly, however, well-sampled-lineages were 
split into multiple clusters from a particular geographic area, reflecting the sampling regime of the 
study for which the sequences were generated. For example, species of the Carabus genus 
(Caraboidea: Carabidae) were each split into multiple clusters in various loci, all originating from 
Spain and Portugal (Tab. 4-2). Similarly, various COI-3' sequences collected in Japan were split into 
multiple clusters sharing a single species ID, such as Parechthistatus gibber (Chrysomeloidea: 
Cerambycidae), with 61 haplotypes split into 8 clusters, and Xylosandrus crassiusculus 
(Curculionoidea: Curculionidae), with 45 haplotypes split into 4 clusters. Other equally densely 
sampled lineages appeared to cluster irrespective of geographic location or above the species level, 
such as Mesechthistatus (Chrysomeloidea: Cerambycidae), forming a single COI-3' cluster 
comprised of 140 haplotypes across 4 named species, all originating in Japan, or Anoplophora, 
which formed a single COI-3' cluster comprised of 26 haplotypes from 2 named species, with 
sequences originating in South Korea, China, Italy, USA, Canada and Germany. Similarly, 
Cicindela (Caraboidea: Carabidae) formed a 16S cluster comprised of four named species, with 
sequences collected in Germany, Ukraine, Portugal, Belgium and Spain. Nesotes (Tenebrionoidea: 
Tenebrionidae) formed a single COII cluster of 108 haplotypes across 18 named species, all of 
which were collected in Spain and Portugal. Both slowly evolving genes (16S) and rapidly evolving 
genes (COI) contained a combination of clusters comprised of multiple species names, and named 
species split into multiple clusters, suggesting clustering patterns could not be explained by 
molecular rate variation among genes – instead, rate variation within loci, between closely related 
taxa, was more likely a determining factor, or incongruence as a result of violation of the 










While this chapter provides a methodological framework for the use of GMYC clusters to make 
broad-scale, global comparisons of intraspecific variation, it also demonstrates that the results of 
analyses such as these should be treated with caution when the accuracy of species delimitation is 
questionable. In particular, lack of concordance between loci in terms of geographic origin of 
sequences within clusters, and low congruence of clusters with Linnaean names (chapter 3), suggest 
that high levels of intraspecific variation in clusters comprised of sequences from multiple species 
might be explained by limitations of the method as opposed to intrinsic biological factors such as 
molecular rate variation among lineages. As stated in the previous chapter, sampling density 
between species and loci is variable. Furthermore, the number of individuals per cluster is 
frequently below suggested thresholds for capturing a representative level of intraspecific variation 
(Monaghan et al 2009). The impediments to accurate species delimitation discussed in chapter 3 
will have a similarly adverse effect on estimates of intraspecific variation, and the frequent lack of 
geographic structuring of clusters (ie. many clusters were comprised of sequences from multiple 
locales) suggests that varying levels of dispersal and gene flow within species across the dataset 
may have further affected the ability of the GMYC to accurately delimit clusters (Papadopoulou et 
al, 2008), which also casts aspersions on the applicability of the method to accurately delimit 
entities in a dataset as heterogenous (both structurally and biologically) as the Coleoptera database.  
 
Across all analyses, the general pattern was that clusters comprised of multiple species IDs 
exhibited higher variance of theta than congruent clusters. This implied that variation within named 
species was broadly equivalent, and that clusters of multiple species were artifacts of the clustering 
algorithm, as opposed to variation in the depth of species-level clustering among lineages, which 
would be predicted to produce clusters exhibiting equivalent variance of theta irrespective of 
congruence with Linnaean names. This effect was particularly pronounced in 16S Dytiscoidea, a 
dataset characterised by a lack of intraspecific variation in groups of congenerics. Hence, an 
apparent shortcoming of the use of GMYC clusters to assess intraspecific variation is a tendency to 
group together closely related species when diagnostic character variation is lacking. This finding 
contradicts previous studies which suggest the method is robust to the presence of singletons 
(Monaghan et al, 2009; Fujisawa and Barraclough, 2013), and further supports the prediction that 
the method will better serve a more densely sampled dataset, as will become available in the future 
as the amount of sequence information in the database continues to increase, and more complex 
methods of species delimitation (incorporating, for example, multiple loci and complex 




Even if species-level clusters are accurately delimited, and sampling is sufficiently dense to 
accurately model patterns of intraspecific variation, the described methods rely on detailed 
information on the geographic origin of nucleotide sequences. This study was frequently hampered 
by a lack of such information, particularly in major superfamilies such as Chrysomeloidea and 
Scarabaeoidea. The quality of analyses based on publicly available data is only as good as the 
quality of the data itself, and Genbank does not require researchers to submit geographic 
information at the same time as the sequences themselves. In this study, geographic information was 
not available for much of the data, because the aims of the studies for which the data was originally 
generated did not require it. As such, until the inclusion of geographic information becomes a 
requirement of submission of sequence data to databases such as Genbank, it is likely that the 
described methods will be more applicable to particular subgroups for which geographic origin can 
be unequivocally determined, as opposed to all Coleoptera. Never the less, it does provide a 
methodological framework for assessing intraspecific variation in datasets for which geographic 
information is available but species-level identifications are lacking. In future, as invertebrate 
surveys rely more heavily on large-scale environmental sequencing of genetic variation through 
next-generation sequencing technologies, and expertise remains too scarce for an in-depth 
traditional morphological taxonomic treatment, it may yet prove to be a crucial approach to 



















CHAPTER 5: HOW MANY BEETLES ARE THERE? ESTIMATING EXTANT 
DIVERSITY FROM HIGHER-TAXON DIVERSIFICATION RATES 
 
Introduction 
The diversity of life on our planet is one of its most striking features, and as such, knowing how 
many species inhabit Earth is among the most fundamental questions in science (Mora et al, 2011). 
However, our ability to make global inferences of species richness is hampered by a number of 
practical and theoretical difficulties (Gaston, 1991). Historically, there has been a lack of consensus 
on precisely what defines a species (Adis, 1990; May, 1990), and this, together with the absence of 
a central register of names for described species, and high levels of synonymy in taxonomic 
identification, means that remains difficult even to place an estimate on how many species have 
been described to date (Stork, 1997). Never the less, estimation of global species richness has been 
an important issue since the time of Linnaeus (Ødergaard, 2000), and it has received increasing 
attention over the last 3 decades since Erwin (1982) proposed an empirical method in which the 
number of beetles associated with tropical rainforest tree species was used to extrapolate a global 
estimate based on percentages of host-specificity of guilds, ratios of beetles to other arthropods and 
the total number of tropical tree species. This produced the well-documented estimated of 30 
million arthropod species (Erwin, 1982), which was subsequently revised to up to 100 million 
(Erwin, 1988). While these estimates are now considered to be too high (Finlay et al, 2006) due to 
the simplistic calculations (Gaston, 1991) and subjective assumptions on which they were based 
(Ødergaard, 2000), the assumptions were, never the less, testable, and thus provided an agenda for 
further research. Subsequent alternatives to Erwin's model have yielded estimates in the order of 5 
to 10 million (Hamilton et al, 2010), through methodological variants such as extrapolating the ratio 
of the number of species of butterfly to all known insects in the well-characterised UK fauna to the 
estimated number of species of butterflies globally (Stork and Gaston, 1990) to give an estimate of 
4.9 to 6.6 million species of insects worldwide. This approach was modified and expanded by 
Gaston and Hudson (1994) to include a wider range of indicator taxa and geographic regions, 
yielding estimates of around 10 million insect species, and Ødergaard (2000) implemented a more 
direct modification of Erwin's method, separating plant species into different growth-forms and 
correcting for differences in host-specificity at different spatial scales to give a global estimate of 5 
to 10 million arthropod species. 
 
Past research in this area has typically focused on terrestrial arthropods, particularly insects. This is 
logical, because they are considered to be the most speciose taxon on earth (Stork, 1997; May, 
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2000) and the most economically important metazoans (Finlay et al, 2006). They also make the 
largest contribution to global species richness through species awaiting formal description but 
known from museum collections (Nielsen and Mound, 1999). However, similar methods have been 
applied to other species-rich taxa, such as fungi, which Hawksworth (1991) estimated to include 
more than 1.5 million species based on the ratio of the number of species of vascular plants to fungi 
in well-characterised floras. Furthermore, alternative methods for estimating global species 
richness, which do not explicitly rely on diversity ratios, have been proposed, such as those 
incorporating body size frequency distributions (May, 1988), latitudinal gradients (Raven, 1985) 
and species accumulation curves (Bebber et al, 2007; Mora et al, 2008; Joppa et al, 2010; Baselga 
et al, 2007). A variant on this latter approach was applied in a well-documented study by Mora et al 
(2011), in which total species numbers for all domains of life were estimated by modelling the 
temporal accumulation of higher taxa using time-taxon accumulation curves (Bebber et al, 2007; 
Mora et al, 2008), before extrapolating total species (the accumulation curve of which had not 
reached asymptotic levels, so could not be used to directly estimate total lineages) by placing each 
taxonomic level on a linear, numerical scale which allowed linear regression of total lineages from 
higher to lower hierarchical levels. 
 
The practical and theoretical barriers to estimating global species richness are exemplified by the 
Coleoptera. Current estimates are that there are around 1.9 million named species of Eukarytoes on 
Earth, and that approximately half of these (1.1 million) are arthropods, predominantly insects 
(Chapman, 2009; Hamilton et al, 2010), which themselves probably account for over 800,000 
named species (Gaston, 1991). Only 4 insect orders make a significant contribution to this total, and 
of these, markedly more Coleoptera have been described than species in the other orders (Gaston, 
1991). With between 300,000 and 400,000 species described (Gaston, 1991;  Ødergaard, 2000; 
Hunt et al, 2007), almost a quarter of all known species on Earth are thought to be beetles, and this, 
together with their high functional diversity makes them a commonly used surrogate for arthropods 
in studies of global species richness (Hamilton et al, 2010). Beetles are therefore essential for 
explaining total arthropod species richness and, by extension, global species richness for all animals 
(Ødergaard, 2000), but it still not known with any certainty how many species of beetle there are. 
Erwin's original estimate of 12 million species has been revised, and various estimates between 
850,000 to 4 million have been proposed (Hammond, 1995; Stork, 1999; Neilsen and Mound, 
1999), with the general consensus that 70% to 95% of all beetle species, depending on the estimate, 
remain undescribed (Grove and Stork, 2000). A total species estimate based on well-established 
methods such as the use of taxon accumulation curves is not possible, because species and even 
genus description rates have not yet reached asymptotic levels (Gaston, 1991). As such, estimates of 
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unkown beetle diversity tend to focus on particular subgroups for which additional information is 
available to supplement the description record, such as morphic, trophic and geographic variables 
relating to the probability of discovery of taxa (Baselga et al, 2007), or the quantitative outcome of 
taxonomic revisions with respect to body size, zoogeographical region and phylogenetic 
relationship (Nilsson-Örtman and Nilsson, 2010). These studies focused on a particular genus and 
family, respectively, and directly transposing the methodologies to all Coleoptera is not possible. 
The methods described by Mora et al (2011) present a different problem, as they rely on 
extrapolating information from multiple taxonomic ranks which are not available when a particular 
subgroup such as Coleoptera are studied independently. Furthermore, the procedural step of placing 
taxonomic rank on an arbitrary linear scale is of questionable validity, a such a scale has no 
philosophical basis other than that it provided a fit to the data in that particular study. 
 
It is apparent that a revised estimate of total beetle species, based on new methods which are 
potentially transferable to studies of other species-rich yet taxonomically poorly characterised 
groups of organisms, is overdue. For the Coleoptera, there are a number of issues which should 
prompt such a study. Despite their ecological importance and high diversity, beetles are often 
characterised by an inadequate knowledge of taxonomy, distributions, abundances and sensitivities 
to habitat change (Cardoso et al, 2011). Under-sampling of lineages is particularly severe in some 
of the world's most biodiverse and vulnerable ecosystems (chapter 2), implying that inferences on 
the completeness of taxonomic inventories based on decreasing rates of species description per 
taxonomist for other insect groups such as parasitic wasps (Costello et al, 2013) are unlikely to 
apply to beetles, and that many unknown species are at imminent risk of extinction in light of 
indications that the current global wave of extinction may be spreading to insects (Thomas et al, 
2004; Conrad et al, 2004; Samways, 2005; Finlay et al, 2010). Yet, with the cost of cataloguing the 
world's unknown animal species estimated at over US$260 billion and approximately 360 years of 
taxonomic effort (Carbayo & Marques, 2011), it is clear that alternative approaches are required to 
estimate total species richness in taxonomically diverse groups such as beetles. Further difficulties 
arise when attempting to quantify patterns of diversification – although methods have been 
developed which take into account missing data when inferring diversification rates in molecular 
phylogenies (Paradis, 2003; Bokma, 2003; Bokma, 2009; Alfaro et al, 2009), these share the 
requirement that when all or part of the tree is under-sampled, the degree of under-sampling can be 
quantified with reference to total extant species, and/or how these are divided among higher taxa. 
When this information is not available, as with the Coleoptera, diversification studies are forced to 
rely on current, incomplete knowledge of beetle taxonomy (eg. Ober and Heider, 2010; Davis et al, 
2010; Rabosky et al, 2012), potentially resulting in erroneous conclusions regarding links between 
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species richness and diversification. 
 
In this chapter, a new method for estimating total species numbers using a molecular phylogeny for 
beetles derived from publicly available nucleotide data is presented. It is based on several principle 
observations: firstly, that diversity patterns exhibit self-similarity at multiple hierarchical levels 
(Hubbell, 2001; Finlay et al, 2006; Baselga et al, 2013); secondly, that branching times within 
hierarchical levels are normally distributed, allowing lineage through time plots based on observed 
data to be modified by the inclusion of putative missing taxa; thirdly, that completely sampled real-
world phylogenies of birds and reptiles are characterised by a random, homogenous speciation 
process characterised by a lack of phylogenetic signal in clade size (Ricklefs, 2003; Ricklefs et al, 
2007), and that while phylogenies exhibit diversification rate heterogeneity among clades (Beninda-
Edmonds et al, 2007; Ricklefs et al, 2007), average speciation rates are broadly similar between 
taxonomic groups (Ricklefs et al, 2007), and major deviations from overall homogeneity of lineage 
proliferation through time (Ricklefs, 2006; Stadler, 2011), characterised by apparent reductions in 
diversification rates, are primarily driven by extinction (Ricklefs et al, 2007). Given that the huge 
diversity of the beetles is partly explained by their resilience to extinction events in the Permian and 
Triassic (Hunt et al, 2007; Davis et al, 2010), and a burst of cladogenesis in the Jurassic and early 
Cretaceous (Hunt et al, 2007; Wang et al, 2013), it can be presumed that perceived reductions in 
diversification rates in the time-calibrated beetle phylogeny can be explained by under-sampling, 
and that rate constancy is the conservative assumption. As such, diversification rates at well-
sampled portions of the tree could be used to infer present-day lineage numbers under the 
assumptions of low extinction and overall diversification rate homogeneity. The proposed method is 
uniquely tree-based, and does not require taxonomic rank to be placed on an arbitrary linear scale 
for its extrapolations (eg. Mora et al, 2011). In particular, it should be applicable to other datasets 
exhibiting progressively severe under-sampling between hierarchical levels, and a supposed log-
linear pattern of lineage accumulation through time. Crucially, by shifting the extrapolative focus 
from species themselves to more easily delimited higher taxa, the method avoids problems with 
absolute species counts arising from unrecognised synonyms and multiple authors increasing 
observed taxonomic effort, which confound accurate richness estimates in Coleoptera (Löbl and 
Leschen, 2013). However, the approach described herein relies on a number of assumptions. In 
particular, it is assumed that beetle diversification follows a Yule pure birth process (Yule, 1924), 
whereby every lineage has the same probability of diverging at any point in time, and that 
extinction occurs at a rate of zero. Consequently, it is assumed that missing higher taxa would 
exhibit similar patterns of diversification to those included in the dataset, and that observed 
diversification through time can be explained using a 2 point linear regression, deviations from 
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which are a result of under-sampling towards the tips of the tree, and an observed segmented 
regression comprised of 2 intervals separated by a single, identifiable breakpoint.  
 
Materials and Method 
 
The starting point for the analysis was a species-level phylogeny for beetles based on nucleotide 
data from Genbank. This tree was taken from the GMYC analysis in chapter 3. The tree was chosen 
because although it contained fewer terminals than that derived from the name-based analysis 
(chapter 3), it held the most convincing deep-level relationships, and was produced using a cluster-
based concatenation procedure which had the effect of removing intraspecific variation from the 
dataset, thus correcting for increased mutation rates associated with coalescence, and minimising 
their confounding effects on molecular dating analyses (Papadopoulou et al, 2010; see below). 
 
Divergence times in the Coleoptera tree were estimated using PATHd8, a method which allows 
rapid analysis of very large trees by smoothing substitution rates locally, rather than simultaneously 
over the whole tree, giving similar divergence times to other slower, more computationally intense 
methods (Britton et al, 2007). This analysis was calibrated using fossil data from a range of sources 
(Tab. 5-1), with age constraints placed on a total of 16 nodes. PATHd8 requires at least one fixed 
node age to perform the analysis, so the six fossil calibration points for which minima and maxima 
were not available were fixed, with soft constraints placed on the remainder (Tab. 5-1). As PATHd8 
does not place confidence intervals on node age estimates, these were calculated by generating 100 
bootstrap replicates of the original data matrix in Phylip 3.6 (Felsenstein, 2005), before using each 
replicated matrix to recalculate branch lengths on the original topology using FastTree (Price et al, 
2010). The central 95% distribution of age estimates for key internal nodes (Tab. 5-2), calculated 
from the standard deviation of age estimates across the bootstrap sample, thus reflected uncertainty 
in the input data and how this affected nonprobabilistic age estimates (Britton et al, 2007). The 
ultrametric tree generated by this analysis (supplementary material S12) was used in subsequent 
steps. 
 
Asymptotic regression was used to estimate total extant taxa at the family and subfamily levels, 
based on lineage accumulation curves derived from the date of description of known taxa. Across 
most eukaryotes, the rate of discovery of higher taxa has slowed (Mora et al, 2010), despite 
continued high rates of species discovery and an increasing number of taxonomists in the past two 
decades (Costello et al, 2013). Under such conditions, lineage accumulation curves can be used to 
extrapolate extant lineages from the discovery record (Mora et al, 2008). Description dates for all 
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known extant Coleoptera families and subfamilies were taken from Bouchard et al (2011), and 
asymptotic regression was carried out in R, using a self-starting Michaelis-Menten (Clench, 1979) 
model which evaluated initial estimates of the parameters Vm and K. In the original Michaelis-
Menten model of enzyme kinetics, Vm represents the maximum rate achieved by the system (the 
asymptote) and K (the Michaelis constant) is the substrate concentration at which the reaction rate 
is half of Vm. Both parameters are constants which must be determined from the data itself, and the 
self-starting model was chosen to simplify this procedure. 
 
Reference
226.0 – 230.0 Hunt et al (2007)
226.0 – 230.0 Hunt et al (2007)
214.5 – 218.5 Hunt et al (2007)
195.5 – 197.5 Hunt et al (2007)
146.8 – 154.8 Hunt et al (2007)
146.8 – 154.8 Hunt et al (2007)


















Tenebrionoidea Wang & Zhang (2011)
Chrysomelidae Gomez-Zurita et al (2007)








Table 5-1 – calibration points used to date the phylogenetic tree, taken from fossil records. All are primary 
calibrations except Chrysomelidae, which is a secondary calibration derived from the oldest 'sagrine' fossil aged 72 
myrs (Gomez-Zurita et al, 2007) 
 
Lineage through time (LTT) plots were generated from the ultrametric tree using the Ape 3.0-10 
package (Paradis et al, 2004) in R. The ultrametric tree was expanded to include unsampled and 
putative undescribed taxa using a custom R script (appendix A7; see below) which selected from 
available branches according to divergence dates selected at random from a normal distribution, the 
parameters of which were derived from the observed data. The first step in this procedure was 
achieved using additional scripts which pruned the ultrametric tree to leave a single representative 
per family or subfamily respectively. Representative taxa were selected with reference to the 
original supermatrix: in each case, the taxon whose concatenated sequence contained the lowest 
proportion of missing data was retained, under the assumption that correct placement within the 
topology was more likely and inferred branching times would be more accurate. At each 
hierarchical level, the parameters of the normal distribution which best explained the observed 
divergence times unique to that hierarchical level were calculated using the MASS 7.3-29 package 
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(Venables and Ripley, 2002). Shapiro-Wilk tests (Shapiro and Wilk, 1965) were then used to test the 
null hypothesis that the observed divergence times were statistically consistent with a normal 
distribution. This procedure provided a framework by which missing taxa could be added to 
incompletely sampled trees at different hierarchical levels – although taxonomic relationships for 
missing taxa could not be inferred, the point in evolutionary time at which unsampled taxa were 
likely to have arisen could be predicted, and the LTT plots updated accordingly. Taxa were added 
first at the family level, followed by the subfamily level, until total higher taxa equalled values 
estimated by asymptotic regression. This was achieved using an R script (appendix A7) which 
extracted branching times from the one per family/subfamily tree, and calculated the parameters of 
the normal distribution (mean, standard deviation and skewness) which explained the observed 
branching times. N values, corresponding to the number of missing lineages, were then selected at 
random from a normal distribution derived from the parameters taken from the observed data; these 
represented branching times at which missing lineages were to be added. Finally, for each branching 
time, an available branch on the species-level tree was selected at random, and a new taxon attached 
at the point along the existing branch corresponding to the branching time. The new branch was 
extended so that it terminated at 0 myrs, to retain the ultrametricity of the tree. Missing families 
were added first on the assumption that each hypothetical unsampled family was represented by a 
single subfamily, thus each new family would also increase total subfamilies by 1. The process of 
calculating normal distribution parameters and adding missing lineages was automated using R 
scripts and applied to each of the 100 bootstrap trees for use in subsequent analyses. 
 
Total extant species were estimated by extrapolating diversification rates at deeper, well-sampled 
portions of the phylogeny to overcome progressively severe undersampling towards the tips. This 
was achieved by finding the inflection point at which undersampling below the subfamily level 
resulted in a drop in observed diversification rate on the LTT plot, using a procedure developed by 
Andres Baselga (pers. comm.) To search for the appropriate inflection point, only the region of the 
tree older than 100 myrs was considered. All possible inflections points at intervals of 1 million 
years were assessed by means of piecewise regressions, and the standard error of each inflection 
point was plotted. The preferred inflection point was that which minimised the standard error 
(maximized r2) of the regression below the breakpoint, identified by following a two-step process. 
First, among all possible breakpoints, the 10% that produced lower standard error in the piecewise 
regression (i.e. both below and above the breakpoint) was selected. Second, the set of breakpoints 
with lower standard error was reassessed to select the one that maximized the r2
 
of the regression 
below the breakpoint. Using this regression, the number of lineages was estimated by extrapolating 
the equation to -1 my (i.e. assuming species are 1 million years old). This analysis was repeated for 
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the LTT plot from the observed data and the LTT plot to which missing lineages had been added. 
The respective bootrap replicates for the observed data and the tree including missing lineages were 
analysed so that confidence limits could be placed on species estimates, and the effects of 




Molecular dating in PATHd8 supported the findings of Hunt et al (2007), placing the origin of most 
major lineages in the Jurassic between around 202 and 145 million years ago (table 2). The age of 
the Bostrichiformia remained contentious, estimated as 219.4 ± 11.19 myrs by Hunt et al (2007), 
but fixed at 95.0 myrs in this analysis as per Grimaldi & Engel (2005). However, the Nosodendridae 
(Bostrichoidea) were misplaced in this topology, a sister group to Bostrichiformia+Elateriformia, 
and the age of the node supporting this clade was estimated to be  195.5 myrs, closer to the estimate 
of Hunt et al (2007). Both analyses supported the Permian origin of the Polyphaga and a Triassic 
origin for the Cucujiformia, Adephaga and Myxophaga+Archostemata. The rapidity of PATHd8 
analyses come at the cost of a certain degree of accuracy, evinced here by the polytomy supporting 
the Myxophaga+Archostemata clade resulting in a contemporaneous origin for 
Myxophaga+Archostemata and Cupedidae. Overall, the robustness of age estimates to phylogenetic 
uncertainty in the the input data varied among clades– the standard deviation around mean node 
ages in 100 bootstrap replicates ranged from 1.133 myrs in Elateroidea to 9.514 in Meloidae – 




















































Table 5-2 – the age of key nodes inferred by PATHd8, with 95% central distribution values derived from the analysis 
of mean age estimates from 100 bootstrap replicates 
 
Description dates for 179 families and 498 subfamilies taken from Bouchard et al (2011) ranged 
from 1802 to 2010. Pruning of the complete ultrametric tree at various hierarchical levels yielded 23 
superfamilies, 150 families and 363 subfamilies, respectively. Assuming complete sampling for 
superfamilies, the trees were thus 83.8% complete for described families, and 72.9% complete for 
described subfamilies. Observed divergence times at the family level were consistent with a normal 
distribution of mean -132.1658, standard deviation 35.90463 and skewness 1.042889. The Shapiro-
Wilk test accepted the null hypothesis that the sample was normally distributed (W=0.9888, 
p=0.4939). At the subfamily level, observed divergence times were consistent with a normal 
distribution of mean -122.0296, standard deviation 43.65085 and skewness 1.063932. Again, the 
null hypothesis of a normal distribution was accepted by the Shapiro-Wilk test (W=0.9896, 
p=0.1341). Overall, family and subfamily divergence times formed overlapping, normally 
distributed subsets of a total normal distribution comprised of divergences across both hierarchical 
levels (mean=-125.553417, s.d.=41.422811, skewness=1.022491; H0 accepted: W=0.993, 





Figure 5-1 – overlapping, normally distributed divergence times at the family and subfamily levels. Age on the x axis 
is measured in millions of years 
 
Asymptotic regression against family description dates yielded an estimate of 236 extant families 
(Vm = 235.921, K = 75.764, std error = 3.264). For subfamilies, the estimated total was 801 (Vm = 
800.792, K = 134.454, std error = 2.575; Fig. 5-3). As such, 86 lineages were added to the observed 
data according to the parameters of the normal distribution of observed family divergence times, 
followed by 352 lineages according to the distribution of subfamily divergences to bring total 
families and subfamilies to values equal to the respective asymptotes. The resulting tree 
(supplementary material S13) resulted in a modified LTT plot shown in Fig. 5-4. 
 
When assessed with the best 10% break points, The breakpoint that maximized r2 of the lower 
regression was -179 my for in the observed tree, and -180 my for the tree corrected for the missing 
families (Fig. 5-5). The estimated number of species was 1951784 for the observed tree, and 
3125285 for the corrected tree. Bootstrapped trees yielded the distribution of estimates (uncorrected 
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and corrected trees) shown in Fig. 5-6. Minimum and maximum values were 145607 – 7887438 for 
the uncorrected tree, and 318033 – 20505107 for the corrected tree. The standard deviation of the 
distribution of bootstrapped values is the standard error of the estimate, so for the uncorrected tree 
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Figure 5-3 – asymptotic regression curves derived from description dates of families (A) and subfamilies (B). Horizontal green lines indicate total estimates lineages (Vm). 






Figure 5-4 – LTT plots derived from the observed data (light blue) and following the addition of missing lineages 
estimated from asymptotic regression of description dates and normally distributed family/subfamily divergence 



















Figure 5-5 – breakpoints that maximized r2 of the lower regression in the observed tree (red), and the tree corrected 
for the missing families/subfamilies (blue), estimated as -179 and -180 respectively based on standard error below the 
























The described procedure resulted in a total species richness estimate for beetles of approximately 
3.1 million, a figure remarkably close to accepted estimates derived from other means (Foottit et al, 
2009). However, high standard error values around this estimate reflect the sensitivity of the method 
to phylogenetic uncertainty in the input data, which appears to have a much greater effect than 
putative missing lineages at the family and subfamily levels, and the choice of inflection point. This 
is despite the apparent robustness of the PATHd8 algorithm to such uncertainty in the majority of 
node age estimates (Tab. 5-2). The high dispersion of estimates in bootstrap trees is likely due to a 
combination of factors. Firstly, the construction of a species-level phylogeny for Coleoptera from 
publicly available data relies on a dataset that is unevenly sampled between lineages and gene loci 
(chapter 2). The trees in this study were derived from a supermatrix comprised of 80.70% missing 
data, in which 4218 out of 11317 taxa (37.3%) were represented by a single gene. The high 
proportion of missing data in the dataset doubtless creates high variation among bootstrap 
replicates, which would yield low support values in an unconstrained bootstrap analysis, and 
branch-length variation among constrained trees in this analysis. Phylogenetic uncertainty will be 
addressed in the future by progressively denser sampling of multiple loci and the continued 
expansion of the amount of data available in publicly available databases (ie. Genbank), and it is 
possible that other groups of organisms are already sampled sufficiently densely for this approach to 
be applied with greater confidence. Secondly, the size of the dataset demands that analytical 
methods are selected which sacrifice a degree of accuracy for computational efficiency (PATHd8, 
FastTree). Until sufficient processing power becomes available to ultrametricize such a dataset 
using more thorough, accurate methods such as BEAST (Drummond and Rambaut, 2007), it is not 
possible to quantify how these heuristic algorithms may be amplifying the effect of phylogenetic 
uncertainty on species estimates. The bootstrapping approach was selected to deal with the 
shortcomings of the PATHd8 algorithm, which does not place confidence limits on node ages. A 
more statistically defensible approach might to be re-estimate total species on a Bayesian sample of 
ultrametric trees, such as those generated by BEAST, but such an approach is not yet tenable with 
currently available computing power – even the CIPRES web server (Miller et al, 2010), probably 
the most powerful public access computing facility for phylogenetic analysis, is unable to process 
an analysis of this type. 
 
The fundamental assumption of this analysis is that lineage accumulation in Coleoptera has been 
log-linear through time, and that diversification rates have been more or less constant since the 
origin of the clade. While studies on more completely sampled organisms indicate that 
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diversification rate homogeneity may be the exception rather than the rule, a simple interpretation 
of the available data suggests a steady logarithmic increase in beetle diversity through time, with an 
apparent rate decrease between 150 and 200 million years ago (Fig. 5-5). Based on observed 
divergence times at higher taxonomic levels, and known patterns of under-sampling at lower 
hierarchical levels, this is what might be expected under null diversification models such as the Yule 
speciation process (Yule, 1924) in which each species has a constant probability of producing a new 
species at each point in time, and extinction never occurs (Nee, 2006), or the unified neutral theory 
of biodiversity and biogeography, in which species originate at random and are equivalent in birth 
rates, death rates, dispersal rates and speciation rates (Hubbell, 2001). In these cases, the observed 
drop in diversification rate would be explained by progressively severe under-sampling of lineages 
towards the present, which is presumed in the methodology described herein. 
 
It should be noted that deviation from the Yule model due to extinction would also cause an 
apparent slowing in diversification rate, and thus violate the assumption that a 2 point regression 
would adequately explain both total beetle diversification and the confounding effects of under-
sampling on the expected pattern. While the true diversification process for beetles is likely to be 
more complex than null models suggest, this can only be tested when increased sampling of 
lineages and a more detailed fossil record allow more accurate modeling of diversification rate 
variation through time, and the regulation of clade diversity by ecological factors (Rabosky, 2009), 
for example, can be established by better linkage between molecular phylogenies and extrinsic 
biological information. There is some evidence to suggest that beetle evolution follows neutral 
processes – aspects of Hubbell's neutral theory relating to probability of dispersal and community 
structure have been empirically demonstrated in insects including beetles (Finlay et al, 2006), and 
observed self-similarity of beta diversity patterns at multiple hierarchical levels in European aquatic 
beetles are consistent with neutral evolutionary processes (Baselga et al, 2013). In the short-term, 
however, the validity of these extrapolation methods should be tested by applying them to 
completely sampled phylogenies from which lineages have been selectively removed to replicate 
patterns of under-sampling prevalent in the Coleoptera dataset. As the normal distribution 
calculation steps require reference to the data matrices from which the trees were generated, and 
detailed information on multi-hierarchical classification of species, such testing is beyond the scope 
of this study. 
 
A second assumption of the described method is consistency of sampling effort when calculating 
the asymptote of taxon description curves, an assumption which studies of this type generally 
accept due to the difficulties associated with quantifying taxonomic sampling effort through time 
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(Medellín and Soberón, 1999; Cabrero-Sanudo and Lobo, 2003; Baselga and Novoa, 2006). In the 
absence of data for true quantification, one might suppose that an increase in taxonomic effort over 
recent decades (Costello et al, 2013) would suggest that correcting for variable taxonomic effort 
would result in lower asymptotes, and that estimates for total species would be reduced. The most 
conservative assumption would be that described families and subfamilies represent the extant total. 
Given that the uncorrected tree (83.8% complete for described families, 72.9% complete for 
described subfamilies) yielded an estimate of 1.95 million species, and the corrected tree under an 
assumption of invariable sampling effort gave an estimate of 3.12 million species, it follows that 
more conservative estimates of total higher taxa (derived from correcting for increased sampling 
effort or dispensing with asymptotic regression altogether) would yield estimates somewhere 
between these 2 values. Compared to other sources of error (ie. variation in the bootstrap sample), 
this discrepancy seems negligible, so overall, the assumption of invariable sampling effort was 
accepted. Similarly, violation of the assumption under the Yule model that missing families and 
subfamilies have experienced similar levels of diversification to those represented in the dataset (a 
more likely scenario being that missing higher taxa are species-poor, and that the vast majority of 
missing lineages belong to families which are already represented, albeit from previously 
unsampled biogeographic regions of exceptionally high diversity) was not considered a major 
source of error in this study, although it should be borne in mind for future studies in which the 
methods described herein might be modified and improved. 
 
A key advantage of this extrapolative approach is that it can potentially be applied to other datasets 
for which distributional information or life-history trait data, typically used in species estimation 
methods, are not available. As such, it might be applied to other taxonomic groups which is 
characterised by progressively severe under-sampling from higher to lower taxa, and exhibits a 
general logarithmic increase in lineages through time against which a linear model can be fitted. 
Only further study can elucidate whether normally distributed branching times are ubiquitous in 
nature, but it is likely that any organism for which higher taxa are both numerous and subjectively 
defined might exhibit such patterns. In terms of data structure, the method's only requirement is that 
higher taxa are sufficiently densely sampled for an asymptote of a lineage description curve to be 
estimated. It is also amenable to the inclusion of new data – all methods described herein can, and 
have, been automated as part of a bioinformatics pipeline (chapters 2 and 3) to allow the inclusion 
of newly sequenced specimens as they become available in the public domain. The method can be 
easily modified to incorporate additional or atypical taxonomic ranks, if sequence records are 
sufficiently well-annotated, or to encompass radiations across a greater or lesser evolutionary 
timescale. Similarly, it could be used as the basis of wide-scale comparative analyses to quantify 
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diversification processes in particular ecozones, continents or similar, for datasets exhibiting strong 
geographic sub-structuring. 
 
In summary, although the methods described herein are subject to certain broad assumptions, they 
are assumptions which can be tested should additional data become available. The method is 
transferable to other datasets, and can be implemented using sparsely sampled data in the absence of 
information relating to ecology, distributions or other extrinsic factors. It yields a global species 
richness estimate for beetles which is equivalent to those derived from other methods. As such, 
pending testing on completely sampled phylogenies, it has the potential to elucidate species richness 
in other species-rich but incompletely sampled and described groups of organisms, and provide a 



























CHAPTER 6: MITOGENOMICS OF THE COLEOPTERA – MOLECULAR 




The methodological disparity among previous studies of beetle evolution has created a body of 
literature in which various types of data have been employed in phylogenetic inference: 
morphology (eg. Lawrence et al 2011), nuclear genes (eg. Hunt et al 2007, Madison et al 2008, 
Gómez-Zurita et al 2008, Marvaldi et al 2009, McKenna & Farrell, 2009), datasets combining 
mitochondrial and nuclear markers either dealing with restricted clades (eg. Robertson et al 2008, 
Kundrata & Bocak 2011) or compiled from most available sequences for selected markers (chapters 
2-3 herein). Recently, advances in DNA sequencing have resulted in mitochondrial genomes 
becoming widely available and these have been used in phylogenetic studies across a wide range of 
taxa, providing a promising source of phylogenetic signal for deep radiations in Hymenoptera 
(Castro & Dowton 2007), Orthoptera (Fenn et al 2008) and Coleoptera (Sheffield et al 2008, 2009). 
In more densely sampled vertebrate groups, they have formed the basis of complex studies of 
molecular ecology and adaptive evolution:  intragenomic variation as indicated by relative 
evolutionary rates between genes in birds (Kerr, 2011), links between niche shifts and directional 
selection on genes encoding proteins related to cellular respiration in rodents (Tomasco & Lessa, 
2011), and structural changes in mitochondrial proteins associated with respiration in primates 
(Pupko & Galtier, 2002). However, Coleoptera mitogenomics is still in its infancy, and sparse 
sampling has barred detailed investigation of relationships among beetle lineages – previous studies 
have only included between nine and thirty-one taxa (Cameron et al 2010; Pons et al 2010; 
Timmermans et al 2010; Timmermans & Vogler 2012; Haran et al 2013). Furthermore, limited 
studies of the heterogeneity of base composition within the beetle mitochondrial genome indicate  
variation in base content among both species and genes (Sheffield et al, 2009), caused by non-
stationary sequence evolution, which has been demonstrated in both empirical and simulated 
datasets to produce artifactual unions of distantly related species (eg. Ishikawa et al, 2012). These 
artifacts arise when the substitution model used in maximum likelihood phylogenetic analysis does 
not sufficiently explain the evolutionary processes which generated the sequence data, and the 
assumption of homogeneity of base composition across a tree is violated. 
 
Various approaches for ameliorating the effects of non-stationary sequence evolution have been 
posited, such as LogDet transformation of distance matrix-based analyses (Lokhart et al, 1994), 
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character recoding to diminish the variation of AT content across a tree ('RY-coding': Phillips and 
Penny, 2003; Phillips et al, 2004) and complex statistical approaches which model non-stationary 
evolution in a maximum likelihood or Bayesian framework, implemented in software such as p4 
(Foster, 2004) and nhml (Galtier et al, 1998). While these approaches have been demonstrated to be 
effective under certain conditions, there remains little consensus on the width of their applicability 
or, indeed, the magnitude of the problem (Sheffield et al, 2009). The few studies which attempt to 
quantify and correct for compositional heterogeneity in empirical datasets typically focus on 
particular problematic nodes (eg. Ishikawa et al, 2012) or relatively few genes (eg. Campbell et al, 
2000, Herbeck et al, 2005). The only study to investigate these issues in beetles used only three 
indicator relationships to measure topological accuracy among 13 ingroup taxa (Sheffield et al, 
2009), rather than applying these approaches to the total problem of large-scale phylogenetic 
analysis. This is an important consideration - as advances in next-generation sequencing 
technologies begin to facilitate the rapid and comprehensive sequencing of mitochondrial genomic 
diversity in entire ecological communities, robust methods for the inference baseline phylogenies 
are required, particularly in species-rich but poorly sampled groups such as beetles, for which 
mitochondrial genomic datasets of previously unsampled regional faunas are becoming increasingly 
easy to generate, and which will benefit from previously inferred phylogenies to confidently place 
new datasets in a convincing evolutionary context. 
 
In this chapter, the first analysis of higher-level phylogeny of the Coleoptera inferred from 
mitochondrial genomes is presented, collated from previously published sequences together with 
159 newly produced complete/partial mitochondrial genomes. Difficulties in recovering expected 
relationships using standard homogenous models in a maximum likelihood framework are 
illustrated under a number of character coding schemes, and this is contextualised by 
comprehensive quantification of base composition variation between taxa, genes and sites, and 
statistical tests of substitution pattern heterogeneity. A non-homogenous models is used to test 
competing topological hypotheses in key subgroups, incorporating rate heterogeneity among sites 
and allowing AT content to vary between branches. Finally, the effects of including a previously 
unsampled regional fauna on node support, topology and phylogenetic diversity (Faith, 1992) are 
assessed through the inclusion of 109 additional mitochondrial genomes obtained from canopy 
fogging samples from Borneo, as an example of how the structure, size and evolutionary 







Material and methods 
 
A total of 245 beetle mitochondrial genomes were included in the analysis, which included 86 
previously published and 159 newly sequenced mitochondrial genomes. Taxonomic sampling in the 
dataset covered all four beetle suborders, 15 polyphagan superfamilies, 4 adephagan superfamilies 
and a total of 97 families of the 189 recognised by Bouchard et al (2011). Newly sequenced 
genomes were extracted according to protocols described in Timmermans et al (2010). Taxa were 
selected for the analysis according to representation across multiple loci, with the requirement that 
each taxon was represented by at least 9 genes. This criteria was chosen to ensure overlap between 
taxa represented by partial genomes, and on the basis of preliminary tests which indicated that 
relaxing the conditions for concatenation increased the number of taxa in the dataset but also 
resulted in over-representation of particular taxonomic groups without improving overall familial 
representation (see results). 
 
Separate datasets were extracted for 14 protein coding genes (COI 5', COI 3', COII, COIII, cyt-b, 
ND1, ND2, ND3, ND4, ND4L, ND5, ND6, ATP6 and ATP8) and two ribosomal genes (12S and 
16S) using the Geneious software platform (http://www.geneious.com/). As Geneious annotations 
were not available for certain sequences, additional 12S and 16S sequences were extracted by 
running BLAST searches (Atschul et al, 1990) against a fasta formatted database comprised of the 
unpublished mitochondrial genome sequences, using methods described in chapter 2. Protein 
coding genes were aligned using transAlign (Beninda-Edmonds, 2005) and ribosomal genes were 
aligned using MAFFT version 7 (Katoh and Stanley, 2013) under default parameters implemented 
on the MAFFT web server (http://mafft.cbrc.jp/alignment/software/). Protein coding alignments 
were translated, edited and trimmed in Mesquite version 2.75 (Maddison & Maddison, 2011) to 
ensure individual loci and the concatenated alignment were in the correct reading frame with no 
stop codons. Following concatenation, supermatrices were analyzed using RAxML (Stamatakis, 
2006), implemented in the CIPRES web server (Miller et al, 2009), under the GTRCAT model of 
nucleotide substitution, which approximates a GTR gamma model with a reduced computational 
cost (Stamatakis, 2006). 
 
Prior to phylogenetic analysis, different partitioning strategies were compared in RAxML, by 
calculating likelihood scores on a fixed topology taken from a randomized parsimony tree. 
Partitioning schemes were compared using a partial dataset comprised of the 14 protein coding gene 
loci. Likelihood scores were compared with reference to the complexity of the partitioning schemes 
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using the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC; Akaike, 1974). Twelve partitioning schemes were 
compared, with total partitions ranging from 1 in the least complex model (no partitioning) to 42 in 
the most complex (by gene + codon position). Intermediate partitioning schemes partitioned the 
data by gene, codon position or both, across the entire alignment or separately for forward and 
reverse complemented genes (Tab.6-1).  
 
Following selection of the partitioning scheme, phylogenetic analyses were conducted in RAxML. 
Maximum likelihood trees were estimated using protein coding genes only, and with the full dataset 
of 14 protein coding and 2 ribosomal genes. To mitigate the effects of mutational saturation, 
particularly at the highly variable third codon position, analyses were repeated, firstly with protein-
coding genes translated to amino acids, and secondly with the third codon position removed from 
each protein coding gene, and the first codon position RY-coded (eg. Pons et al, 2010). Node 
support in each analysis was assessed using a rapid bootstrap algorithm implemented in RAxML 
with 500 replicates. Mutational saturation was formally assessed in Dambe5 (Xia, 2013) to 
determine whether any topological improvements or increased node support conferred by the 
various character coding schemes could be explained by the presence of mutational saturation in the 
protein coding genes. Trees were visualised in Dendroscope (Huson et al, 2007). As these initial 
analyses yielded poor resolution in the Chrysomeloidea/Curculionoidea clade, which were expected 
to be monophyletic according to morphology and analysis of nuclear markers (Hunt et al, 2007, 
chapters 2 and 3), subsequent analyses were run with the Chrysomeloidea constrained as 
monophyletic. This was considered justifiable due to previously characterised and phylogenetically 
informative tRNA gene order reversals in chrysomelid taxa (Timmermans and Vogler, 2012; Matrijn 
Timmermans, pers. comm). Constrained analyses under each character coding scheme were 
repeated so that topological comparisons could be made. Trees were inferred without outgroups (see 
chapter 2 for justification), but rooted a posteriori with the archostemata as the basal lineage, a 




Table 6-1 - partitioning schemes tested using the AIC, with the number of partitions, free parameters an ln(L) scores 
used in the calculations. The fixed topology from a randomized parsimony tree was tested under a GTR Gamma 
model (9 parameters per partition). 
 
Following selection of the favoured topology, the chosen tree was used to guide a molecular dating 
analysis in BEAST version 1.4 (Drummond and Rambaut, 2007). The topology was fixed a priori to 
reduce the computational cost of the analysis, which was run under a simplified partitioning scheme 
of one partition per codon position across the entire concatenated dataset. This partitioning scheme 
was chosen due to favourable AIC scores compared to partitioning by gene (see results), and its 
relative simplicity which facilitated efficient analysis. The analysis was calibrated using 7 fossil 
dates taken from Hunt et al (2007), with an additional Harpalinae calibration from Ober & Heider 
(2010), as listed in chapter 4. In the absence of outgroups, the age of the root was set using a 
secondary calibration taken from Hunt et al (2007), representing the origin of the Polyphaga (270.5 
million years), which was the basal split on this topology. The analysis was run with a Yule 
speciation tree prior and an exponential prior on the UCDL mean parameter for each partition 
(initial value 1.0, mean 10). An HKY substitution model with empirical base frequencies and a 
gamma site heterogeneity model with 4 categories were applied to each partition. Branch lengths 
were calculated under an uncorrelated lognormal relaxed clock, estimated separately for each 
partition. Analyses were run for 337 hours, logging parameters every 1000 generations and logging 
trees every 10000 generations. Convergence was assessed visually and through diagnostics in 
Tracer version 1.4 (Rambaut & Drummond, 2007). The ultrametric tree was visualised and edited in 
Figtree version 1.4.0 (http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree). The analysis was repeated with the 
data partitioned by gene, so that molecular rate variation between genes could be quantified. 
 
To determine whether analyses using more complex substitution models could improve the 
Partitioning No. partitions Parameters (k) AIC
None 1 9 -1279328.876975 2558675.75395
Forward/reverse 2 18 -1258902.112272 2517840.224544
Codon 1+2+3 3 27 -1251864.870925 2503783.74185
Forward codon 1+2+3/reverse 4 36 -1242209.896466 2484491.792932
Forward/reverse by codon 4 36 -1246426.204227 2492924.408454
Forward/reverse by gene 5 45 -1258575.020379 2517240.040758
Forward codon 1+2+3/reverse codon 1+2+3 6 54 -1229360.302772 2458828.605544
Forward by gene/reverse 11 99 -1256809.786019 2513817.572038
Forward/reverse by genes+codon 13 117 -1246009.847222 2492253.694444
By gene 14 126 -1256482.920003 2513217.840006
Forward by gene+codon/reverse 31 279 -1238700.910199 2477959.820398




topology of the tree (in particular, to correctly resolve Curculionoidea + Chrysomeloidea without 
constraint), further analysis of the protein-coding genes was carried out using Bayesian methods 
incorporating two high-complexity substitution models, each incorporating rate heterogeneity 
across sites. Firstly, the data was analysed using MrBayes 3.2.1 (Ronquist and Huelsenbeck, 2003) 
on the Cipres web server. This analysis utilized a covarion-like model, which incorporates rate 
heterogeneity across the tree by allowing sites to switch between variable and non-variable states. 
An amino acid-coded data matrix was used to reduce the impact of mutational saturation, 
particularly at the variable third codon position. The analysis was configured with a GTR model and 
gamma-distributed rate variation across sites, with a distinct MTREV rate matrix fixed for each 
gene partition. The analysis was set to run for 20 million generations, sampling every 500 
generations. Secondly, the same data matrix was analysed in PhyloBayes 3 (Lartillot et al, 2009) 
which models across-site heterogeneity by relaxing the assumption that all protein sites evolve 
under the same substitution process. To further reduce the compositional bias, amino acids were re-
coded in six categories (dayhoff6). Two chains were run in parallel under a CAT replacement 
model, a discrete gamma distribution of rates across sites and a Poisson model of exchange rates 
(exchange rates all equal to 1). The analysis was allowed to run until the largest discrepancy 
observed across biparitions (maxdiff) < 0.1, indicating convergence. 
 
To quantify base compositional heterogeneity, AT% was calculated for each taxon in the dataset as 
the combined proportion across the concatenated protein-coding supermatrix, excluding gaps and 
ambiguity codes, and individually for each gene, followed by each codon position within genes. 
Mean AT% per taxon was mapped onto the favoured topology so that the taxonomic pattern of 
compositional bias could be assessed. Compositional heterogeneity was compared for genes and 
codons by calculating the mean AT% per taxon, together with the respective upper and lower 
quartiles and ranges. Variation in evolutionary pattern was measured using the disparity index (ID; 
Kumar and Gadakdar, 2001), calculated on pairwise comparisons for each gene. While chi-squared 
tests are more commonly used to assess compositional heterogeneity (eg. Gruber, et al, 2007), these 
can produce type I errors when sequences are closely related, and the shared evolutionary history of 
homologous sequences violates the assumption that counts are independent (Kumar and Gadagkar, 
2001). The homogeneity of substitution pattern between sequences was measured using ID tests 
implemented in MEGA version 5.2.1 (Tamura et al, 2011), A Monte Carlo test (500 replicates) was 
used to estimate P values (the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis that sequences have 
evolved with the same pattern of substitution, as judged from the extent of differences in base 
composition biases between sequences). P values smaller than 0.01 were considered significant. 
Homogeneity of substitution pattern was compared between genes by calculating the proportion of 
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pairwise sequence comparisons for which the null hypothesis was rejected. Similarly, ID tests were 
used to compare the degree of heterogeneity of substitution pattern between superfamilies, by 
calculating the proportion of pairwise comparisons exhibiting significant variation within each 
subgroup. 
 
To determine whether base compositional heterogeneity was the cause of erroneous topologies in 
unconstrained analyses, a number of subtrees were extracted and tested in nhPhyml (Boussau & 
Guoy, 2006), a program which implements the non-stationary, non-homogeneous model of DNA 
sequence evolution of Galtier and Gouy (1998). This model, which allows AT and reciprocal GC 
content to vary among branches, has been demonstrated to alleviate long-branch artifacts caused by 
parallel compositional heterogeneity (Ishikawa et al, 2013), and help recover problematic nodes in 
small-scale analyses of Coleoptera mitochondrial genomes exhibiting non-stationary sequence 
evolution (Sheffield et al, 2009). The likelihood of competing topologies taken from previous 
analyses was calculated in nhPhyml under default parameters, with the G+C equilibrium frequency 
optimized for each branch. This approach was used to test relationships within three clades: 
Phytophaga + Nitidulid/Erytolid/Cucujid series, Geadephaga + Hydradephaga and Staphyliniformia 
+ Scarabaeoidea. These clades were chosen as they were characterised by either a lack of 
topological consensus between different character-coding schemes, or poor resolution across all 
analyses. Topologies within subtrees were compared for each previous maximum likelihood 
analysis, with the presumption that if compositional heterogeneity was responsible for deviations 
from the expected topology, the expected topology would exhibit higher likelihood values under the 
non-homogenous model. In the Phytophaga clade, subtrees from the unconstrained analyses were 
compared to the expected topology obtained by constraining the Chrysomeloidea as monophyletic. 
In Geadephaga + Hydradephaga, subtrees from all unconstrained analyses were compared to a 
hypothetical topology in which both Geadephaga and Hydradephaga were monophyletic. In 
Staphyliniformia + Scarabaeoidea, subtrees from all unconstrained analyses were compared with a 
hypothetical topology in which Staphylinoidea was monophyletic, and Scarabaeoidea was sister to 
Staphyliniformia. 
 
In the final stage of the analysis, previously unsampled partial and complete mitchondrial genomes 
(protein-coding genes only) from canopy fogging samples in Borneo (Genbank accession numbers 
KF961256-KF961610) were added to the dataset. As before, taxa were included if represented by at 
least nine gene loci. This resulted in 109 additional taxa from a total pool of 356 samples being 
added to the existing dataset. Individual genes were realigned in transAlign prior to unconstrained 
phylogenetic analysis in RAxML as before, under each of the previous character coding schemes. 
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Support values for key nodes were compared to determine how inclusion of the regional fauna 
affected topologies and phylogenetic support for each character coding scheme. Family-level 
identification of the newly sequenced taxa was performed by cross-referencing the results of 
BLAST searches on the NCBI website (http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi), using COI 5' 
sequences as queries, with the positions they occupied on the maximum likelihood topologies. The 
resulting identifications were used to perform a final constrained analysis, with the Chrysomeloidea 
forced to be monophyletic as before, but this time with the new samples included in the phylogeny. 
In order to quantify the amount of evolutionary information added to the phylogeny by the Borneo 
samples, phylogenetic diversity (PD; Faith, 1992) was calculated for the entire tree, and with the 
Borneo samples excluded, using the phylodiv function (Nipperess, 2012) implemented in R. PD 
was subsequently calculated for 1000 pseudo-replicates in which an equal number of randomly 
selected taxa had been excluded. Thus, it was possible to determine if the Borneo samples 
contributed a greater amount of evolutionary history to the phylogeny than would be expected under 
a random model (Sechrest et al, 2002). To correct for possible variation in rates of molecular 
evolution among clades, the analysis was performed using an ultrametric tree generated in PATHd8 
(Britton et al, 2007), a method which a method which allows rapid analysis of very large trees by 
smoothing substitution rates locally, rather than simultaneously over the whole tree (see chapter 4). 
The analysis was calibrated using the same fossil data as before, with the addition of a 
Tenebrionoidea calibration of 168.8 million years (Wang & Zhang, 2011) to fulfil the requirement 
of PATHd8 that the age of least one node should be fixed. Differences in phylogenetic diversity 




Sampling and data completion 
The completeness of the data varied from specimen to specimen – the number of genes representing 
each taxon varied from 16 (complete coverage) to as little as 4 in newly sequenced taxa. Only 50 
taxa were represented by all 16 loci, and it was ultimately decided that the 245 taxa represented by 
at least 9 loci represented a reasonable balance between completeness of data and thorough 
taxonomic coverage in the dataset (Tab. 6-2; see material and methods). Sequence alignment and 
concatenation thus yielded a supermatrix of 245 taxa and 11184 characters for protein-coding genes, 
and 12271 characters when the two ribosomal genes were included. The two supermatrices 
contained 15.27% and 20.29% missing data respectively, a difference explained by the fact that 12S 
and 16S were two of the least densely sampled genes – only 76 taxa in the supermatrix included 
12S, and 106 included 16S. By comparison, 7 out of the 14 protein coding genes were present in at 
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least 240 taxa (Tab. 6-2). Overall, the data matrices exhibited high levels of completion compared to 
those described in chapters 2 and 3, meaning missing data should not, in principle, have been a 















Locus Min loci 16 Min loci 15 Min loci 14 Min loci 13 Min loci 12 Min loci 11 Min loci 10 Min loci 9 Min loci 8 Min loci 7 Min loci 6 Min loci 5 Min loci 4
ND1 50 71 108 123 173 229 233 237 240 241 245 247 248
ND2 50 69 94 98 98 98 98 99 101 101 101 101 101
ND3 50 71 108 126 176 233 237 241 245 246 246 246 246
ND4 50 71 108 125 175 232 236 239 240 241 244 246 246
ND4L 50 71 108 125 174 231 235 238 240 241 244 246 247
ND5 50 70 107 124 174 231 235 238 239 241 244 244 244
ND6 50 70 107 125 175 231 236 239 241 242 246 248 249
ATP6 50 71 108 126 176 215 217 221 222 223 223 223 223
ATP8 50 71 108 126 176 231 235 242 241 242 243 243 243
COX1seg1 50 71 96 101 101 101 101 103 105 105 105 105 105
COX1seg2 50 71 108 123 172 193 196 200 204 205 206 206 206
COX2 50 71 108 126 176 233 238 242 246 247 248 248 248
COX3 50 71 108 126 176 233 238 241 245 246 246 246 246
CYT-B 50 71 108 126 176 233 238 242 246 247 251 253 254
12S 50 56 68 72 73 73 74 74 75 75 75 75 75
16S 50 69 81 80 97 97 97 98 99 100 100 100 100






AIC model testing identified the most complex partitioning scheme as the most favourable – with a 
separate partition for each gene, and each codon position for protein-coding genes (Tab. 6-1). AIC 
scores for less complex models illustrated the importance of substitution rate variation among 
codons in describing the data – partitioning by codon position was assessed as favourable to 
partitioning by gene, even though the associated models were less complex (3 partitions versus 14 
for protein-coding alignments). AIC scores also varied according to partitioning of forward and 
reverse complement genes – scores were more greatly improved by partitioning forward 
complement genes than reverse complement genes, although partitioning all genes was favourable. 
As a result of model testing, all phylogenetic analyses were partitioned by gene and codon position, 
if the character coding scheme allowed it. In other cases (amino-acid coded matrices), data was 
partitioned by gene only. 
 
Maximum likelihood topologies 
The inclusion of ribosomal genes had little effect on resulting topologies. Nucleotide and RY-coded 
supermatrices were used to assess the effects of excluding the two ribosomal loci from the analysis. 
In the nucleotide coded trees, the inclusion of 12S and 16S had the undesirable effect of placing the 
Scirtidae as sister to Myxophaga+Archostemata, whereas the protein-coding matrix placed the 
family in a more realistic position as sister to the Polyphaga, similar to topologies in chapters 2 and 
3. The RY-coded matrices exhibited minor rearrangements as a result of including the ribosomal 
loci. As there was no appreciable improvement to topologies as a result of including the ribosomal 
loci, they were excluded from subsequent analyses, to reduce the computational costs of analyses 
and to provide better overlap with the regional dataset included in later steps, for which protein-
coding genes only were available. 
 
The character coding scheme used in unconstrained phylogenetic analysis affected both topology 
and node support values (see Tab. 6-3 for a detailed summary). All three character coding schemes 
recovered a monophyletic Adephaga, but bootstrap support for this clade was considerably higher in 
the RY-coded analysis (100% versus 74% and 46% for nucleotide and amino acid coding 
respectively). Despite lower support for the Adepahaga clade, the amino acid tree, uniquely, 
recovered a monophyletic Geadephaga. The amino acid analysis also yielded higher support values 
in the Staphyliniformia, although like the RY-coded analysis, it placed Scarabaeoidea within 
Staphyliniformia. All analysis recovered a monophyletic Scarabaeoidea, but only the nucleotide-
coded analysis placed it in its expected position outside Staphyliniformia. All three analyses placed 
Scirtoidea as basal to the remaining Polyphaga, as seen in chapters 3 and 4, supporting its status as a 
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separate series, distinct from Elateriformia. All three analyses recovered a monophyletic 
Cucujiformia, but support values were considerably higher following recoding of nucleotide 
characters. The Cerylonid series was monophyletic in all analyses, with higher bootstrap support in 
the RY-coded analysis. All analyses recovered a clade comprised of the Phytophaga with the 
Nitidulid, Cucujid and Erytolid series, but only the RY-coded analysis recovered a monophyletic 
Phytophaga. The Chrysomeloidea and Curculionoidea were paraphyletic in all unconstrained 
analyses. The Elateriformia was monophlyetic in the nucleodtide and RY-coded analysis, with much 
higher bootstrap support in the former. The position of Dascilloidea varied across analyses – it was 
placed as sister to Buprestoidea in the nucleotide coded analysis, and sister to Elateroidea in the two 
recoded analyses. The monophyly of Buprestoidea was well-supported in all analyses, with 
Bostrichiformia also monophyletic in all trees. Tenebrionoidea + Lymexyloidea formed a well-
supported clade in all analyses, but only in the nucelotide coded analysis were they monophyletic 
sister groups – in the other two analyses, Lymexyloidea was placed within a Polyphyletic 
Tenebrionoidea. 
 
Constraining the Chrysomeloidea as monophyletic had the intended result of improving 
relationships within the Phytophaga, but it also resulted in topological changes among ostensibly 
unrelated taxa, and affected bootstrap support across the trees. Constrained analyses yielded slightly 
reduced node support for Adephaga and Polyphaga in the two trees in which they were 
monophyletic. The Staphyliniformia were split in the constrained RY-coded analysis, with 
Histeroidea occupying a basal position in Polyphaga, and in the nucleotide coded analysis, which 
recovered a monophyletic Staphyliniformia when unconstrained but placed Scarabaeoidea as sister 
to Hydrophiloidea when the Chrysomeloidea were constrained. Constraining the RY-coded analysis 
also had the effect of shifting the position of Dascilloidea, which was sister to Elateroidea in the 
unconstrained analysis but sister to Elateriformia in the constrained tree. Other relationships were 
unaffected or exhibited small reductions in node support as a result of the constraint (Tab. 6-3).  
 
Overall, while no single tree was universally superior in terms of topology and node support, on 
balance it was decided that the constrained, RY-coded tree best exhibited highest congruence with 
widely accepted beetle phylogeny, as the only analysis in which the Polyphaga, Adephaga and 
Phytophaga were all monophyletic. As such, it was chosen to be used in the subsequent dating 
analysis. A summary of the favoured topology is shown in Fig. 6-1 (full resolution tree in 
supplementary material S14). The topology exhibited the expected sister relationships of 
Chrysomeloidea and Curculionoidea, together with the association between the Phytophaga and 
Nitdulid, Erytolid and Cucujid series. Monophyletic Cucujiformia, Elateriformia and 
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Bostrichiformia were recovered, but the Staphyliniformia were paraphyletic, with the 
Sacarabaeoidea nested within the main Staphyliniformia clade, and Histeroidea occupying a basal 
position within Polyphaga. Other relationships remained problematic – the expected monophyly of 
Hydradephaga and Geadephaga within Adephaga were not recovered, and the position of 
Dascilloidea within Elateriformia, which varied between analyses, remained contentious. 
 
Bayesian topologies 
Applying models incorporating site-specific rate heterogeneity in a Bayesian framework had no 
positive effect on the Phytophaga, the most problematic region of the mitochondrial phylogeny. The 
Phylobayes analyses recovered a well-supported Phytophaga clade, but as in unconstrained 
maximum likelihood analyses, Curculionoidea and Chrysomeloidea were paraphyletic. Within 
Elateriformia, Elateroidea was paraphyletic, with the genera Eurypogon and Drilonius occupying a 
distinct clade with Dascilloidea and Byrrhus (Byrrhoidea). Adephagan relationships also saw little 
improvement, with Hydraephaga remaining paraphyletic (supplementary material S15). However, 
the Staphyliniformia were recovered as monophyletic, albeit with a polyphyletic Staphylinoidea, 
implying that the Staphyliniformia might be affected by compositional biases that were ameliorated 
by the dayhoff6 coding scheme. In the covarion analysis, two independent runs produced a 
consensus tree which was too poorly resolved to draw meaningful conclusions (supplementary 
material S16). As a result of these analyses, Bayesian searches using models of this kind were not 
pursued any further, as it was clear that maximum likelihood searches yielded equally or more 
favourable trees, and at a much lower computational cost. 
 
Mutational saturation 
Mutational saturation was assessed in Dambe (Xia, 2013) according to methods described in Xia et 
al (2003). Saturation was assessed separately for each protein coding gene, with the first 2 codons 
analysed separately from the highly variable third position. No significant saturation was found in 
the first two codon positions of any gene, whereas the third codon position exhibited significant 
saturation or lack of phylogenetic signal in nine of the fourteen genes (Tab. 6-4). The presence of 
significant saturation vindicated the recoding approaches described earlier, and may provide some 
explanation for the improvements in topology and node support conferred by recoding of nucleotide 
characters. However, third base saturation was not ubiquitous across the dataset, which could 
explain the seemingly negative effect of recoding on certain relationships – it is possible that parts 
of the tree were adversely affected by the loss of diagnostic character variation caused by removal 






Figure 6-1 – the favoured maximum likelihood topology, with major clades labelled and colour-coded. Average AT% 




BEAST analyses were run for 50 million generations, with the first 10% of each sample discarded 
as burn-in. Absolute rates of molecular evolution varied between genes, ranging from 0.00199 (95% 
HPD 0.00192-0.00205) substitutions per site per million years in ND4 to 0.00297 (95% HPD 
0.00266-0.00329) substitutions per site per million years. Absolute rates at the third codon position 
were 0.0266 (95% HPD 0.0254-0.0278), considerably higher than at the first (0.00134, 95% HPD 
0.00131-0.00139) and second (0.000941, 95% HPD 0.000913-0.000973), reflecting varying levels 
of functional constraint at each codon position (Fig. 6-2). BEAST analyses were in broad agreement 
as to the age of key nodes, irrespective of the partitioning scheme (by gene versus by codon 
position). Both analyses placed the origin of the majority of major lineages in the Jurassic (201.3± 
0.6 myrs to 145± 4 myrs), with the exception of the Phytophaga, which was estimated to originate 
in the upper Triassic when partitioned by gene (Tab. 6-5). Mean node ages were concordant in most 
cases – only 5 out of 23 estimates differed by more than 10 myrs between analyses (Tenebrionidae, 
Curculionoidea, Curculionidae, Hydrophiloidea and Scirtidae) and mean node age estimates 
differed by less than 5 myrs in the majority of comparisons between analyses (Tab. 6-5). The 
notable differences between the two analyses were in the confidence intervals around mean node 
age estimates – 95% HPD intervals were considerably wider for Staphylinidae, Byrrhoidea, 
Buprestoidea, Chrysomelidae, Hydrophiloidea, Histeroidea and Scirtidae in the analysis partitioned 
by codon position, and to a lesser extent for other nodes (Tab. 6-5). This was despite the AIC 
identifying the codon-based partitioning scheme as favourable to partitioning by gene (see above). 
These discrepancies could be due to phylogenetic uncertainty caused by mutational saturation at the 
third codon position (see above), which would be masked somewhat with the analysis partitioned 
by gene, and parameter estimates averaged across codon positions. 
 
Neutral evolutionary rates were compared within clades, with reference to substitution rates at the 
third codon position. Overall, rates appeared to vary within clades more than between them - rates 
at terminal nodes within Elateroidea, for example, ranged from 0.013 to 0.023 substitutions per site 
per million years, and from 0.019 to 0.036 in Tenenbrionoidea. Similarly, in Curculionoidea rates at 
terminal nodes ranged from 0.015 to 0.035 substitutions per site per million years, with similar 
levels of variation observed in Chrysomeloidea, Cucujoidea, Bostrichoidea and Scarabaeoidea. A 
notable discrepancy was Adephaga, in which observed rates fell as low as 0.006, and no higher than 
0.024 substitutions per site per million years at terminal nodes. This is consistent with previous 
studies (eg. Pons et al, 2010) which found evolutionary rates in Adephaga to be approximately half 

















Table 6-5 – Mean estimated node ages and 95% HPD intervals for key nodes as calculated in BEAST. Separate 







Clade Partitioned by gene Partitioned by codon
Node age 95% HPD Node age 95% HPD
Geadephaga 223.204 221.149-225.174 225.503 223.618-227.447
Carabidae 156.606 154.407-158.651 157.1 155.200-159.121
Chrysomeloidea 160.776 157.820-163.435 154.195 151.064-156.925
Elateridae 195.089 193.202-196.871 196.005 194.069-198.050
Mordellidae 149.145 146.463-152.032 150.224 147.14-153.169
Scarabaeoidea 215.362 213.424-217.161 215.949 213.878-217.778
Staphylinidae 159.027 153.211-165.748 164.945 153.378-189.778
Harpalinae 91.332 89.451-93.415 91.249 89.501-93.307
Elateroidea 230.922 227.192-234.899 226.634 220.962-232.855
Byrrhoidea 196.134 178.692-209.26 199.205 165.764-221.202
Buprestoidea 188.88 179.624-197.906 189.711 169.315-207.294
Tenebrionoidea+Lymexyloidea 209.322 203.312-214.495 206.149 197.430-214.047
Tenebrionidae 182.319 175.128-189.271 176.648 164.191-187.274
Curculionoidea 199.504 192.947-204.213 189.448 181.493-197.428
Curculionidae 172.997 167.346-178.904 161.26 152.726-171.514
Chrysomelidae 149.899 145.820-154.429 136.41 127.681-143.257
Phytophaga 203.481 200.578-212.264 194.156 190.848-206.346
Cerylonid series 192.081 182.913-200.429 191.031 172.965-204.046
Hydrophiloidea 166.493 144.944-184.842 156.418 128.939-185.635
Histeroidea 184.056 173.164-195.866 181.043 161.831-196.139
Scirtidae 143.393 124.031-162.158 129.462 84.954-158.113
Adephaga 249.943 256.011-263.202 256.449 252.678-260.797
Polyphaga 268.624 271.847-275.545 266.255 270.030-273.982
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Base composition varied across the tree and between genes. AT% per taxon, as calculated across the 
entire alignment, ranged from 64.63% in Melittoma_sp.BMNH838114 (Lymexyloidea) to 80.34% 
in Gloeosoma_sp.BMNH842694 (Cucujoidea). AT% per taxon showed less variation when 
averaged across major clades, ranging from 69.11% in Lymexyloidea to 77.1% in the Cerylonid 
series (Fig. 6-1). Base composition varied considerably between genes – median AT% ranged from  
64.91% in COI-5' to 82.35% in ATP8. All genes exhibited high levels of interspecific variation in 
base composition (Fig. 6-3). The ID tests on individual genes indicated a high degree of substitution 
pattern variation among mitochondrial genes – the proportion of pairwise comparisons with 
significant heterogeneity ranged from 58.00% in ND4L to 81.93% in ND5 (Tab. 5.6). ID tests within 
superfamilies indicated compositional heterogeneity within and between lineages, with the 
proportion of pairwise comparisons exhibiting significant heterogeneity ranging from 42.22% in 
Byrrhoidea to 84.78% in Scarabaeoidea (proportions were 100% in Hydrophiloidea and 
Histeroidea, but this could be an effect of undersampling; Tab. 6-7). Differences in mean AT% per 
taxon for each superfamily showed much less variation (Tab. 6-7), illustrating that observed base 
frequencies alone did not sufficiently explain compositional bias in the dataset. 
 
Base composition was also compared between codon positions in each gene. In all genes with the 
exception of ATP6, average AT% per taxon and variation between taxa was considerably higher in 
the third codon position than the first and second (Fig. 6-4), as high as 100% in ATP8 for Aspidytes 
niobe (Dytiscoidea). While high AT% at the third codon position was virtually ubiquitous across the 
dataset, patterns of variation in the first two codons differed according to gene type – cytochrome 
genes were characterised by low average AT% with moderate heterogeneity between lineages at the 
first codon position, whereas AT% at the second codon was, on average, higher with less variation 
between lineages. In contrast, NADH genes exhibited slightly higher AT% and variation between 
lineages at the first codon position compared to the second (with the exception of ND4L). The two 
ATP genes were striking in that they exhibited unusually high AT% and variation between lineages 
at the first codon position, with ATP6, uniquely, displaying higher AT% and variation between 
lineages at the first codon than the third (Fig. 6-4). Scatter-plots of AT% at each codon position 
within genes (Fig. 6-5) indicated that in all genes, AT% appeared positively correlated between each 
codon position, although the dispersal of observed values varied between genes – AT% at the 
second codon position appeared to be somewhat constrained in ND2, and at the third codon position 





Comparisons between major clades (suborders and infraorders) were made to attempt to identify 
sites in the alignment which may exhibit base-compositional convergence, resulting in the 
erroneous grouping of unrelated taxa in the phylogeny. Such convergence can manifest itself as 
clusters of unusually high AT% values in particular genes, at one or more codon positions, 
replicated in distantly related taxa (Gruber et al, 2007). However, this was not observed in the 
Coleoptera dataset (Fig. 6-6). Instead, compositional heterogeneity was ubiquitous across all genes 
and codon positions, across all major clades. The high level of variation in base composition across 




Table 6-6 – total pairwise sequence comparisons and the proportion exhibiting significant substitution pattern 







ATP6 25425 17524 68.924287119
ATP8 30876 19129 61.9542686877
COIseg1 5460 4241 77.673992674
COIseg2 21528 16929 78.6371237458
COII 31125 21716 69.7702811245
COIII 30628 22648 73.9454094293
CYTB 32385 23193 71.6164891153
ND1 30381 21482 70.7086666008
ND2 5050 3926 77.7425742574
ND3 30628 19602 64.0002611989
ND4 30381 22398 73.723708897
ND4L 30628 17765 58.0024813896
ND5 29890 24489 81.9304115089
ND6 30876 18298 59.2628578831
No. comparisons with significant 
heterogeneity





Figure 6-4 – variation in base composition, measured by AT content at each codon position within genes 
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If base composition were sufficiently biased to group evolutionarily unrelated taxa, we would 
expect conventional phylogenetic methods to fail in resolving correct topologies (Sheffield et al, 
2009). The non-homogenous model of Galtier and Guoy (1998), which allows AT% to vary among 
branches, has been shown to be robust against artifacts arising from compositional heterogeneity 
(Ishikawa et al, 2012). However, in two of the three clades analysed, the non-homogenous model 
failed to identify the expected topologies as favourable in the majority of comparisons – instead, 
topologies derived from the unconstrained analyses yielded higher likelihood values. Interestingly, 
in Phytophaga, only the first two codon positions could be analysed, as nhPhyml was unable to 
optimise the likelihood when the third position was included (possibly due to an overall lack of 
phylogenetic signal across characters, which may have resulted in insufficient fit with the 
topologies). Here, the non-homogenous model assigned the best likelihood values to the subtree 
taken from the unconstrained nucleotide coded analysis. The likelihood of the subtree in which 
Chrysomeloidea and Curculionoidea were monophyletic was lower than for competing topologies 
(Tab. 6-8). In Adephaga, analysing all three codon positions, the subtree taken from the amino acid 
analysis (in which Geadephaga were monophyletic within Hydradephaga) had the highest 
likelihood, where as a hypothetical topology in which both Hydradephaga and Geadephaga were 
monophyletic had a lower likelihood than subtrees from the previous analyses (Tab. 6-8). When 
only the first two codon positions were analysed, the nucleotide coded subtree was favoured, 
although the monophyletic Hydradephaga/Geadephaga topology was second best (Tab. 6-8). In 
Staphyliniformia, the nucleotide coded topology was favoured, in the three codon analysis, with the 
expected topology yielding lower likelihood values than the nucleotide and amino acid coded trees. 
However, in the two-codon analysis, the hypothetical topology had a higher likelihood than any of 
the subtrees derived from previous analyses, implying that compositional heterogeneity in the first 
two codon positions was having an impact on observed topologies in this part of the phylogeny. 
Overall, these results implied that compositional bias alone was insufficient to explain the 
associations between unrelated taxa in the previous analyses, and that still more complex models 
may be necessary to correctly resolve problematic relationships when analysing beetle 
mitochondrial DNA. However, it did appear that correcting for compositional heterogeneity had a 
positive impact in resolving relationships in Staphyliniformia and Scarabaeoidea, following the 




Table 6-3 – bootstrap support values for key nodes in maximum likelihood analyses under different character coding 
schemes, with and without the Chrysomeloidea constrained as monophyletic. Additional explanations are given 





Unconstrained Constrained Unconstrained Constrained Unconstrained Constrained
74 70 46 43 100 79
- - 46 46 - -
- - - - - -
41 31 98 93
51 36 82 71 42
30
75 80 83 82 40 63
- - - - - -
53 91 94 90 99 98
94 93 92 83 100 95
89 87 86 71 99 98
- - - 29 52
28 77 49 - 56
- 100 - 100 - 100
- 33 - - 49
92 89 97 90 100 96
54 43
92 91 100 92 100 95
82 81 - 41 22 48
90 86 65 63 45 77
41 38
62 51 44 -
- - 100 99 100 99
100 100 100 100 100 99
93 94 75 73 100 93
nt coding aa coding
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Table 6-4 – tests for mutational saturation at codon positions 1+2, and position 3, for each protein-coding gene. Iss < 
Iss.c with significant P values indicate that mutational saturation is absent or insignificant (Xia et al, 2003). Rows 





















Locus Codon 1+2 Codon 3
Iss Iss.c P Iss Iss.c P
COX2 0.242 0.685 0.000 0.715 0.778 0.157
ND6 0.455 1.112 0.000 0.842 1.937 0.000
COX3 0.236 0.687 0.000 0.732 0.698 0.293
ND3 0.337 0.824 0.000 0.772 1.226 0.000
ND4L 0.330 1.385 0.000 0.754 2.574 0.000
ND5 0.245 0.729 0.000 0.714 0.689 0.295
CYTB 0.223 0.686 0.000 0.739 0.776 0.295
ND4 0.252 0.698 0.000 0.257 0.717 0.000
COX1seg2 0.109 0.683 0.000 0.698 0.714 0.631
ATP8 0.519 1.141 0.000 0.814 2.005 0.000
ATP6 0.215 0.683 0.000 0.734 0.712 0.537
ND1 0.219 0.685 0.000 0.705 0.709 0.927
ND2 0.378 0.685 0.000 0.817 0.704 0.000





Table 6-7 – the number of sequences analysed, mean AT% per taxon and the proportion of pairwise comparisons within superfamilies exhibiting significant compositional 








Higher taxon (a) Higher taxon (b) Superfamily No. seqs Mean AT%
Adephaga Geadephaga CA1C3 12 76.95 66 31 46.97
Hydradephaga CA1D3 4 74.57 6 4 66.67
CA1G3 3 76.19 3 2 66.67
Polyphaga Elateriformia CP1B3 7 69.80 21 17 80.95
CP1E3 21 73.48 210 154 73.33
CP1By3 10 72.86 45 19 42.22
Staphyliniformia CP1H3 4 75.36 5 5 100.00
CP1Hi3 3 74.87 3 3 100.00
CP1S3 13 75.31 78 47 60.26
CP1Sci3 4 75.14 6 4 66.67
Scarabaeiformia CP1Sc3 24 71.78 276 234 84.78
Phytophaga CP1Cur3 32 73.77 496 309 62.30
CP1Ch3 29 76.18 406 214 52.71
Cucujiformia (minus CP1Cu3 17 74.64 136 73 53.68
Phytophaga) CP1C3 9 74.96 66 41 62.12
CP1T3 35 73.54 595 422 70.92
Bostrichiformia CP1Bo3 10 71.37 45 33 73.33
Total pairwise 
comparisons
No. comparsions with 
significant heterogeneity







Table 6-8 – likelihood values for competing topolgies tested under the non-homogenous model of Galtier and Guoy 
(1998). The non-homogenous model outperformed conventional homogenous methods in the two-codon analysis for 
Staphyliniformia + Scarabaeoidea 
 
Adding a regional fauna: canopy-fogging samples from Borneo 
Of a total of 438 complete and partial mitochondrial genomes obtained by Illumina sequencing, 76 
were represented by all 14 protein-coding genes. 230 samples were represented by 3 genes or less, 
52.5% of the total, highlighting the unpredictability of of Illumina in terms of completeness of 
sequencing across samples. 107 specimens were represented by at least 9 loci and were included in 
subsequent analyses. All 107 samples included ND5, which was the most sampled gene in this 
dataset. ND2 was the least sampled gene, present in 89 samples, but overall gene coverage was less 
uneven than in the previous dataset (Tab. 6-9). A total of 90 COI-5' sequences were available for use 
in BLAST searches for the purposes of identification, representing 84.1% of total samples. 
 
BLAST searches against the NCBI online database yielded % identity (sequence similarity) values 
ranging from 79.73 to 90.42 (appendix A9). The Borneo samples were spread reasonably evenly 
across the Coleoptera – new samples were assigned a total of 12 family designations across 11 
superfamilies (2 Chrysomeloid families were represented). This total included 1 archostematan 
family, 2 adephagan families and 9 polyphagan families.  
 
Maximum likelihood trees calculated in RAxML were in broad agreement as to the classification of 
the new samples, regardless of the character coding scheme used. One sample was placed in 
Archostemata and two in Geadephaga; in Polyphaga, 5 samples were placed in Staphyliniformia, 13 
in Tenebrionoidea, 9 in the Cerylonid series, 50 in Phytophaga + Nitidulid/Erytolid/Cucujid series 
(including 30 unequivocally associated with curculionoids and 17 with chrysomeloids), 6 in 
Cleroidea, 21 in Elateriformia and none in Bostrichiformia. However, these classifications based on 
the most closely related identified taxa agreed with the results of the BLAST searches in only 42 of 
90 comparisons, even using a conservative criteria of superfamily matching (appendix A9). It was 
Clade Codons Topology
Nucleotide Amino acid RY coded Expected
Geadephaga 1+2 -114460.867188 -128341.523438 -126894.578125 -125725.398438
+ Hydradephaga 1+2+3 -162149.34375 -158717.359375 -181552.703125 -183933.140625
Phytophaga 1+2 -216722.296875 -216857.046875 -216974.640425 -217200.9375
+ Nitidulid series etc. 1+2+3 - - - -
Staphyliniformia 1+2 -288557.75 -292161.90625 -293254.65625 -288338.84375
+ Scarabaeoidea 1+2+3 -389474.25 -394301.78125 -401897.65625 -397227.875
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decided that the tree-based classifications were more reliable, as they were based on inferences 
from multiple genes and phylogenetic analysis under multiple character coding schemes. As such, 
when the two approaches were in conflict, it was assumed that tree-based classifications were 
correct, producing a final set of classifications as described above. The 17 chrysomeloid taxa were 
thus included in the final, constrained, RY-coded analysis. 
 
As before, trees derived under different character coding schemes differed in terms of overall 
topology and node support for major clades (appendix A10). Inclusion of the Borneo samples 
increased bootstrap support for Adephaga in the nucleotide and amino acid coded trees, but reduced 
it slightly in the RY-coded analysis. Of the unconstrained analyses, only the amino-acid coded 
matrix produced a monophyletic Geadephaga, but the RY-coded analysis recovered a monophyletic 
polyphaga, an improvement over the nucleotide and amino acid analyses, which placed the 
Scirtoidea as sister to Adephaga+Myxophaga. A Staphyliniformia + Scarabaeoidea clade was 
recovered in the nucleotide and amino acid trees, all be it with reduced bootstrap support following 
inclusion of the Borneo data. The RY-coded analysis split the Staphyliniformia, placing Histeroidea 
as a basal lineage within Polyphaga. Boostrap support for Scarabaeoidea was reduced by the 
Borneo samples in the nucleotide analysis, but in the RY-coded analysis Passalidae was sister to the 
remaining Cucujiformia, rendering the Scarabaeoidea paraphyletic and disrupting relationships in 
the Phytophaga. Similarly, the amino acid analysis placed Passalidae within the Cerylonid series. 
Chrysomeloidea remained paraphyletic in the unconstrained analyses, but the monophyly of the 
cucujuoid clades was retained in most cases (with the exception of the amino acid analysis, see 
above). The monophyly of Tenenbrionoidea + Lymexyloidea remained well-supported in all 
analyses, and all analysed recovered a monophyletic Elateriformia, but with reduced bootstrap 
support. Similarly, all analyses which included the Borneo samples recovered the sister 
relationships of Buprestoidea and Byrrhoidea, and a well-supported Bostrichiformia. Constraining 
the Chrysomeloidea as monophyletic in the RY-coded analysis had the unexpected effect of 
producing a monophyletic Geadephaga, but relationships within Phytophaga were destabilised – the 
Scarabaeoidea were paraphyletic due to the misplacement of Passalidae as sister to the 
Cucujiformia, and the remaining scarabaeoids were split into two groups within the Phytophaga + 
Nitidulid/Erytolid/Cucujid series clade. Support for the monophyletic Cucujiformia was reduced 
(again, due to the misplacement of Passalidae), but the monophyly of Elateriformia, 
















Locus Min loci 14 Min loci 13 Min loci 12 Min loci 11 Min loci 10 Min loci 9 Min loci 8 Min loci 7 Min loci 6 Min loci 5 Min loci 4 Min loci 3 Min loci 2 Min loci 1
ND1 76 80 85 89 90 92 94 97 106 118 126 133 148 162
ND2 76 79 81 83 85 89 94 99 103 105 111 119 136 166
ND3 76 82 87 96 101 106 114 121 136 140 146 155 171 174
ND4 76 81 87 96 100 103 106 111 124 134 143 156 168 175
ND4L 76 82 88 97 100 103 106 109 121 131 148 166 187 188
ND5 76 82 88 97 102 107 114 117 132 132 140 148 158 172
ND6 76 82 88 95 98 100 103 106 117 129 145 175 181 181
ATP6 76 82 88 97 102 105 112 121 138 146 155 166 172 172
ATP8 76 82 88 97 102 105 111 120 136 144 151 161 178 178
COX1seg1 76 82 84 86 88 90 97 104 108 112 118 127 151 153
COX1seg2 76 82 88 93 96 99 105 112 124 128 136 145 159 164
COX2 76 82 88 97 102 105 111 120 135 143 152 162 171 171
COX3 76 82 87 96 101 106 114 123 136 144 149 157 169 172
CYT-B 76 82 87 94 96 98 101 104 114 126 138 150 167 170





Phylogenetic diversity for the complete dataset was calculated as 49007.03 myrs. Exclusion of the 
109 Borneo samples resulted in a reduction of PD to 34027.78 myrs. Mean PD in 1000 pseudo-
replicates in which 109 randomly selected taxa had been removed was 36671.38 myrs. This 
indicated that the Bornean taxa contributed a higher proportion of evolutionary history to the 
phylogeny than the remaining taxa. PD following removal of the Borneo samples fell outside both 
the standard deviation around the mean of the pseudo-replicated sample (36671.38 ± 653.25 myrs) 
and the minimum observed PD from the resampled datasets (34259.08 myrs). A one-sampled T-test 
was used to compare the observed PD following removal of the Borneo samples with the PD values 
in the pseudo-replicated sample. The difference was highly statistically significant (t=127.9724, 
p<0.0001), indicating the Borneo samples contributed a significant proportion of phylogenetic 
diversity to the Coleoptera tree. 
 
Discussion 
This study represents the most comprehensive analysis of Coleopteran mitochondrial genomes yet 
undertaken, and the first comprehensive phylogeny of beetles based on a dataset of this size in 
terms of nucleotides sequenced per species. The favoured topology (Fig. 6-1) is largely consistent 
with morphology-based interpretations (Lawrence & Newton 1995, Lawrence et al 2011) and 
previous analyses based on rRNA and various combinations of nuclear and mitochondrial markers 
(Hunt et al 2007, McKenna and Farrell 2009, chapters 2 and 3). In confirming the monophyly of the 
four suborders, the results reflect the comparative stability of principle beetle relationships attained 
in the last two decades (Lawrence & Newton 1995, Hunt et al 2007, McKenna & Farrell 2009). In 
particular, the monophyly of major clades such as Cucujiformia, Tenenbrionoidea+Lymexyloidea, 
Bostrichiformia (represented only by Bostrichoidea due to the absence of Derodontoidea from this 
dataset), and Phytophaga + the Cucujid, Nitidulid and Erytolid series were well supported in all 
analyses, as was the monophyly of several major superfamilies (Tab. 6-3). However, a number of 
problematic relationships could not be resolved – the Staphyliniformia were paraphyletic in all 
analyses, similar to topologies derived from a combination of mitochondrial and nuclear markers 
(chapters 2 and 3). All analyses bar one placed Scarabaeoidea within Staphyliniformia, and within 
Elateriformia, the placement of Dascilloidea was contentious - various analyses placed it as sister to 
either Elateroidea or Buprestoidea, or basal in Elateriformia. In all analyses, Byrhhus was placed 
outside the main Byrhhoidea clade. Relationships within Adephaga were also problematic, with 
Hydradephaga paraphyletic in all analyses and Geadephaga only monophyletic in the amino-acid 
coded analysis. The ongoing problems resolving these relationships, in datasets of both 
mitochondrial and nuclear data, indicate that additional markers, or the application of more complex 





The choice of character coding scheme had a much larger effect on resulting topologies than the 
inclusion of additional loci (12S and 16S). A majority of protein-coding loci exhibited either 
significant mutational saturation or lack of phylogenetic signal at the third codon position, which 
offers an explanation for increased node support in the RY-coded analysis (in which the third codon 
position was removed). However, the negative effect of this character coding scheme on certain 
portions of the topology (Geadephaga, Staphyliniformia) suggests that diagnostic character 
variation may have been inadvertently removed, and that future analyses may benefit from a more 
targeted recoding strategy in which only genes or characters which are demonstrated to exhibit 
mutational saturation are modified in this way. The overall lack of phylogenetic signal at the third 
codon position was also reflected in the results of the molecular dating analysis, with partitioning by 
codon position resulting in greater uncertainty in node age estimates than partitioning by gene, 
despite the AIC selecting this scheme as favourable. These results highlight the importance of 
taking mutational saturation into account when selecting a partitioning strategy for molecular 
dating. Notably, the choice of partitioning scheme had little effect on node age estimates in the 
slowly evolving Adephaga. This, together with the lack of positive effect on this clade of removing 
the third codon position, implies that mutational saturation may have a more adverse effect in 
rapidly evolving beetle lineages, and that caution should be exercised when applying character 
coding schemes to datasets exhibiting differential rates of molecular evolution. However, saturation 
did not appear to be linked to rates of evolution in individual genes – ATP6 and ATP8 exhibited 
concordant evolutionary rates, yet only ATP6 exhibited third base saturation. Cytochrome genes all 
exhibited third base saturation regardless of substitution rate, whereas only 3 out of 7 NADH loci 
were saturated, despite exhibiting similar substitution rate variation. This implies that locus-specific 
functional constraints may prevent third base saturation in certain genes, and these are decoupled 
from absolute substitution rates, but further study would be required to further elucidate these 
effects. 
 
Compositional bias, as indicated by variation in AT content and the result of ID tests, was ubiquitous 
throughout the data, but displayed more variation between loci than between clades. Elevated AT% 
at the third codon position for all but one locus indicates a degree of site-specific functional 
constraint on the degree of compositional bias at different codon positions, but AT% at the third 
codon position was reasonably uniform between loci irrespective of mutational saturation. This 
apparent decoupling of confounding influences on phylogenetic analysis highlights the need to 
consider each of them independently when developing a strategy for multi-gene analysis. Variation 
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in mean AT% at each codon position between different loci (Fig. 5.4) imply a link between base 
composition and gene function – mean AT% at the first codon position was elevated considerably in 
ATP6 and ATP8, and to a lesser extent in NADH genes. High levels of variation at non-synonymous 
sites compared to synonymous sites can indicate directional selection acting on particular genes 
(Yang and Bielawski, 2000, Hurst, 2002, Peterson and Masel, 2009), and studies on other organisms 
have indicated that evolutionary shifts associated with changes to respiratory function are associated 
with positive selection in mitochondrial genes (eg. Tomasco and Lessa, 2011). Future studies under 
a denser taxon sampling regime (ie. with clades clearly delineated by evolutionary shifts between 
morphology or life history traits) will be able to confirm whether such evolutionary patterns are 
present in beetles, and whether they are linked to patterns of base composition in particular gene 
families. 
 
Although ID tests indicated that the degree of homogeneity of sequence evolution pattern varied 
between superfamilies, these differences did not explain observed difficulties in resolving 
problematic clades -  Geadephaga (Caraboidea) and Chrysomeloidea exhibited the lowest 
proportion of pairwise sequence comparisons exhibiting significant heterogeneity (47% and 53% 
respectively) but their monophyly could not be recovered without topological constraints. In 
contrast, Scarabaeoidea exhibited among the highest level of substitution pattern heterogeneity 
(85% significant pairwise comparisons), yet was consistently recovered as monophyletic across all 
analyses. Compositional convergence has been shown to manifest itself through variation in base 
composition at the third codon position in particular genes and lineages (Gruber et al, 2007), or 
significant substitution pattern heterogeneity in particular groups of sequences (Kumar and 
Gadagkar, 2001), but no such patterns were observed in these data which could explain these 
topological anomalies. 
 
Never the less, applying the non-homogenous model of Galtier and Guoy (1998) did have a positive 
effect on specific portions of the tree, favouring a previously unrecovered topology in which 
Staphylinoidea was monophyletic within Staphyliniformia, and Scarabaeoidea was sister to a 
monophyletic Staphyliniformia. These relationships were only recovered following exclusion of the 
third codon position, implying that difficulties in resolving expected relationships in 
Staphyliniformia/Scarabaeoidea are most likely a result of a combination of compositional bias and 
mutational saturation. However, the non-homogenous model was unable to recover the reciprocal 
monophyly of Geadephaga and Hydradephaga, or that of Curculionoidea and Chrysomeloidea 
(Phytophaga). Analyses incorporating site-specific rate heterogeneity also failed to improve 
topologies in these subgroups. The next step might be to apply still more complex substitution 
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models, such as those which allow base composition to vary on a site by site basis (eg. between 
codon positions and among branches). Such models can be implemented in software such as p4 
(Foster, 2004), but have not yet been optimised for datasets of this size (Foster, pers. comm.). There 
are a range of other factors that can adversely affect phylogenetic inference, such as 
transition/transversion bias and among-site rate heterogeneity which may interact with base-
compositional heterogeneity in complex datasets (Conant and Lewis, 2001). While 
transition/transversion bias was not investigated in this study, there was no topological 
improvement conferred by correcting for among-site rate heterogeneity. This, together with the 
results of tests for mutational saturation, and the localised effects of applying the non-homogenous 
substitution model, imply that phylogenetic analysis of beetle mitochondrial genomes is adversely 
affected by several distinct but interrelated factors, which act on different taxonomic groups and 
different gene loci. Until further study elucidates the precise nature and effect of these factors, and 
methods to ameliorate them in consort, it may remain difficult to estimate beetle phylogenies 
without the inclusion of more conserved nuclear loci (chapters 2 and 3), which can help inform 
those deeper portions of phylogenies that are unsupported by rapidly evolving mitochondrial genes 
(Simon and Hadrys, 2013), or by constraint of key nodes based on a priori knowledge, as applied in 
this study to aid the correct resolution of the Phytophaga clade. 
 
A credible, well-supported mitochondrial phylogeny provides a framework by which newly-
sequenced, regional faunas can be placed in an evolutionary context in lieu of detailed 
morphological taxonomic treatment. This study demonstrates how simple measures of sequence 
similarity (eg. BLAST) provide erroneous classifications when applied to single loci in the absence 
of sufficient intraspecific variation to facilitate accurate sequence-based species delimitation 
(chapter 3). While placement of new samples in a multi-gene phylogeny is the most reliable way to 
establish higher-taxon classifications, the reduction in bootstrap support caused by inclusion of the 
Borneo samples illustrates potential fragility in the baseline topology, and implies that issues 
affecting phylogenetic uncertainty in the data (eg. mutational saturation) may have been 
exacerbated by addition of new data, although formal testing would be required to confirm this. 
Similarly, the inclusion of the regional fauna eroded the positive effects of constraining the 
Chrysomeloidea, demonstrating that this approach is not a panacea to resolving a correct beetle 
phylogeny. Future approaches to adding newly sequenced fauna to a baseline topology should focus 
on the recovery of expected relationships using a limited dataset (as achieved here in), before using 
the initial tree as a backbone topology to which new samples can be added without disrupting 
previously characterised relationships. This methodology facilitates step-wise addition of new 
datasets, with the advantage of both consistency between trees at subsequent analytical steps and a 
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reduced computational cost through obviating the need for exhaustive topological searches each 
time new data are added. 
 
Despite causing a reduction in bootstrap support at many nodes, the Borneo samples caused a 
statistically significant proportional rise in phylogenetic diversity in the dataset. This suggests that 
the regional fauna contains important information regarding the evolutionary history of beetles – 
phylogenetic diversity has been shown to better reflect 'feature diversity' and the evolutionary 
potential of species assemblages in biodiversity hotspots than taxon richness indices (Forest et al, 
2007). In the absence of detailed distributional, abundance or trait data to facilitate comparisons 
between communities or geographic regions (eg. Sechrest et al, 2002, Maherali and Klironomos, 
2007, Morlon et al, 2011), the scope of this study is limited, but it does provide an example of how 
samples from disparate sites or regions might begin to be collated, analysed and compared to 
identify faunas of evolutionary interest. As NGS becomes more efficient and cost-effective, DNA-
based invertebrate surveys may be an invaluable tool in rapid assignation of conservation priority to 






























Figure 6-5(a) – scatterplots showing AT% per taxon at each of the three codon positions in various protein-coding 
genes 
ATP6




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Fig. 6-6 – AT% at codon position 3 versus positions 1 and 2 combined in major clades 
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CHAPTER 7: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
Overview – phylogenetic information and reliability of the beetle tree 
This study has resulted in the construction of a Coleoptera phylogeny of between 11000 and 12000 
terminals, representing around 3% of described diversity. While this proportion may seem trivial in 
comparison to trees constructed for other organisms, the study is a huge step beyond previous 
compilations, and the first to explicitly establish a framework for the continued expansion of the 
tree based on data gathered through next-generation sequencing technologies, which are likely to 
result in the proliferation of partially identified samples in the public domain. One of the primary 
theoretical implications is that, for the first time, the tree is sufficiently densely sampled to fulfil a 
fundamental role of the Tree of Life, which is to facilitate the testing of both deep-level 
phylogenetic hypotheses (O'Malley and Koonin, 2011; Velasco, 2010), and the monophyly of 
subgroups which have not been the subject of focused studies (eg. Pyron and Weins, 2011). For 
example, this study supports the reciprocal monophyly of the 2 largest beetle suborders, Polyphaga 
and Adephaga, and the basal position of Archostemata. Within Polyphaga, the superfamily 
Scirtoidea was consistently recovered as a basal lineage, contradicting morphological hypothesis 
that placed it in Elateriformia, (Bouchard et al, 2011) and instead supporting its status as a distinct 
Scirtiformia series (eg. Hunt et al, 2007; Timmermans et al 2010). Concordant topologies in 
combined nuclear/mitochondrial gene analyses (chapters 2 and 3) and mitochondrial genomic 
analyses (chapter 6) provide strong support for this hypothesis. The monophyly of the major 
suborders Cucujiformia, Elateriformia and Scarabaeiformia were consistently recovered in all 
analyses, and the close association between the cucujoid Nitidulid/Erytolid/Cucujid series and the 
phytophagous lineages (Curculionoidea and Chrysomeloidea) were supported throughout. 
 
Conflict with classifications based on morphology cast aspersions on some historical and current 
taxonomy, where as other topological features help clarify previous ambiguities. The paraphly of 
soft-bodied lineages within Elateriformia contradicts the Cantharoidea concept (Crowson 1955, 
Lawrence and Newton 1982), and supports their more recent placement within Elateroidea. The 
close association between Buprestoidea and Byrrhoidea was recovered in multiple analyses, but it 
remains unclear whether Buprestoidea should be considered a distinct family (Hunt et al, 2007; 
Timmermans and Vogler, 2010) or a subgroub of Byrrhoidea (Bocakova et al, 2007, Lawrence et al, 
2011, Lawrence et al, 1995). Analyses incorporating nuclear genes (chapters 2 and 3) point towards 
the former, whereas mitochondrial genes (chapter 6) suggest the latter. Conflict between analyses 
between different datasets was a problem (see below), and often reflected current debates about the 
status of certain groups. The family status of Cicindelidae was supported in certain analyses but 
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others placed it as a subfamily within Carabidae (as classified on Genbank). These uncertainties 
could often be attributed to uneven sampling of loci (chapter 2), and the inclusion of additional data 
might help remove some ambiguities. Within the highly contentious curculionid clade, most 
subfamilies were not identifiable as natural lineages, and the family status of Brachyceridae 
(Curculionoidea) can also be questioned due to its paraphyly despite dense sampling. The 
mitochondrial genome tree is not sufficiently densely sampled to corroborate the paraphyly of 
Brachyceridae, and further sequencing is required to determine this. However, all analyses 
supported the subfamily status of the highly specialised wood-feeding lineages Scolytinae and 
Platypodinae as separate lineages within Curculionidae, rejecting previous hypotheses which 
identified them as distinct families (eg. McNee et al, 2000), or placed Platypodinae as a derived 
lineage within Scolytinae (eg. Farrell et al, 2001). 
 
Throughout all analyses, the monophyly of Staphyliniformia and its constituent superfamilies was 
problematic. The favoured topologies in chapters 2 and 6 failed to recover the series as 
monophyletic, and while certain treatments in the mitochondrial genome analysis yielded a 
monophletic Staphyliniformia (nucleotide coding with unconstrained topology), this was at the 
expense of a other key topological features (monophyletic Phytophaga, Curculionoidea and 
Chrysomeloidea). A common feature of the mitchondrial genome analyses was the placement of 
Scarabaeoidea within Staphyliniformia, as sister to Staphylinoidea or Hydrophiloidea. While 
previous studies have suggested an association between Scarabaeoidea and Staphyliniformia (the 
Hydrophiloid lineage; Caterino et al, 2005; Kukalová-Peck and Lawrence, 1993), the clear conflict 
with analyses incorporating nucelar genes (chapters 2 and 3), which placed Scarabaeoidea as a basal 
lineage in Polyphaga, supporting a distinct Scarabaeiformia, makes it difficult to favour this 
hypothesis. Notably, a monophyletic Staphyliniformia was recovered in chapter 3, when GMYC 
clusters were concatenated with country/specimen weighting, and in chapter 6 when 
staphyliniform/scarabaeiform subtrees were analysed with the non-homogenous model of Galtier 
and Guoy (1998) to correct for compositional bias. A number of points arise from this observation. 
Firstly, it is unclear how the former procedure aided resolution in Staphyliniformia, because 
country/specimen weighting had little effect on supermatrix structure in this subgroup. Weakly 
supported relationships are partly explained by taxa represented by a single locus (chapter 2), 
although these do not have a predictable effect on monophyly (chapter 3). The GMYC clustering 
procedure was prone to grouping closely related species into single clusters, particularly in the rrnL 
locus, and the resulting reduction in the proportion of taxa represented by only this gene could have 
had some positive effects on topology through stochastic interactions with the country/specimen 
weighting effects on other parts of the dataset; however, it is not possible to empirically test this 
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hypothesis at present. Secondly, although the non-homogenous model had a positive effect on the 
staphyliniform topology (including the recovery of a monophyletic Staphylinoidea), it had no such 
effect of other problematic regions of the mitochondrial phylogeny (Hydradephaga + Geadephaga, 
Curculionoidea + Chrysomeloidea). Furthermore, the character coding scheme required to resolve 
the monophyletic Polyphaga and Phytophaga clades through amelioration of mutational saturation 
(RY-coding; Hassanin, 2006; Timmermans and Vogler, 2010) had a negative effect on 
staphyliniform monophyly, which was present in the nucleotide-coded analysis. Thirdly, analyses in 
which Staphyliniformia was monophyletic still could not agree on the correct placement of 
Scarabaeoidea. Overall, these points indicate that the currently available molecular data for 
constructing the beetle Tree of Life are subject to a complex interplay of confounding factors: the 
unpredictable effects of uneven sampling of lineages and gene loci, conflicting phylogenetic signal 
between nucelar and mitochondrial datasets, and the varying severity of the effects of mutational 
saturation and compositional bias among taxonomic groups and gene loci. The net result is that no 
single method of data manipulation prior to phylogenetic analysis has a universally positive effect 
across the Coleoptera tree. The solutions might include increased sampling of loci for taxa 
represented by a single gene or, for mitochondrial genome analyses, a more nuanced approach to 
character coding and model specification, in which different methods are applied to different 
portions of the dataset to maximise and localise their beneficial effects, either on particular genes or 
within particular clades. Current algorithms which, for example, account for variation in 
compositional bias among branches in a tree and sites in an alignment (eg. p4; Foster, 2004) cannot 
yet be applied to datasets of this size, but this is something that might be considered in the future 
should sufficient computing power become readily available. 
 
The current Coleoptera database is comprised of data from multiple studies in which particular 
genes were targeted and sequenced according to their perceived utility in elucidating the research 
questions of each particular study; hence, the database is comprised of an uneven mix of nuclear 
and mitochondrial loci. However, sequencing methods are advancing rapidly, and current trends 
imply that mitochondrial genes will become the loci of choice for phylogenetic and biodiversity 
studies, at least for beetles, due to the increasing ease and volume at which such data can be 
generated from mixed environmental samples or whole communities (Timmermans and Vogler, 
2010; Timmermans et al, 2012; Baselga et al, 2013;  Lui et al, 2013; Zhou et al, 2013). This trend 
has implications for the ongoing curation of the beetle Tree of Life, because, as this study 
demonstrates, the current mitochondrial phylogeny is sensitive to the addition of new data, and 
constraints applied a priori to strengthen deep portions of the phylogeny and help resolve expected 
relationships begin to lose their efficacy (chapter 6). Given the known benefits of including slowly 
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evolving nuclear loci in deep-level phylogenetic analysis (chapter 2), it seems reasonable to suppose 
that supplementing the extraction of mitogenomic data with nuclear genes such as 18S and 28S, 
commonly used in phylogenetic analysis and effective in stabilising deep-level phylogenetic 
relationships, might benefit ongoing attempts to construct a complete beetle tree from complete 
mitochondrial genomes. It remains to be seen whether concurrent extraction of nuclear and 
mitochondrial loci from mixed samples becomes feasible or practical, so for the time being, steps 
are required to strengthen the mitochondrial tree and test hypotheses regarding the phylogenetic 
information content of nuclear and mitochondrial loci. A one-off programme of targeted sequencing 
of nuclear loci for specimens already represented in the mitochondrial tree, or the inclusion of 
Genbank sequences from closest available relatives (eg. congenerics), may increase bootstrap 
support for major clades and resolve some of the ambiguity between competing topologies derived 
from different datasets. If the inclusion of nuclear data can overcome some of the difficulties 
associated with mutational saturation and compositional bias, it would be a preferable strategy to 
relying on increased computing power to cope with complex substitution models (see above). In 
many cases, only relatively sparse sampling of nuclear loci is required to consolidate deep-level 
relationships among clades (chapter 2), so it is possible that a single, initial influx of nuclear data 
might be sufficient to strengthen the mitochondrial topology and provide a more rigid backbone for 
the inclusion, and possibly identification, of newly sequenced environmental samples or whole-
community DNA data. This is particularly the case for Chrysomeloidea and Curculionoidea – it 
should be noted that no analysis incorporating nuclear loci failed to recover the monophyly of these 
2 superfamilies, and they are clearly delineated by morphology. However, their monophyly could 
only be recovered by constraining the topology of mitcohondrial genome analyses, and this strategy 
lost its effectiveness when an additional regional fauna was added (chapter 6). It remains to be seen 
whether additional sampling of taxa will improve or continue to erode resolution among 
phytophagous superfamilies in trees based on complete mitochondrial genomes, but a more general 
issue is whether mitochondrial genomes are similarly unable to distinguish well-defined clades in 
other organisms. If this is the case, then the argument for analysing nuclear genes in concordance 
with mitochondrial genomes is a strong one, as a requirement for topological constraint in 
phylogenetic analysis will reduce the power of any phylogeny to test hypotheses of sister 
relationships. 
 
However, while complete mitochondrial genome data continues to accumulate, the largest and most 
complete beetle trees will continue to be generated by bioinformatic collation and analysis of 
multiple gene fragments, as described in chapters 2 and 3. For many researchers, the prohibitive 
cost of next-generation sequencing means that, at least in the short term, disparate fragments of 
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nuclear and mitochondrial genes will still be generated for phylogenetic analysis, and the 'complete' 
beetle tree, as opposed to the mitochondrial analysis of chapter 6, remains an appropriate 
framework in which such data can be analysed. Reductions in tRI values (chapter 2) and bootstrap 
support (chapter 6) caused by the addition of new samples, imply that a framework for the 
incorporation of new data should begin with a strong backbone topology to which new data can be 
added, as opposed to re-estimation of trees at each analytical step. This approach serves 2 purposes: 
firstly, previously characterised deep level relationships are not disrupted by the new data which 
may introduce uncertainty in the dataset; secondly, the computational cost of subsequent analyses 
are reduced as the backbone restricts the tree-space to be searched during phylogenetic analysis. 
This latter point will become increasingly important as the amount of available data continues to 
increase. However, all topologies estimated herein are imperfect and errors would be propagated if 
they were used as backbones. This suggests that in the near future, incorporation of new sequences 
into the database should continue to include complete phylogenetic analysis of all data, to test the 
sensitivity of previously derived topologies. The high proportions of missing data described in 
chapters 2 and 3 imply that topologies will continue to be highly sensitive to changes in the 
structure of data in supermatrices, and will continue to be until existing taxa are bolstered with 
additional loci to supplement those already sequenced. Therefore, ongoing work to construct the 
complete beetle Tree of Life should focus on 2 areas – firstly, sampling key biogeographic regions, 
particularly biodiversity hotspots, to increase the number of terminals; and secondly, additional 
sequencing of stored specimens to increase the proportion of taxa represented by nuclear markers in 
particular, to strengthen relationships at deeper hierarchical levels. This is particularly critical for 
subgroups such as Staphyliniformia, for which monophyly was difficult to establish (chapters 2 and 
5), and which contributed a high proportion of misplaced taxa (chapter 3) due to low amounts of 
available rDNA data (chapter 2). 
 
The Tree of Life as a tool for DNA taxonomy 
The analysis in chapter 5 implied that there may be over 3 million species of beetle on the planet, 
and although the described methods are subject to certain assumptions that might be tested in the 
future, they contribute to the long-standing consensus by taxonomists and other practitioners of 
biodiversity research that the vast majority of extant beetle diversity has yet to be described. The 
lack of available data from some of the world's most biodiverse regions (chapter 2) provides a 
framework for future studies aimed at increasing taxonomic knowledge to maximise the number or 
terminals in the beetle tree (chapters 2 and 3) and develop a more complete understanding of 
diversification patterns and how these vary between taxonomic groups and biogeographic regions 
(chapter 5). Traditional taxonomy is generally considered to be in decline (Drew, 2011), and in most 
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diverse taxa, including invertebrates, there are insufficient taxonomists to describe extant diversity 
within a reasonable timeframe (Wheeler, 2007) to allow ecological peturbation in vulnerable 
ecosystems to be understood (Drew, 2011), and help establish objective rankings of risk to facilitate 
better representation for invertebrates in conservation policies (Cardoso et al, 2011). DNA 
taxonomy has been viewed with suspicion by traditional taxonomists, due to the perception that 
molecular identification methods encourage a reductionist approach whereby species identification 
can be automated and carried out by non-specialists who lack a theoretical background and a solid 
knowledge of the organisms under study (de Carvalho et al, 2007). However, this concern is 
misguided if the aim of the molecular approach is species delimitation for the analysis of 
biodiversity patterns. The approach of DNA profiling of ecosystems or lineages will in fact be of 
great utility to the traditional goals of taxonomy, comparable to another strategy to counter the 
taxonomic impediment to invertebrate conservation by parataxonomists, who provide basic services 
in recognising and sorting morphospecies (Cardoso et al, 2011), but without achieving the precision 
of species delimitation/identification and the ‘portability’ of data across multiple studies for meta-
analysis. The skills of parataxonomists remain valuable, e.g. for implementing standardized 
sampling in the field and sorting of samples to inform decisions as to which specimens should be 
used for subsequent DNA sequencing. Thus, the approach of DNA profiling serves multiple 
functions. It provides strong hypotheses of species limits (and possibly of evolutionary relationships 
depending on the amount of data generated per individual) as the basis to an in-depth morphological 
taxonomic treatment and developing reliable evolutionary hypotheses regarding natural entities - 
“the expected outcome of thorough research by professional systematists” (de Carvalho et al, 2007). 
An example of how these broad approaches might work is given in chapter 6, in which an 
unidentified sample of beetles from from Borneo, part of the Sundaland biodiversity hotspot 
(Myers, 2000) and characterised by extraordinarily high species richness in numerous groups of 
plants and animals (Hertwig et al, 2013) was added to the existing mitochondrial phylogeny. 
BLAST searches indicated that the new samples shared a maximum 90% pairwise similarity with 
previously published COI barcode sequences in Genbank, which, in the context of optimum 
thresholds calculated in chapter 3, imply that the new sample consisted entirely of previously 
unsequenced (and possibly undescribed) species. Furthermore, the regional dataset conferred a 
statistically significant increase in phylogenetic diversity to the beetle phylogeny (chapter 6). When 
compared with similarly collected datasets from other biogeographic regions, or additional 
information regarding habitat type, morphological traits or other intrinsic/extrinsic biological 
factors, this methodological and analytical framework can be used to quantify biological 
communities in terms of phylogenetic distinctiveness, conservation priority and the need for an in-
depth taxonomic treatment, ensuring limited resources are directed to ecosystems and organisms 
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which require the greatest attention from the scientific community to ensure they are properly 
characterised and protected.  
 
Arguably, the explanatory power of a complete, species level phylogeny is maximised when it is 
linked to extrinsic and intrinsic factors associated with the evolution of the study organism, such as 
ecological diversity (Hunt et al, 2007; Beninda-Edmonds et al, 2007), the geographic setting of 
particular diversifications (eg. Jetz et al, 2012), climatic factors (Rickelfs et al, 2007) and correlates 
of diversification such as consequential morphological adaptation (eg. Vitt et al 2003), body size 
and dispersal ability (eg. Belliure et al, 2000). This highlights a limitation of this study, which relies 
solely on information contained within Genbank flatfiles to collate and identify samples, and place 
them in a wider conceptual framework. In chapter 4, attempts were made to link GMYC cluster 
delimitation to the geographic origin of samples, to determine whether GMYC groups were 
structured similarly in any lineage and geographic region, and whether deviations from this null 
model might be explained by specific properties of clades or geological and climatic history, and 
whether differing molecular rates among markers might affect their utility for recognising GMYC 
groups. Ultimately, this was hampered by both the information content of Genbank flatfiles, and the 
overall structure of the data. Collection location information is not required for Genbank 
submission, so the presence of this information in flatfiles is at the discretion of the submitting 
researcher. As such, geographic location could only be bioinformatically obtained for a subset of the 
data. When available, it was frequently only possible to attach it to clusters from a single locus. In 
terms of data structure, overall sparse sampling meant that broad-scale patterns of intraspecific 
variation could not be inferred, nor could the accuracy of GMYC delimitation be accurately 
assessed, because it was not possible to separate the effects of under-sampling from rate variation 
among loci and/or geographic/ecological factors on the formation of GMYC clusters and measures 
of intraspecific variation. Similarly, the structure of the data necessitated GMYC analysis at the 
superfamily level, because most lineages at lower hierarchical levels were insufficiently sampled to 
identify a coalescent threshold. This may have confounded accurate species delimitation due to 
heterogeneity within datasets, which were generally too large for the more complex multiple 
threshold model, which allows for a variable transition from coalescent to speciation among 
lineages (Monaghan et al, 2009), to be applied. Continued sampling of intrapecific variation in 
beetle lineages using multiple genetic markers is therefore recommended to better facilitate this 
type of analysis in future. In the mean-time, a methodological framework now exists for 
comparative studies of the structure of species-level diversity across lineages and biogeographic 
regions. While on average, sequences for only 2 to 3 individuals were available per species in 
mtDNA markers (chapter 3), multiple exemplars are now sequenced regularly in DNA barcoding 
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studies and 454 (pyrosequencing) techniques to bring about a huge increase in data acquisition. 
Therefore, data sets amenable to intra-specific analysis are growing particularly rapidly, and will be 
more widespread in the future.  It is already widely established that variation in mtDNA across 
species is highly clustered in insects and closely congruent with Linnaean binomials (Pons et al, 
2006; Monaghan et al, 2009; Papadopoulou et al, 2009), and further optimisation of GMYC 
clustering approaches in more densely sampled datasets will facilitate the broad scale comparisons 
that were less successful in this study. An updated Coleoptera database containing well-sampled 
intraspecific variation, linked to more detailed information on geographic ranges will better 
illuminate differences in the geographic range and the frequency of GMYC formation between 
lineages in different habitats, implicating microevolutionary processes in the generation of local 
species richness. It has already been established that lineages from stable habitats, which display 
lower dispersal ability and migration rates, show greater levels of mtDNA clustering and 
geographical subdivision than their close relatives inhabiting ephemeral habitats (Papadopoulou et 
al, 2008). Linking the existing database to detailed geographic range information would be the first 
step in obtaining a global perspective on these localised patterns. Furthermore, low dispersal ability 
is thought to promote allopatric speciation and increased diversification rates in beetles (Ikeda et al, 
2012) and other invertebrates (Hansen, 1983; Jablonksy, 1986) due to reduced gene flow (Smith et 
al, 2006; Zera et al, 1981). As the beetle Tree-of-Life expands, allowing greater subdivision among 
clades according to geographic origin of samples and dispersal ability (ie. flighted versus wingless), 
more comprehensive analyses can be conducted according to methodological frameworks described 
herein, to investigate global geographic patterns of genetic differentiation (chapter 4), correlates of 
diversification rate variation among clades (chapter 5) and molecular rate variation and adaptive 
evolution in the mitochondrial genome associated with shifts between flighted and wingless body 
types (chapter 6). 
 
Future research 
There are theoretical implications of effective sequence-based species delimitation as applied to the 
Coleoptera database, which can inform topics for future research. The core concept is the possibility 
that DNA-based procedures can accelerate species discovery and biodiversity assessments in highly 
endemic and species-rich groups in biodiversity hotspots such as Madagascar (Monaghan et al, 
2009), Using high-throughput parallel sequencing, small, variable parts of the genome, such as 
mtDNA can be amplified from unidentified or complex samples, and the sequence information used 
to identify the species present in the sample (Ekblom and Galindo, 2011). This potentially allows 
multiple-species identification from single environmental samples, such as leaf-litter samples, water 
samples or soil. This method has been successfully applied to the identification of various micro- 
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and macro-organic taxa, such as phytoplankton (Jahn et al, 2007),  soil microbial communities 
(Herrera et al, 2007) and soil nematodes (Floyd et al, 2002) but is only now beginning to be tested 
on communities of macro-invertebrates. The approach is potentially well-suited to invertebrate 
surveys, where identification by morphology frequently relies on a particular life-stage or gender, 
such as the use of male genitalia in Diptera, and may not be possible at all at the egg or larval stage 
(Valentini et al, 2008). However, species identification based on environmental samples is only 
possible if a reliable reference DNA database is available for the taxonomic group in question. 
Variation within and between genetic clusters, delimited according to methods described herein, can 
be quantified in the same way as for species, but without the need to implement formal taxonomic 
identification. This approach improves on the molecular operational taxonomic unit (MOTU) 
concept previously applied to soil nematode surveys (Floyd et al, 2002) and wider meiofaunal 
surveys (Blaxter et al, 2005), because it does not rely on an arbitrary threshold of sequence 
similarity to assign samples to species groups, thus avoiding potential bias generated by the 
occurrence of a single MOTU for different species or many MOTUs for a single species (Valentini 
et al, 2008). β-diversity can be assessed through the examination of the decay of community 
similarity with geographic distance (see Morlon et al, 2008). For example, the presence of 
morphospecies represented by discrete clusters of genotypic variation can be used to assess 
community similarity among multiple sites, and as a measure of species richness. A decay in 
similarity is expected as the distance between observations increases (Nekola & White, 1999), and 
the smoothest distance decay relationships are  predicted by neutral theory where similarity is only 
affected by ecological drift, random dispersal and random speciation (Soininen et al, 2007). 
Deviations from neutrality (and changes to the rate of distance decay) can be caused by such factors 
as the strength of environmental gradients, niche breadth and overlap, or dispersal ability (Nekola 
and White, 1999). A low overall similarity, indicating the presence of locally rare entities, combined 
with a rapid rate of distance decay associated with low dispersal and narrow average niche breadth, 
could help identify ecological assemblages of potential conservation concern and help inform a 
more targeted approach to detailed biodiversity assessment, with the beetle Tree of Life as a 
reference point for identification and wider phylogeny of new samples. 
 
Specific questions relating to biogeography and evolution of beetles can be answered with 
additional regional sampling of lineages. For example, there is ample evidence that for marine 
species and terrestrial vertebrates, the rise of the Panama Isthmus influenced the biogeography of 
the region dating back at least 9 million years, but its impact on terrestrial invertebrates is less well 
understood (Zeh et al, 2003). Extensive sampling of transisthmian species pairs could confirm 
whether cessation of gene flow occurred simultaneously, or was a staggered process consistent with 
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a gradual formation of the Isthmus from its emergence as an island chain. This has been established 
for certain taxa but a broader survey of a range of invertebrate fauna has yet to be undertaken. 
Again, the Coleoptera database and phylogeny could act as a starting point for this type of study, 
with collected specimens potentially only requiring identification to the family level to be placed in 
the wider phylogeny (chapter 2) or tested for patterns of intraspecific variation across loci (chapter 
4). Numerous other assemblages could be assessed in a similar way, should sufficient data become 
available. Analysis of phylogenetic relationships between populations of the scorpion Buthus 
occitanus, across the Strait of Gibraltar, showed that European samples are highly separated from 
North African samples, and that genetic differences in European populations may reflect the 
existence of refugia during quaternary glaciations (Gantenbein and Largiadèr, 2003). As the effects 
of straits on dispersal can be diverse, even for species of terrestrial invertebrates with limited 
dispersal ability (Ito et al, 2010), establishing how phylogeographic patterns are manifested in 
Coleoptera populations across the Strait of Gibraltar might a promising area of study. 
 
The mitochondrial genome phylogeny offers its own distinct avenues for future research. In 
particular, evidence of directional selection in the Coleoptera mitochondrial genome has yet to be 
investigated in detail. Denser sampling of lineages will facilitate, for example, studies to determine 
whether evolutionary shifts between lifestyles with differing respiratory requirements (eg. wingless 
to flighted or vice versa) are accompanied by adaptive evolution in mitochondrial genes associated 
with respiration, as has been demonstrated in caviomorph rodents (Tomasco & Lessa, 2011) and 
primates (Pupko & Galtier, 2002). Such studies would require sufficient sampling af taxa to allow 
clades to be separated according to lifestyle traits, and while this is not possible with the current 
dataset, it will doubtless be so in the future. The methodological framework is straightforward – 
Ka/Ks ratios, which compare the degree to which 2 homologous sequences differ at synonymous 
and non-synonymous sites, can distinguish between neutral evolutionary processes, purifying 
selection and directional selection operating among groups of taxa or protein-coding genes (Yang 
and Bielawski, 2000; Hurst, 2002), and can also quantify molecular rate variation in sister taxa to 
establish links between mutation rate and diversification (eg. Lanfear et al, 2010). Such approaches 
can also be applied to empirically test, for example, the nearly neutral theory of molecular evolution 
(Ohta and Kimura, 1971; Ohta, 1992) which predicts that the rate and pattern of molecular 
evolution will be influenced by effective population size (Ne), because in small populations more 
slightly deleterious mutations are expected to drift to fixation (Woolfit and Bromham, 2005). As the 
Coleoptera database expands, increasing numbers of phylogenetic independent comparisons will be 
available to help obtain a global perspective on molecular rate variation, and how, for example, Ne 
affects the rate and pattern of evolution in island endemic species and closely related mainland 
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lineages (eg. Ohta, 1972; Llopart and Aguade 1999; Johnson and Seger 2001). 
 
What next for the beetle Tree of Life? 
Given the apparent conflict between certain aspects of beetle phylogenies derived from different 
molecular markers (chapters 2 and 3, chapter 6), and those derived from molecular and 
morphological data, it seems likely that future attempts to construct a Tree of Life for any group of 
organisms will be characterised by collaboration between researchers of disparate fields, and the 
amalgamation of a wider range of data types. Approaches such as those used to construct the 
recently compiled mammalian tree of life (O'Leary et al, 2013), combining molecular, phenomic, 
biogeographic and palaeontological data, may ultimately provide the most comprehensive and 
robust syntheses of available knowledge and data to construct the beetle Tree-of-Life. Given that 
the trees described herein represent only a fraction of known beetle diversity, and less still of 
presumed extant diversity, it seems unlikely that the described methods will not ultimately be 
supplanted or supplemented by new algorithms and concepts in ongoing attempts to produce a 
species-level phylogeny for beetles. However, this research is, arguably, a timely illustration of the 
intrinsic value of publicly available biological data, and the tools with which it is collated, analysed 
and interpreted, to make broad and wide-ranging inferences on the evolutionary biology of a 
particular group of organisms, even with an incomplete dataset, relatively modest computational 
resources and at a low overall cost. Thus, a bioinformatic approach to the analysis of publicly 
available DNA sequence data can potentially contribute to the ongoing democratisation of 
biological information which places it in the hands of managers in species-rich areas historically 
constrained by geography or economics (Drew, 2011). Bioinformatics not only provides an 
analytical framework into which data accumulated in biodiversity surveys can be placed, it also 
provides new in-roads for students of biological science who can bring new skills to the field. The 
gathering, manipulation and analysis of molecular data require the development of bespoke 
algorithms and software through the application of mathematics, software programming and 
theoretical biology. A generation of students is now being taught for whom easy and affordable 
access to high powered computing facilities in the home is the rule rather than the exception. The 
processing power of graphics processing hardware typically installed in home computers can be 
redirected to rapid and complex phylogenetic analysis which previously could only be performed on 
commercial computing clusters or dedicated parallel systems (eg. Charalambous et al, 2005; Zhou 
et al, 2011), such as the application of computationally intense codon-based models in phylogenetic 
reconstruction at the genomic scale (Suchard and Rambaut, 2009). Increasingly, new students will 
come equipped with the skills, knowledge and facilities to harness these technologies to aid their 
ongoing training, with an innate appreciation of the implications of the availability of ever-
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increasing computational power. The molecular phylogenetics community should harness this 
potential by ensuring the data it generates is dynamic, constantly updated, accessible and relevant to 
the technological generation. Coleoptera phylogenetics (and more broadly, invertebrate 
phylogenetics) is particularly well-placed to perform this role, because the needs of the discipline, 
in the context of waning traditional taxonomic knowledge (Giangrande, 2003), demand accelerated 
methods of species delimitation and biodiversity assessment that molecular data can facilitate. By 
incorporating newly developed methods for DNA sequencing of mixed environmental samples, 
sequence-based species delimitation and community genetics approaches to ecological assessment, 
and by explicitly linking its research to the digitisation of natural history collections and molecular 
phylogenetics, Coleoptera phylogenetics can position itself among the most progressive and 
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No. fragments included in supermatrix
Code Name tRI COI-5' % COI-3' % % 18S rRNA % 28S rRNA %
CAr1O4 Ommatidae 6 1 16.67 n.a. Y 1 100 1 16.67 1 16.67 1 16.67 0 0
CAr1C4 Cupedidae 31 5 16.13 1 Y 5 100 1 3.23 0 1 3.23 5 16.13 1 3.23
CM1 My xophaga 94 15 15.96 1 Y 15 100 4 4.26 4 4.26 5 5.32 12 12.77 2 2.13
CM1H4 Hy droscaphidae 13 3 23.08 1 Y 3 100 2 15.38 2 15.38 2 15.38 2 15.38 0
CM1L4 Lepiceridae 2 1 50 n.a. Y 1 100 0 0 0 1 50 1 50
CM1S4 Sphaeriusidae 19 3 15.79 0.5 N(2) 2 66.7 1 5.26 1 5.26 1 5.26 2 10.53 0
CM1T4 Torridincolidae 60 8 13.33 1 Y 8 100 1 1.67 1 1.67 2 3.33 7 11.67 1 1.67
CA1 Adephaga 44965 2299 5.11 0.999 Y 2299 100 236 0.52 2118 4.71 1196 2.66 376 0.84 77 0.17
CA1C3 Caraboidea 39606 982 2.48 0.998 Y 982 100 113 0.29 830 2.1 290 0.73 245 0.62 4 0.01
CA1C3C4 Cicindelidae 2600 250 9.62 1 Y 250 100 2 0.08 212 8.15 197 7.58 42 1.62 0
CA1C3Ca4 Carabidae 37000 727 1.96 0.999 Y 727 100 110 0.3 617 1.67 92 0.25 198 0.54 4 0.01
CA1C3T4 Trachypachidae 6 58 3.33 1 Y 5 100 1 16.67 1 16.67 1 16.67 5 83.33 0
CA1G3 Gy rinoidea 875 29 3.31 1 Y 29 100 1 0.11 26 2.97 20 2.29 5 0.57 1 0.11
CA1G3G4 Gy rinidae 875 29 3.31 1 Y 29 100 1 0.11 26 2.97 20 2.29 5 0.57 1 0.11
CA1D3 Dy tiscoidea 4264 1278 29.97 0.998 Y 1278 100 122 2.86 1256 29.46 882 20.68 120 2.81 71 1.67
CA1D3D4 Dy tiscidae 4000 1256 31.4 0.998 Y 1256 100 120 3 1236 30.9 863 21.58 106 2.65 64 1.6
CA1D3N4 Noteridae 250 16 6.4 1 Y 16 100 1 0.4 13 5.2 12 4.8 7 2.8 7 2.8
CA1D3A4 Amphizoidae 5 2 40 1 Y 2 100 0 2 40 2 40 2 40 0
CA1D3H4 Hy grobiidae 6 3 50 1 Y 3 100 0 3 50 3 50 3 50 0
CA1D3As4 Aspidy tidae 2 1 50 n.a. Y 1 100 1 50 1 50 1 50 1 50 0
CA1D3M4 Meruidae 1 1 100 n.a. Y 1 100 0 1 100 1 100 1 100 0
CA1H3 Haliploidea 220 9 4.09 0.875 N(2) 8 88.9 0 0 6 2.73 4 1.82 6 2.73 1 0.45
CA1H3H4 Haliplidae 220 9 4.09 0.875 N(2) 8 88.9 0 6 2.73 4 1.82 6 2.73 1 0.45
CP1 Poly phaga 343571 6121 1.78 0.998 N(2) 6120 100 1124 0.33 4879 1.42 2486 0.72 2600 0.76 1962 0.57
CP1De3 Derodontoidea 58 2 4.26 1 Y 2 100 2.13 2.13 4.26 4.26 2.13
CP1De3De4 Derodontidae 37 2 8.7 1 Y 2 100 1 1.72 1 1.72 2 3.45 2 3.45 1 1.72
CP1Sci3 Scirtoidea 992 18 1.81 0.882 N(2) 12 66.7 1 0.1 10 1.01 6 0.6 14 1.41 5 0.5
CP1Sci3C4 Clambidae 150 5 3.33 0.75 N(2) 4 80 0 2 1.33 1 0.67 4 2.67 0




























CP1Sci3D4 Decliniidae 2 1 50 n.a. Y 1 100 0 0 0 1 50 1 50
CP1Sci3E4 Eucinetidae 40 1 2.5 n.a. Y 1 100 0 1 2.5 1 2.5 1 2.5 1 2.5
CP1H3 Hy drophiloidea 2793 74 2.65 1 Y 74 100 17 0.61 66 2.36 27 0.97 36 1.29 31 1.11
CP1H3H4 Hy drophilidae 2300 44 1.91 0.977 N(2) 43 97.7 10 0.43 36 1.57 17 0.74 24 1.04 11 0.48
CP1H3He4 Helophoridae 200 5 2.5 0.75 Y 5 100 4 2 5 2.5 4 2 5 2.5 1 0.5
CP1H3Hy 4 Hy drochidae 170 21 12.35 1 Y 21 100 0 21 12.35 2 1.18 3 1.76 18 10.59
CP1H3G4 Geory ssidae 77 2 2.6 1 Y 2 100 1 1.3 2 2.6 2 2.6 2 2.6 1 1.3
CP1H3S4 Spercheidae 16 1 6.25 n.a. Y 1 100 1 6.25 1 6.25 1 6.25 1 6.25 0
CP1H3E4 Epimetopidae 30 1 3.33 n.a. Y 1 100 1 3.33 1 3.33 1 3.33 1 3.33 0
CP1Hi3 Histeroidea 4112 70 1.7 0.986 Y 70 100 4 0.1 42 1.02 5 0.12 41 1 3 0.07
CP1Hi3S4 Sphaeritidae 5 1 20 n.a. Y 1 100 1 20 1 20 1 20 1 20 1 20
CP1Hi3Sy 4 Sy nteliidae 7 1 14.29 n.a. Y 1 100 0 0 0 1 14.29 0
CP1Hi3H4 Histeridae 4100 68 1.66 0.985 Y 68 100 3 0.07 41 1 4 0.1 39 0.95 2 0.05
CP1S3 Staphy linoidea 57952 845 1.46 0.985 N(9) 548 64.9 241 0.42 741 1.28 324 0.56 255 0.44 152 0.26
CP1S3S4 Staphy linidae 47800 492 1.03 0.973 N(7) 454 92.3 167 0.35 420 0.88 121 0.25 185 0.39 22 0.05
CP1S3Si4 Silphidae 180 87 48.33 1 Y 87 100 57 31.67 84 46.67 28 15.56 7 3.89 29 16.11
CP1S3Sc4 Scy dmaenidae 4600 9 0.2 0.875 N(2) 7 77.8 0 3 0.07 1 0.02 7 0.15 0
CP1S3A4 Agy rtidae 61 2 3.28 1 Y 2 100 0 0 0 2 3.28 1 1.64
CP1S3L4 Leiodidae 3461 92 2.66 0.978 N(2) 88 95.7 16 0.46 82 2.37 52 1.5 36 1.04 37 1.07
CP1S3P4 Ptiliidae 550 25 4.55 0.958 N(2) 18 72 0 15 2.73 1 0.18 11 2 2 0.36
CP1S3H4 Hy draenidae 1300 138 10.62 0.985 Y 138 100 1 0.08 137 10.54 121 9.31 7 0.54 61 4.69
CP1Sc3 Scarabaeoidea 31076 1110 3.57 0.996 N(2) 1109 99.9 112 0.36 1014 3.26 583 1.88 290 0.93 549 1.77
CP1Sc3S4 Scarabaeidae 27000 1001 3.71 0.995 N(2) 1000 99.9 82 0.3 926 3.43 556 2.06 255 0.94 540 2
CP1Sc3L4 Lucanidae 1300 49 3.77 1 Y 49 100 30 2.31 45 3.46 11 0.85 6 0.46 0
CP1Sc3G4 Glaresidae 50 1 2 n.a. Y 1 100 0 0 0 1 2 0
CP1Sc3P4 Passalidae 680 3 0.44 0.5 Y 3 100 0 2 0.29 1 0.15 3 0.44 1 0.15
CP1Sc3T4 Trogidae 300 4 1.33 0.667 N(2) 3 75 0 1 0.33 2 0.67 4 1.33 0
CP1Sc3B4 Bolboceratidae 400 3 0.75 0 N(3) 1 33.3 0 1 0.25 0 2 0.5 0
CP1Sc3Pl4 Pleocomidae 26 2 7.69 1 Y 2 100 0 0 0 2 7.69 0
CP1Sc3Gl4 Glaphy ridae 80 3 3.75 1 Y 3 100 0 2 2.5 3 3.75 2 2.5 2 2.5
CP1Sc3Ge4 Geotrupidae 600 33 5.5 0.906 N(3) 31 93.9 0 31 5.17 4 0.67 7 1.17 1 0.17








CP1Sc3C4 Ceratocanthidae 330 2 0.61 1 Y 2 100 0 1 0.3 1 0.3 2 0.61 0
CP1Sc3O4 Ochodaeidae 80 2 2.5 1 Y 2 100 0 0 0 2 2.5 0
CP1B3 Buprestoidea 14600 24 0.16 1 Y 24 100 3 0.02 12 0.08 9 0.06 16 0.11 5 0.03
CP1B3B4 Buprestidae 14600 24 0.16 1 Y 24 100 3 0.02 12 0.08 9 0.06 16 0.11 5 0.03
CP1By 3 By rrhoidea 3849 173 4.49 0.977 N(3) 166 96 1 0.03 157 4.08 96 2.49 34 0.88 25 0.65
CP1By 3B4 By rrhidae 300 25 8.33 0.917 N(2) 23 92 0 23 7.67 6 2 5 1.67 3 1
CP1By 3D4 Dryopidae 280 11 3.93 0.9 N(2) 9 81.8 0 9 3.21 8 2.86 3 1.07 2 0.71
CP1By 3L4 Lutrochidae 15 1 6.67 n.a. Y 1 100 0 1 6.67 1 6.67 0 0
CP1By 3Li4 Limnichidae 380 9 2.37 0.875 N(2) 8 88.9 1 0.26 8 2.11 8 2.11 2 0.53 1 0.26
CP1By 3H4 Heteroceridae 300 8 2.67 1 Y 8 100 0 6 2 6 2 3 1 3 1
CP1By 3E4 Elmidae 1330 94 7.07 0.978 Y 94 100 0 88 6.62 50 3.76 12 0.9 8 0.6
CP1By 3P4 Psephenidae 272 8 2.94 0.857 Y 8 100 0 7 2.57 3 1.1 2 0.74 2 0.74
CP1By 3Pt4 Ptilodacty lidae 500 7 1.4 0.833 N(2) 6 85.7 0 6 1.2 6 1.2 3 0.6 3 0.6
CP1By 3Eu4 Eulichadidae 22 3 13.64 1 Y 3 100 0 3 13.64 2 9.09 1 4.55 1 4.55
CP1By 3C4 Callirhipidae 150 3 2 1 Y 3 100 0 3 2 3 2 1 0.67 1 0.67
CP1By 3Ch4 Chelonariidae 300 4 1.33 0.333 N(2) 3 75 0 3 1 3 1 2 0.67 1 0.33
CP1E3 Elateroidea 23888 471 1.97 0.991 N(2) 470 99.8 63 0.26 391 1.64 313 1.31 313 1.31 230 0.96
CP1E3L4 Lampy ridae 2000 67 3.35 1 Y 67 100 39 1.95 54 2.7 57 2.85 32 1.6 7 0.35
CP1E3E4 Elateridae 10000 117 1.17 0.966 Y 117 100 15 0.15 104 1.04 82 0.82 94 0.94 92 0.92
CP1E3C4 Cantharidae 5100 69 1.35 1 Y 69 100 4 0.08 32 0.63 16 0.31 50 0.98 13 0.25
CP1E3Ly4 Ly cidae 4600 157 3.41 1 Y 157 100 1 0.02 151 3.28 120 2.61 100 2.17 93 2.02
CP1E3P4 Phengodidae 300 9 3 1 Y 9 100 2 0.67 7 2.33 7 2.33 7 2.33 5 1.67
CP1E3Eu4 Eucnemidae 1500 30 2 0.862 N(2) 29 96.7 1 0.07 25 1.67 17 1.13 12 0.8 10 0.67
CP1E3O4 Omalisidae 22 3 13.64 n.a. Y 3 100 0 1 4.55 1 4.55 1 4.55 1 4.55
CP1E3T4 Throscidae 150 5 3.33 1 Y 5 100 0 3 2 1 0.67 3 2 1 0.67
CP1E3A4 Artematopodidae 45 1 2.22 n.a. Y 1 100 0 0 0 1 2.22 0
CP1E3Te4 Telegeusidae 10 1 10 n.a. Y 1 100 0 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 10
CP1E3D4 Drilidae 90 8 8.89 0.889 Y 8 100 1 1.11 10 11.11 9 10 9 10 6 6.67
CP1E3Om4 Omethidae 33 2 6.06 0 N(2) 1 50 0 1 3.03 1 3.03 2 6.06 1 3.03
CP1E3An4 Anischiidae 10 2 20 0 N(2) 1 50 0 2 20 1 10 1 10 0
CP1Bo3 Bostrichoidea 3841 84 2.19 0.928 N(4) 79 94 5 0.13 63 1.64 33 0.86 59 1.54 20 0.52









CP1Bo3D4 Dermestidae 1000 39 3.9 0.868 N(2) 38 97.4 1 0.1 35 3.5 8 0.8 29 2.9 6 0.6
CP1Bo3B4 Bostrichidae 570 17 2.98 0.875 N(3) 15 88.2 4 0.7 11 1.93 7 1.23 7 1.23 4 0.7
CP1Bo3A4 Anobiidae 1700 14 0.82 0.923 Y 14 100 0 8 0.47 10 0.59 13 0.76 4 0.24
CP1Bo3P4 Ptinidae 500 11 2.2 0.9 N(2) 10 90.9 0 7 1.4 7 1.4 8 1.6 6 1.2
CP1D3 Dascilloidea 180 2 1.11 1 Y 2 100 0 1 0.56 1 0.56 2 1.11 1 0.56
CP1D3D4 Dascillidae 80 1 1.25 n.a. Y 1 100 0 1 1.25 1 1.25 1 1.25 1 1.25
CP1D3R4 Rhipiceridae 100 1 1 n.a. Y 1 100 0 0 0 1 1 0
CP1L3 Ly mexy loidea 50 4 8 1 Y 4 100 0 3 6 3 6 4 8 2 4
CP1L3L4 Ly mexy lidae 50 4 8 1 Y 4 100 3 6 3 6 4 8 2 4
CP1T3 Tenebrionoidea 33986 404 1.19 0.99 Y 404 100 22 0.06 310 0.91 200 0.59 252 0.74 186 0.55
CP1T3T4 Tenebrionidae 20000 179 0.9 0.972 N(2) 178 99.4 8 0.04 129 0.65 62 0.31 74 0.37 52 0.26
CP1T3M4 Meloidae 3000 13 0.43 1 Y 13 100 0 9 0.3 10 0.33 12 0.4 9 0.3
CP1T3R4 Ripiphoridae 400 11 2.75 0.9 N(2) 8 72.7 0 9 2.25 9 2.25 10 2.5 9 2.25
CP1T3P4 Py rochroidae 125 8 6.4 0.857 N(2) 7 87.5 0 8 6.4 5 4 7 5.6 7 5.6
CP1T3O4 Oedemeridae 1500 12 0.8 0.909 N(2) 11 91.7 1 0.07 9 0.6 6 0.4 11 0.73 7 0.47
CP1T3Me4 Melandry idae 420 44 10.48 0.767 N(8) 26 59.1 1 0.24 35 8.33 30 7.14 37 8.81 29 6.9
CP1T3My 4 My cetophagidae 130 9 6.92 0.875 Y 9 100 0 8 6.15 5 3.85 8 6.15 5 3.85
CP1T3C4 Ciidae 640 11 1.72 1 Y 11 100 5 0.78 6 0.94 3 0.47 10 1.56 5 0.78
CP1T3Te4 Tetratomidae 150 8 5.33 0.429 N(4) 3 37.5 1 0.67 8 5.33 6 4 6 4 8 5.33
CP1T3Mo4 Mordellidae 1500 10 0.67 0.889 N(2) 9 90 1 0.07 9 0.6 8 0.53 9 0.6 7 0.47
CP1T3Z4 Zopheridae 1400 22 1.57 0.714 N(7) 13 59.1 3 0.21 15 1.07 11 0.79 14 1 9 0.64
CP1T3Pe4 Perimy lopidae 10 13 130 1 Y 13 100 0 13 130 7 70 2 20 0
CP1T3Pr4 Prostomidae 20 2 10 0 N(2) 1 50 0 1 5 0 2 10 1 5
CP1T3Sc5 Scraptiidae 250 18 7.2 0.824 Y 18 100 0 15 6 12 4.8 15 6 12 4.8
CP1T3A4 Aderidae 800 4 0.5 0.667 N(2) 3 75 0 2 0.25 1 0.13 4 0.5 2 0.25
CP1T3An4 Anthicidae 3000 14 0.47 0.692 N(3) 11 78.6 1 0.03 13 0.43 10 0.33 10 0.33 7 0.23
CP1T3B4 Boridae 4 1 25 n.a. Y 1 100 0 1 25 1 25 1 25 1 25
CP1T3Py4 Py thidae 24 1 4.17 n.a. Y 1 100 0 0 0 1 4.17 0
CP1T3Sa4 Salphingidae 300 20 6.67 0.842 N(3) 17 85 1 0.33 16 5.33 10 3.33 16 5.33 12 4
CP1T3Mon4 Monommidae10 280 2 0.71 1 Y 2 100 0 2 0.71 2 0.71 1 0.36 2 0.71










CP1T3Ce4 Cephalooidae11 19 1 5.26 n.a. Y 1 100 0 1 5.26 1 5.26 1 5.26 1 5.26
CP1C3 Cleroidea 10215 114 1.12 0.982 N(2) 113 99.1 2 0.02 85 0.83 76 0.74 101 0.99 70 0.69
CP1C3C4 Cleridae 3400 25 0.74 0.958 N(2) 24 96 1 0.03 10 0.29 10 0.29 23 0.68 5 0.15
CP1C3P4 Phloiophilidae 1 1 100 n.a. Y 1 100 0 1 100 1 100 1 100 0
CP1C3T4 Trogossitidae 600 10 1.67 0.778 N(3) 5 50 0 5 0.83 4 0.67 10 1.67 4 0.67
CP1C3M4 Mely ridae 6000 68 1.13 0.94 N(4) 61 89.7 1 0.02 62 1.03 57 0.95 58 0.97 53 0.88
CP1C3Pr4 Prionoceridae 140 7 5 0.833 N(2) 6 85.7 0 5 3.57 4 2.86 6 4.29 5 3.57
CP1C3Ma4 Mauroniscidae 26 3 11.54 1 Y 3 100 0 2 7.69 0 3 11.54 3 11.54
CP1Cu3 Cucujoidea 21698 561 2.59 0.988 N(6) 323 57.6 69 0.32 264 1.22 107 0.49 402 1.85 207 0.95
CP1Cu3C4 Coccinellidae 6000 190 3.17 0.989 Y 190 100 39 0.65 123 2.05 25 0.42 91 1.52 76 1.27
CP1Cu3Cu4 Cucujidae 48 5 10.42 0.75 N(2) 3 60 2 4.17 3 6.25 2 4.17 9 18.75 4 8.33
CP1Cu3N4 Nitidulidae 4500 68 1.51 0.97 N(2) 64 94.1 16 0.36 44 0.98 15 0.33 33 0.73 5 0.11
CP1Cu3B4 By turidae 16 6 37.5 0.8 Y 6 100 0 5 31.25 1 6.25 3 18.75 1 6.25
CP1Cu3Bi4 Biphy llidae 200 9 4.5 1 Y 9 100 0 2 1 1 0.5 9 4.5 1 0.5
CP1Cu3P4 Protocucujidae 7 1 14.29 n.a. Y 1 100 1 14.29 1 14.29 1 14.29 1 14.29 1 14.29
CP1Cu3S4 Sphindidae 69 3 4.35 1 Y 3 100 2 2.9 2 2.9 1 1.45 2 2.9 1 1.45
CP1Cu3M4 Monotomidae 240 12 5 0.909 Y 12 100 0 5 2.08 1 0.42 10 4.17 1 0.42
CP1Cu3Bo4 Boganiidae 8 1 12.5 n.a. Y 1 100 0 0 0 1 12.5 0
CP1Cu3H4 Helotidae 100 2 2 1 Y 2 100 0 0 0 2 2 0
CP1Cu3Ph4 Phloeostichidae 8 1 12.5 n.a. Y 1 100 1 12.5 1 12.5 1 12.5 1 12.5 0
CP1Cu3Si4 Silvanidae 500 19 3.8 1 Y 19 100 0 3 0.6 1 0.2 14 2.8 1 0.2
CP1Cu3Pa4 Passandridae 109 2 1.83 1 Y 2 100 0 0 0 2 1.83 0
CP1Cu3L4 Laemophloeidae 430 9 2.09 0.875 Y 9 100 0 0 0 9 2.09 1 0.23
CP1Cu3Pr4 Propalticidae 30 2 6.67 1 Y 2 100 0 0 0 2 6.67 0
CP1Cu3Pha4 Phalacridae 635 11 1.73 0.9 N(2) 10 90.9 1 0.16 3 0.47 3 0.47 10 1.57 1 0.16
CP1Cu3Cr4 Cryptophagidae 600 18 3 0.824 N(3) 15 83.3 1 0.17 12 2 4 0.67 14 2.33 2 0.33
CP1Cu3La4 Languriidae 1000 14 1.4 0.769 N(2) 11 78.6 0 1 0.1 3 0.3 14 1.4 6 0.6
CP1Cu3E4 Eroty lidae 2500 49 1.96 0.958 Y 49 100 2 0.08 4 0.16 4 0.16 48 1.92 40 1.6
CP1Cu3Bot4 Bothrideridae 400 7 1.75 0.667 N(3) 4 57.1 0 3 0.75 4 1 7 1.75 7 1.75























CP1Cu3A4 Alexiidae 50 1 2 n.a. Y 1 100 0 1 2 1 2 1 2 0
CP1Cu3D4 Discolomatidae 400 11 2.75 0.6 N(3) 9 81.8 0 1 0.25 1 0.25 10 2.5 2 0.5
CP1Cu3En4 Endomy chidae 1800 36 2 0.829 N(5) 27 75 1 0.06 5 0.28 3 0.17 34 1.89 20 1.11
CP1Cu3Co4 Cory lophidae 400 19 4.75 0.833 N(3) 16 84.2 0 2 0.5 1 0.25 19 4.75 6 1.5
CP1Cu3Lat4 Lathridiidae 1050 45 4.29 0.977 N(2) 42 93.3 1 0.1 37 3.52 28 2.67 38 3.62 26 2.48
CP1Cu3K4 Kateretidae 95 6 6.32 1 Y 6 100 1 1.05 1 1.05 2 2.11 6 6.32 2 2.11
CP1Cu3Cy 4 Cy claxy ridae 2 1 50 n.a. Y 1 100 0 0 0 1 50 0
CP1Ch3 Chry someloidea 71408 1184 1.66 0.993 N(6) 1179 99.6 307 0.43 984 1.38 512 0.72 445 0.62 349 0.49
CP1Ch3C4 Chry somelidae 36300 973 2.68 0.99 N(11) 962 98.9 249 0.69 817 2.25 425 1.17 375 1.03 328 0.9
CP1Ch3Ce4 Ceramby cidae 35000 202 0.58 0.975 N(3) 198 98 57 0.16 163 0.47 85 0.24 62 0.18 19 0.05
CP1Ch3O4 Orsodacnidae 30 3 10 1 Y 3 100 1 3.33 2 6.67 1 3.33 3 10 1 3.33
CP1Ch3Z4 Zeugophoridae 78 6 7.69 0.4 N(3) 3 50 0 2 2.56 1 1.28 5 6.41 1 1.28
CP1Cur3 Curculionoidea 62618 981 1.57 0.993 N(6) 976 99.5 277 0.44 736 1.18 191 0.31 336 0.54 127 0.2
CP1Cur3C4 Curculionidae 51500 803 1.56 0.969 N(6) 798 99.4 245 0.48 642 1.25 166 0.32 235 0.46 98 0.19
CP1Cur3N4 Nemony chidae 76 7 9.21 0.833 N(2) 4 57.1 2 2.63 1 1.32 2 0.63 7 9.21 2 2.63
CP1Cur3A4 Anthribidae 3860 10 0.26 0.889 Y 10 100 2 0.05 2 0.05 1 0.03 9 0.23 1 0.03
CP1Cur3At4 Attelabidae 2500 15 0.6 0.929 N(2) 14 93.3 2 0.08 2 0.08 0 15 0.6 2 0.08
CP1Cur3B4 Belidae 375 15 4 1 Y 15 100 4 1.07 1 0.27 0 15 4 5 1.33
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Family Code tree1 tree2 tree3 tree4 tree5 # trees fragments
Carabidae CA1C3Ca4 P5M6Me7exp 1 1
Carabidae CA1C3Ca4 C|i6C|7bip 1 2
Carabidae CA1C3Ca4 Cli6C|7fos 1 2
Carabidae CA1C3Ca4 C|i6C|7imp 1 2
Dytiscidae CA1D3D4 Hy5H6Hy7MB313 1 2
Dytiscidae CA1D3D4 Hy5H6Hy7opa 1 2
Ommatidae CAr104 Te7bru Te7bru 2 3
Haliplidae CA1H3H4 Ha7imm Ha7imm Ha7imm Ha7imm 4 1
Bostrichidae CP1Bo3B4 B5Xyl7f|a B5Xy|7ﬂa B5Xy|7ﬂa 3 1
Bostrichidae CP1Bo3B4 Di7bac Di7bac Di7bac Di7bac Di7bac 5 2
Dermestidae CP1Bo3D4 Orp7MC2010 Orp7MC2010 Orp7MC2010 Orp7MC2010 Orp7MC2010 5 1
Dermestidae CP1Bo3D4 Tro7MC2010 Tro7MC2010 Tro7MC2010 Tro7MC2010 Tro7MC2010 5 2
Byrrhidae CP1By3B4 Byr7ame Byr7ame Byr7ame Byr7ame Byr7ame 5 1
Byrrhidae CP1By3B4 FC_F01 FC_F01 FC_F01 FC_F01 FC_F01 5 2
Chelonaridae CP1By3Ch4 000M06 000M06 000M06 000M06 4 4
Chelonaridae CP1By3Ch4 Ch7FC_A19 Ch7FC_A19 Ch7FC_A19 Ch7FC_A19 4 2
Chelonaridae CP1By3Ch4 Ch7FC_E16 Ch7FC_E16 Ch7FC_E16 Ch7FC_E16 4 2
Dryopidae CP1By3D4 Dr7a|g Dr7a|g Dr7a|g Dr7a|g 4 3
Dryopidae CP1By3D4 Dr7IR2002 Dr7IR2002 Dr7IR2002 Dr7IR2002 4 1
Lutrochidae CP1By3L4LL 7FC_C14 1 1
Melyridae CP1C3M4 M5Co7CND669 M5Co7CND669 M5Co7CND669 M5Co7CND669 M5Co7CND669 5 1
Chrysomelidae CP1Ch3C4 B5SPN001 B55PN001 B55PN001 B5SPN001 B5SPN001 5 1
Chrysomelidae CP1Ch3C4 B5Tr7tom B5Tr7tom B5Tr7tom B5Tr7tom B5Tr7tom 5 3
Chrysomelidae CP1Ch3C4 G5A6Apht7col G5A6Apht7col 2 4
Chrysomelidae CP1Ch3C4 G5A6Ne7fer G5A6Ne7fer 2 2
Chrysomelidae CP1Ch3C4 L5La7LP01 L5La7LP01 L5La7LP01 3 1
Byturidae CP1Cu3B4 By7uni CP1Cu3B4By7uni 2 1









Cryptophagidae CP1Cu3Cr4 At7tes At7tes At7tes 3 3
Cucujidae CP1Cu3Cu4 Pe7002272 Pe7002272 Pe7002272 3 1
Cucujidae CP1Cu3Cu4 Pe7002275 Pe7002275 Pe7002275 3 1
Discolomatidae CP1Cu3D4 Ap7NPL2007 1 2
Monotomidae CP1Cu3M4 JAR2007 JAR2007 JAR2007 JAR2007 JAR2007 5 2
Silvandae CP1Cu3M4 55002046 55002046 2 1
Silvandae CP1Cu3M4 55002258 55002258 2 1
Silvandae CP1Cu3M4 55002259 55002259 2 1
Silvandae CP1Cu3M4 55002260 55002260 2 1
Silvandae CP1Cu3M4 55002274 55002274 2 1
5ilvandae CP1Cu3M4 55Pr7lat 55Pr7|at 2 1
Silvandae CP1Cu3M4 55Si7002045 555i7002045 2 1
Silvandae CP1Cu3M4 555i7uni 555i7uni 2 4
Anthribidae CP1Cur3A4 A5A6An7neb 1 2
Anthribidae CP1Cur3A4 A5P6P|7alb 1 2
Anthribidae CP1Cur3A4 A5P6To7CND76 1 1
Anthribidae CP1Cur3A4 A5P6To7cor 1 2
Anthribidae CP1Cur3A4 A5Pt6Pt7rug 1 1
Anthribidae CP1Cur3A4 C5Ar7fas 1 1
Anthribidae CP1Cur3A4 C5Ch7she 1 1
Anthribidae CP1Cur3A4 U5Br7con 1 1
Anthribidae CP1Cur3A4 U5Ur7BMNH84 1 1
Anthribidae CP1Cur3A4 U5Ur7mes 1 1
Attelabidae CP1Cur3At4 R5Au7cas 1 1
Attelabidae CP1Cur3At4 R5Au7CND668 1 1
Brenthidae CP1Cur3Br4 Ch7chi Ch7chi Ch7chi Ch7chi Ch7chi 5 3
Curculionidae CP1Cur3C4 M5M6Li7cor M5M6Li7cor M5M6Li7cor M5M6Li7cor 4 2
Nemonychidae CP1Cur3N4 Ba7CND683 1 1
Nemonychidae CP1Cur3N4 Ci7att 1 2









Nemonychidae CP1Cur3N4 Do7aus 1 2
Nemonychidae CP1Cur3N4 Me7BF2000 1 1
Nemonychidae CP1Cur3N4 Me7CND681 1 1
Nemonychidae CP1Cur3N4 Rh7kus 1 4
Curculionidae CP1Cur3C4 Ba5Ba7|im 1 1
Curculionidae CP1Cur3C4 Ba5Ba7myr 1 1
Curculionidae CP1Cur3C4 Ba5Ba7pun 1 1
Curculionidae CP1Cur3C4 P6Dia7qui P6Dia7qui 2 1
Curculionidae CP1Cur3C4 S5Mio7SCA13 1 1
Curculionidae CP1Cur3C4 E5Ot6Ot7|ig 1 1
Curculionidae CP1Cur3C4 E5N6Ga7ash 1 2
Curculionidae CP1Cur3C4 E5N6Ga7con 1 2
Curculionidae CP1Cur3C4 E5N6Ga7how 1 1
Curculionidae CP1Cur3C4 E5N6Na7ver 1 3
Eucnemidae CP1E3Eu4 Pa7doh Pa7doh 4Pa7d0h Pa7doh 4 1
Telegeusidae CP1E3Te4 Te7nub 1 4
Omethidae CP1E30m4 Dr7000M26 1 4
Lymexyloidae CP1L3L4 Me7bra Me7bra 1 1
Lymexyloidae CP1L3L5 Hy7der Hy7der 2 4
Lymexyloidae CP1L3L6 At7bre 1 4
Lymexyloidae CP1L3L7 Ly7nav 1 3
Ptiliidae CP1S3P4 A5Ac7673311 A5Ac7673311 A5Ac7673311 A5Ac7673311 A5Ac7673311 5 1
Ptiliidae CP1S3P4 A5Ac7ato A5Ac7ato A5Ac7ato A5Ac7ato A5Ac7ato 5 1
Ptiliidae CP1S3P4 A5Ac7ins A5Ac7ins A5Ac7ins A5Ac7ins A5Ac7ins 5 1
Ptiliidae CP1S3P4 A5Ac7int A5Ac7int A5Ac7int A5Ac7int A5Ac7int 5 1
Ptiliidae CP1S3P4 A5Ac7mon A5Ac7mon A5Ac7mon A5Ac7mon A5Ac7mon 5 1
Ptiliidae CP1S3P4 A5Ac7sit A5Ac7sit A5Ac7sit A5Ac7sit A5Ac7sit 5 1
Ptiliidae CP1S3P4 A5Ac7xan A5Ac7xan A5Ac7xan A5Ac7xan A5Ac7xan 5 1










Staphylinidae CP1S3S4 A5Lo6Zy7lat A5Lo6Zy7lat A5Lo6Zy7lat 3 2
Staphylinidae CP1S3S4 Os50s7TJH2004 Os50s7TJH2004 Os50s7TJH2004 Os50s7TJH2004 Os50s7TJH2004 5 1
Staphylinidae CP1S3S4 Ps5Br7cur Ps5Br7cur Ps5Br7cur 3 2
Staphylinidae CP1S3S4 Ps5Bra7hel Ps5Bra7hel Ps5Bra7hel 3 2
Staphylinidae CP1S3S4 Ps5Bra7sim Ps5Bra7sim Ps5Bra7sim 3 2
Staphylinidae CP1S3S4 Ps5Eu7nan Ps5Eu7nan Ps5Eu7nan 3 1
Staphylinidae CP1S3S4 Ps5Pl7nit Ps5Pl7nit Ps5Pl7nit 3 3
Staphylinidae CP1S3S4 Sta5S6Pl7cin 1 1
Staphylinidae CP1S3S4 Sta5S60n7mur Sta5S60n7mur Sta5S60n7mur 3 1
Staphylinidae CP1S3S4 Ne7elo 1 1
Scydmaenidae CP1S3Sc4 Ps5Br7cur 1 2
Scydmaenidae CP1S3Sc4 Eu7TJH2005 Eu7TJH2005 Eu7TJH2005 EuTJH2005 4 1
Scydmaenidae CP1S3Sc4 Ne7elo Ne7elo Ne7elo 3 1
Stenotrachelidae CP1T3Ce4 Ce7pal Ce7pal 2 4
Tenebrionidae CP1T3T4 Col7COL1 1 1
Tenebrionidae CP1T3T4 Co|7COL2 1 1
Tenebrionidae CP1T3T4 Col7COL3 1 1
Tenebrionidae CP1T3T4 Co|7COL4 1 1
Tenebrionidae CP1T3T4 C0l7COL5 1 1
Tenebrionidae CP1T3T4 Le7LEI1 Le7LEI1 2 1
Tenebrionidae CP1T3T4 Ped7PED2 Ped7PED2 2 1
Tenebrionidae CP1T3T4 Ped7PED3 Ped7PED3 2 1
Tenebrionidae CP1T3T4 Ped7PED4 Ped7PED4 2 1
Tenebrionidae CP1T3T4 Ped7PED5 Ped7PED5 2 1
Tenebrionidae CP1T3T4 Ped7PED6 Ped7PED6 2 1
Tenebrionidae CP1T3T4 Ped7PED7 Ped7PED7 2 1
Tenebrionidae CP1T3T4 Ped7PED8 Ped7PED8 2 1
Tenebrionidae CP1T3T4 Ped7qua Ped7qua Ped7qua 3 1



























Staphylinidae CP1S3S4 Sta5Pl6P|7SC2010 1 1
Staphylinidae CP1S3S4 Sta5S6At7SC2010 1 1
Staphylinidae CP1S3S4 Sta5S6El7SC2010 1 1
Staphylinidae CP1S3S4 Sta5S6Ho7SC2010 1 1
Staphylinidae CP1S3S4 Sta5S6Na7spe 1 1
Staphylinidae CP1S3S4 Sta5S6Nad7SC2010 1 1
Staphylinidae CP1S3S4 Sta5S6Ty7SC2010 1 1
Staphylinidae CP1S3S4 Sta5S6Xe7ana 1 1
Staphylinidae CP1S3S4 X5Xa7SC2010 1 1
Scarabaeidae CP1Sc3S4 A5Er7747064 1 1




A3 – THE EFFECT ON tRI AT SUPERFAMILY AND FAMILY LEVELS OF THE 





















Tobycode Superfamily/family tRI (Genbank data) Increase
CP1Bo3 Bostrichoidea 0.928 0.927 -0.001
CP1B3 Buprestoidea 1 0.955 -0.045
CP1By3 Byrrhoidea 0.977 0.971 -0.006
CA1C3 Caraboidea 0.998 1 0.002
CP1Ch3 Chrysomeloidea 0.993 0.988 -0.005
CP1C3 Cleroidea 0.982 0.991 0.009
CP1Cu3 Cucujoidea 0.988 0.982 -0.006
CP1Cur3 Curculionoidea 0.993 0.989 -0.004
CP1D3 Dascilloidea 1 1 0
CP1De3 Derodontoidea 1 1 0
CA1D3 Dytiscoidea 0.998 0.99 -0.008
CP1E3 Elateroidea 0.991 0.987 -0.004
CA1G3 Gyrinoidea 1 0.929 -0.071
CA1H3 Haliploidea 0.875 0.875 0
CP1Hi3 Histeroidea 0.986 0.957 -0.029
CP1H3 Hydrophiloidea 1 0.959 -0.041
CP1L3 Lymexyloidea 1 0.667 -0.333
CP1Sc3 Scarabaeoidea 0.996 0.978 -0.018
CP1Sci3 Scirtoidea 0.882 0.941 0.059
CP1S3 Staphylinoidea 0.985 0.974 -0.011
CP1T 3 T enebrionoidea 0.99 0.868 -0.122
CP1T 3A4 Aderidae 0.667 0.667 0
CP1S3A4 Agyrtidae 1 1 0
CA1D3A4 Amphizoidae 1 1 0
CP1E3An4 Anischiidae 0 0 0
CP1Bo3A4 Anobiidae 0.923 0.75 -0.173
CP1T 3An4 Anthicidae 0.692 0.692 0
CP1Cur3A4 Anthribidae 0.889 0.778 -0.111
CP1Cur3At4 Attelabidae 0.929 0.929 0




























CP1Cur3B4 Belidae 1 1 0
CP1Cu3Bi4 Biphyllidae 1 1 0
CP1Sc3B4 Bolbocerat idae 0 0 0
CP1Bo3B4 Bostrichidae 0.875 0.875 0
CP1Cu3Bot4 Bothrideridae 0.667 0.667 0
CP1Cur3Bra4 Brachyceridae 0.514 0.6 0.086
CP1Cur3Br4 Brentidae 0.922 0.933 0.011
CP1B3B4 Buprest idae 1 0.955 -0.045
CP1By3B4 Byrrhidae 0.917 0.917 0
CP1Cu3B4 Byturidae 0.8 0.8 0
CP1By3C4 Callirhipidae 1 1 0
CP1E3C4 Cantharidae 1 0.985 -0.015
CP1Cur3Ca4 Caridae 1 1 0
CP1Ch3Ce4 Cerambycidae 0.975 0.975 0
CP1Sc3C4 Ceratocanthidae 1 1 0
CP1Cu3Ce4 Cerylonidae 0.833 0.917 0.084
CP1By3Ch4 Chelonariidae 0.333 0.333 0
CP1Ch3C4 Chrysomelidae 0.99 0.983 -0.007
CP1T 3C4 Ciidae 1 0.9 -0.1
CP1Sci3C4 Clambidae 0.75 0.75 0
CP1C3C4 Cleridae 0.958 0.958 0
CP1Cu3C4 Coccinellidae 0.989 0.979 -0.01
CP1Cu3Co4 Corylophidae 0.833 0.833 0
CP1Cu3Cr4 Cryptophagidae 0.824 0.824 0
CP1Cu3Cu4 Cucujidae 0.75 0.625 -0.125
CAr1C4 Cupedidae 1 1 0
CP1Cur3C4 Curculionidae 0.969 0.969 0
CP1Bo3D4 Dermestidae 0.868 0.921 0.053
CP1Cu3D4 Discolomatidae 0.6 0.7 0.1


























CP1By3D4 Dryopidae 0.9 0.9 0
CA1D3D4 Dytiscidae 0.998 0.989 -0.009
CP1E3E4 Elateridae 0.966 0.966 0
CP1By3E4 Elmidae 0.978 0.968 -0.01
CP1Cu3En4 Endomychidae 0.829 0.829 0
CP1Cu3E4 Erotylidae 0.958 0.958 0
CP1E3Eu4 Eucnemidae 0.862 0.828 -0.034
CP1By3Eu4 Eulichadidae 1 1 0
CP1H3G4 Georyssidae 1 1 0
CP1Sc3Ge4 Geotrupidae 0.906 0.938 0.032
CP1Sc3Gl4 Glaphyridae 1 0.5 -0.5
CA1G3G4 Gyrinidae 1 0.929 -0.071
CA1H3H4 Haliplidae 0.875 0.875 0
CP1H3He4 Helophoridae 0.75 0.75 0
CP1Cu3H4 Helotidae 1 1 0
CP1By3H4 Heteroceridae 1 1 0
CP1Hi3H4 Histeridae 0.985 0.955 -0.03
CP1Sc3H4 Hybosoridae 0.833 0.833 0
CP1S3H4 Hydraenidae 0.985 1 0.015
CP1H3Hy4 Hydrochidae 1 1 0
CP1H3H4 Hydrophilidae 0.977 0.864 -0.113
CM1H4 Hydroscaphidae 1 1 0
CA1D3H4 Hygrobiidae 1 1 0
CP1Cu3K4 Kateret idae 1 1 0
CP1Cu3L4 Laemophloeidae 0.875 0.875 0
CP1E3L4 Lampyridae 1 1 0
CP1Cu3La4 Languriidae 0.769 0.846 0.077
CP1Cu3Lat4 Lathridiidae 0.977 0.955 -0.022
CP1S3L4 Leiodidae 0.978 0.956 -0.022
CP1By3Li4 Limnichidae 0.875 0.875 0



























CP1E3Ly4 Lycidae 1 1 0
CP1L3L4 Lymexylidae 1 0.667 -0.333
CP1C3Ma4 Mauroniscidae 1 1 0
CP1T 3Me4 Melandryidae 0.767 0.791 0.024
CP1T 3M4 Meloidae 1 1 0
CP1C3M4 Melyridae 0.94 0.94 0
CP1T 3Mon4 Monommidae10 1 1 0
CP1Cu3M4 Monotomidae 0.909 0.909 0
CP1T 3Mo4 Mordellidae 0.889 1 0.111
CP1T 3My4 Mycetophagidae 0.875 1 0.125
CP1Cur3N4 Nemonychidae 0.833 0.833 0
CP1Cu3N4 Nitidulidae 0.97 0.971 0.001
CP1Bo3N4 Nosodendridae 1 1 0
CA1D3N4 Noteridae 1 0.933 -0.067
CP1Sc3O4 Ochodaeidae 1 1 0
CP1T 3O4 Oedemeridae 0.909 0.909 0
CP1E3Om4 Omethidae 0 0 0
CP1Ch3O4 Orsodacnidae 1 0.5 -0.5
CP1Sc3P4 Passalidae 0.5 0.5 0
CP1Cu3Pa4 Passandridae 1 1 0
CP1T 3Pe4 Perimylopidae 1 1 0
CP1Cu3Pha4 Phalacridae 0.9 0.9 0
CP1E3P4 Phengodidae 1 1 0
CP1Sc3Pl4 Pleocomidae 1 1 0
CP1C3Pr4 Prionoceridae 0.833 1 0.167
CP1Cu3Pr4 Propalt icidae 1 1 0
CP1T 3Pr4 Prostomidae 0 0 0
CP1By3P4 Psephenidae 0.857 0.857 0
CP1S3P4 Ptiliidae 0.958 0.958 0





































CP1Bo3P4 Ptinidae 0.9 0.9 0
CP1T 3P4 Pyrochroidae 0.857 0.75 -0.107
CP1T 3R4 Ripiphoridae 0.9 0.778 -0.122
CP1T 3Sa4 Salphingidae 0.842 0.842 0
CP1Sc3S4 Scarabaeidae 0.995 0.975 -0.02
CP1Sci3S4 Scirt idae 1 1 0
CP1S3Sc4 Scydmaenidae 0.875 0.857 -0.018
CP1S3Si4 Silphidae 1 0.989 -0.011
CP1Cu3Si4 Silvanidae 1 0.929 -0.071
CM1S4 Sphaeriusidae 0.5 0 -0.5
CP1Cu3S4 Sphindidae 1 1 0
CP1S3S4 Staphylinidae 0.973 0.952 -0.021
CP1T 3T 4 T enebrionidae 0.972 0.412 -0.56
CP1T 3T e4 T etratomidae 0.429 0.571 0.142
CP1E3T 4 T hroscidae 1 1 0
CM1T 4 T orridincolidae 1 1 0
CA1C3T 4 T rachypachidae 1 1 0
CP1Sc3T 4 T rogidae 0.667 0.667 0
CP1C3T 4 T rogossit idae 0.778 0.889 0.111
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Seed Alignment 1 Alignment 2 Alignment 3 Alignment 4 Alignment 5
1 0.815 0.816 0.816 0.822 0.812
0.918 0.914 0.923 0.919 0.912
0.949 0.949 0.951 0.954 0.945
2 0.820 0.815 0.814 0.822 0.814
0.916 0.913 0.918 0.919 0.917
0.949 0.949 0.949 0.950 0.949
3 0.816 0.818 0.815 0.820 0.810
0.916 0.913 0.918 0.920 0.917
0.947 0.949 0.950 0.950 0.950
4 0.815 0.817 0.816 0.817 0.813
0.915 0.917 0.919 0.917 0.916
0.948 0.951 0.948 0.948 0.952
5 0.819 0.823 0.815 0.818 0.814
0.917 0.915 0.922 0.920 0.919




Seed Alignment 1 Alignment 2 Alignment 3 Alignment 4 Alignment 5
1 0.756 0.745 0.736 0.747 0.747
0.834 0.832 0.830 0.838 0.833
0.939 0.941 0.939 0.938 0.940
2 0.753 0.747 0.737 0.746 0.754
0.830 0.829 0.835 0.835 0.832
0.939 0.941 0.942 0.940 0.937
3 0.755 0.746 0.740 0.745 0.753
0.835 0.832 0.835 0.839 0.835
0.940 0.940 0.938 0.941 0.939
4 0.756 0.751 0.742 0.754 0.761
0.829 0.831 0.834 0.843 0.831
0.939 0.941 0.939 0.939 0.939
5 0.748 0.743 0.741 0.742 0.761
0.828 0.834 0.838 0.839 0.831







































Seed Alignment 1 Alignment 2 Alignment 3 Alignment 4 Alignment 5
1 0.728 0.735 0.722 0.741 0.730
0.844 0.844 0.848 0.858 0.854
0.907 0.909 0.903 0.904 0.906
2 0.722 0.743 0.730 0.735 0.734
0.840 0.852 0.850 0.852 0.850
0.906 0.909 0.908 0.905 0.907
3 0.736 0.737 0.725 0.729 0.726
0.845 0.848 0.847 0.851 0.859
0.905 0.912 0.910 0.903 0.908
4 0.735 0.734 0.728 0.743 0.732
0.844 0.848 0.846 0.847 0.856
0.909 0.910 0.903 0.900 0.905
5 0.733 0.751 0.724 0.733 0.733
0.841 0.856 0.848 0.860 0.858






A5 – CHIMERIC TAXA AFFECTED BY COUNTRY/SPECIMEN WEIGHTING, 
CHAPTER 3 
 























































CP1T 3Me4Me7ZL0120 CP1T 3Me4Me7dub_0
























































CP1T 3An4ZL0063 CP1T 3An4No7mon_0
CP1T 3Sa4Vi7ruf_0 CP1T 3Sa4ZL0054
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Taxon/clade # taxa misplaced in tree
Names Blastclust GMYC
CA1C3C4B6Ma7for 1 2 1 2 2
CA1C3C4Cli6Cl7 3
CA1C3C4H5Zu6 3









CP1Ch3C4C5C6Ch7hyp 1 1 1 1
CP1Ch3C4Cr5Le7tri 1
CP1Ch3Ce4 2




CP1Cu3Cr4At7 7 2 1 15
CP1Cu3Cu4Pe7 2




CP1Cu3Si4S5Si7bid 1 1 1 1
CP1Cu3Si4S5Si7uni_0 1








CP1Hi3H4D5P6Pa7fla_0 1 1 1 1
CP1S3P4A5Ac7 8 8 8 10 10
CP1S3S4A5F6My7con 1 1 1 1 1
CP1S3S4A5H6 3 1 1 3
CP1S3S4A5Pr6Ps7JCT 2008 1 1 1
CP1S3S4At5At6At7ves 1
CP1S3S4D5Da7car 1 1 1 1
CP1S3S4Pa5Me7rip 1 1 1 1 1




CP1S3S4Sta5S6Ph7pse 1 1 1 1
CP1S3S4Sta5X6Nu7len 1 1 1 1
CP1S3Sc4 3
CP1S3Sc4Eu7 2 2
CP1S3Sc4Ne7elo 1 1 1




CP1T 3Sa4Sa7cas 1 1







A7 – R SCRIPT TO ADD TAXA TO AN ULTRAMETRIC TREE ACCORDING TO 











ntaxa = 565 # no. taxa to add 
normdist<-rsnorm(ntaxa, mean=subfammean, sd=subfamsd, xi=subfamskew) # user-defined norm 
distr parameters 
normdist<-sort(normdist,decreasing=TRUE) 
while (normdist[ntaxa]<=0 | normdist[1] >= 
sort(as.vector(branching.times(tree)),decreasing=TRUE)[1]) # ensure sample does not begin before 
root or end after 0 myrs 
 { 








 for (i in 1:ntaxa) 
 { 
 ##dummy tree to add in missing taxa 





 #recalculate branching times  
 bt<-branching.times(tr) 
  















edges<-c(1:nrow(tr$edge)) # make a vector of edge numbers 
table<-cbind(node.ages,edges) # bind it to node.ages table 
age<-normdist[i]#rnorm(1, mean=186.738466, sd=44.689822) # choose age at which to add new 
taxon 
L = table$mrca.age >= age # find branches older than random age 
table2<-table[L,] #write to new table 
L = table2$BL >= (table2$mrca.age-age) # find branches long enough to have taxon added at 
chosen age 
table3<-table2[L,] # write to new table 
edgelist<-table3$edges # vector of available edges 
chosen.edge<-sample(edgelist,1,prob=tr$edge.length[edgelist]) # choose random edge 
chosen.row<-table3[table3$edges == chosen.edge,] # isolate row from table with relevant data 




  ##terminal branch length 
  terminal.blen<-chosen.position+chosen.row$dist.tip  
   
  tmp$edge.length[]<-terminal.blen 
  random<-runif(1,0,999999) 
  tmp$tip.label[]<-c(paste("x",random),"dummy") #creates random codename for new 
taxon 
   
  tr<-bind.tree(tr,tmp,where=tr$edge[chosen.edge,2],position=chosen.position) 
  tr<-drop.tip(tr,"dummy") 
   
 
  





 return(tr) } 
  
  
































































A9 – RESULTS OF BLAST SEARCHES AGAINST UNPUBLISHED SAMPLES, AND 
















Sequence  ID GI/Accession % identity Family Classification on tree Agreement?
ctg7180000717071 gi|409183214|gb|JX535636.1| 90.42 CA1C3C4 CA1C3 Y
ctg7180000713372 gi|222105921|gb|EU839762.1| 84.93 CAr1C4 CAr1 Y
ctg7180000715583 gi|149348957|gb|EF649147.1| 85.43 CA1C3C4 CP1B3 N
ctg7180000713661 gi|507180915|gb|KC132826.1| 86.54 CP1S3S4 CP1B3 N
ctg7180000715576 gi|302487332|gb|GQ980958.1| 82.3 CP1S3S4 CP1B3 N
ctg7180000715798 gi|380765629|gb|JN581903.1| 84.55 CP1S3S4 CP1B3 N
ctg7180000716783 gi|380765520|gb|JN581866.1| 82.27 CP1S3S4 CP1B3 N
ctg7180000716876 gi|380765664|gb|JN581915.1| 83.51 CP1S3S4 CP1B3 N
ctg7180000716950 gi|380765629|gb|JN581903.1| 84.19 CP1S3S4 CP1B3 N
ctg7180000717061 gi|507180761|gb|KC132774.1| 81.34 CP1S3S4 CP1B3 N
ctg7180000716949 gi|351001231|gb|JN639360.1| 86.48 CA1C3C4 CP1By3 N
ctg7180000717015 gi|402535338|gb|JX313677.1| 83.85 CP1H3H4 CP1By3 N
ctg7180000715804 gi|507180639|gb|KC132733.1| 80.25 CP1S3S4 CP1By3 N
ctg7180000713380 gi|428673748|gb|JX987292.1| 85.73 CP1Ch3Ce4 CP1C3 N
ctg7180000713379 gi|553063113|gb|KC524639.1| 85.68 CP1C3C4 CP1C3 Y
ctg7180000716728 gi|553063113|gb|KC524639.1| 85.66 CP1C3C4 CP1C3 Y
ctg7180000716749 gi|553063151|gb|KC524658.1| 88.63 CP1C3C4 CP1C3 Y
ctg7180000716784 gi|553063127|gb|KC524646.1| 86.91 CP1C3C4 CP1C3 Y
ctg7180000716741 gi|553063149|gb|KC524657.1| 85.7 CP1C3C4 CP1Ch3 N
ctg7180000716883 gi|402535338|gb|JX313677.1| 86.04 CP1H3H4 CP1Ch3 N
ctg7180000716878 gi|507180698|gb|KC132753.1| 84.94 CP1S3S4 CP1Ch3 N
ctg7180000717020 gi|302487284|gb|GQ980942.1| 79.73 CP1S3S4 CP1Ch3 N
ctg7180000715561 gi|459931462|gb|KC510127.1| 82.87 CP1Ch3C4 CP1Ch3 Y
ctg7180000715782 gi|485650204|gb|KC336469.1| 81.33 CP1Ch3C4 CP1Ch3 Y
ctg7180000716725 gi|485650204|gb|KC336469.1| 83.63 CP1Ch3C4 CP1Ch3 Y
ctg7180000716726 gi|549806467|dbj|AB794751.1| 87.96 CP1Ch3C4 CP1Ch3 Y
ctg7180000715048 gi|260268184|dbj|AB439144.1| 85.93 CP1Ch3Ce4 CP1Ch3 Y
ctg7180000716300 gi|262235309|gb|GU003928.1| 81.08 CP1Ch3Ce4 CP1Ch3 Y
ctg7180000716314 gi|238550495|gb|FJ424074.1| 84.33 CP1Ch3Ce4 CP1Ch3 Y
ctg7180000716951 gi|262235309|gb|GU003928.1| 88.27 CP1Ch3Ce4 CP1Ch3 Y
ctg7180000717016 gi|553063199|gb|KC524682.1| 85.89 CP1C3C4 CP1Cu3 N
ctg7180000717058 gi|553063109|gb|KC524637.1| 83.98 CP1C3C4 CP1Cu3 N
ctg7180000716329 gi|341836154|gb|HQ891445.1| 82.84 CP1Cur3C4 CP1Cu3 N
ctg7180000715575 gi|402535338|gb|JX313677.1| 85.29 CP1H3H4 CP1Cu3 N
ctg7180000716315 gi|402535338|gb|JX313677.1| 84.84 CP1H3H4 CP1Cu3 N
















ctg7180000716958 gi|302487314|gb|GQ980952.1| 83.22 CP1S3S4 CP1Cu3 N
ctg7180000715070 gi|15076380|dbj|AB002179.1| 85.42 CP1Cu3C4 CP1Cu3 Y
ctg7180000717002 gi|15076384|dbj|AB002181.1| 83.65 CP1Cu3C4 CP1Cu3 Y
ctg7180000717026 gi|318067849|dbj|AB300455.1| 86.18 CP1Cu3C4 CP1Cu3 Y
ctg7180000717053 gi|15076380|dbj|AB002179.1| 84.73 CP1Cu3C4 CP1Cu3 Y
ctg7180000717062 gi|341836218|gb|HQ891477.1| 81.08 CP1Cur3C4 CP1Cu3 Y
ctg7180000715586 gi|553063117|gb|KC524641.1| 84.49 CP1C3C4 CP1Cur3 N
ctg7180000716761 gi|553063199|gb|KC524682.1| 83.36 CP1C3C4 CP1Cur3 N
ctg7180000716956 gi|553063149|gb|KC524657.1| 84.86 CP1C3C4 CP1Cur3 N
ctg7180000717129 gi|262235315|gb|GU003931.1| 83.36 CP1Ch3Ce4 CP1Cur3 N
ctg7180000714344 gi|302487104|gb|GQ980882.1| 83.04 CP1S3S4 CP1Cur3 N
ctg7180000715530 gi|507180722|gb|KC132761.1| 83.29 CP1S3S4 CP1Cur3 N
ctg7180000715802 gi|302487041|gb|GQ980861.1| 83.51 CP1S3S4 CP1Cur3 N
ctg7180000716752 gi|380765589|gb|JN581889.1| 83.6 CP1S3S4 CP1Cur3 N
ctg7180000716955 gi|507180811|gb|KC132791.1| 84.4 CP1S3S4 CP1Cur3 N
ctg7180000716959 gi|302487335|gb|GQ980959.1| 83.74 CP1S3S4 CP1Cur3 N
ctg7180000713168 gi|341836122|gb|HQ891429.1| 83.49 CP1Cur3C4 CP1Cur3 Y
ctg7180000715528 gi|341836212|gb|HQ891474.1| 83.69 CP1Cur3C4 CP1Cur3 Y
ctg7180000715529 gi|461182191|gb|KC476446.1| 82.92 CP1Cur3C4 CP1Cur3 Y
ctg7180000715568 gi|341836212|gb|HQ891474.1| 83.88 CP1Cur3C4 CP1Cur3 Y
ctg7180000715578 gi|341836122|gb|HQ891429.1| 83.81 CP1Cur3C4 CP1Cur3 Y
ctg7180000715779 gi|341836212|gb|HQ891474.1| 83.49 CP1Cur3C4 CP1Cur3 Y
ctg7180000715789 gi|341836204|gb|HQ891470.1| 86.72 CP1Cur3C4 CP1Cur3 Y
ctg7180000716720 gi|77546876|gb|DQ058699.1| 81.11 CP1Cur3C4 CP1Cur3 Y
ctg7180000716729 gi|77546873|gb|DQ058698.1| 84.46 CP1Cur3C4 CP1Cur3 Y
ctg7180000716734 gi|149364114|gb|EF450122.1| 82.43 CP1Cur3C4 CP1Cur3 Y
ctg7180000716849 gi|341836144|gb|HQ891440.1| 83.22 CP1Cur3C4 CP1Cur3 Y
ctg7180000716941 gi|341836112|gb|HQ891424.1| 84.03 CP1Cur3C4 CP1Cur3 Y
ctg7180000717001 gi|341836118|gb|HQ891427.1| 84.89 CP1Cur3C4 CP1Cur3 Y
ctg7180000717098 gi|341836112|gb|HQ891424.1| 82.84 CP1Cur3C4 CP1Cur3 Y
ctg7180000713654 gi|284507157|dbj|AB499969.1| 80.46 CP1Ch3C4 CP1E3 N
ctg7180000716113 gi|15076384|dbj|AB002181.1| 81.96 CP1Cu3C4 CP1E3 N
ctg7180000716946 gi|402535338|gb|JX313677.1| 82.54 CP1H3H4 CP1E3 N
ctg7180000715531 gi|380765666|gb|JN581916.1| 79.73 CP1S3S4 CP1E3 N
ctg7180000716942b gi|380765592|gb|JN581890.1| 84.62 CP1S3S4 CP1E3 N
ctg7180000717135 gi|380765623|gb|JN581901.1| 84.01 CP1S3S4 CP1E3 N
ctg7180000716750 gi|154100406|gb|EU009318.1| 87.38 CP1E3L4 CP1E3 Y
ctg7180000715597 gi|381143488|gb|JN171112.1| 89.02 CA1C3C4 CP1S3 N
ctg7180000715590 gi|507180636|gb|KC132732.1| 84.73 CP1S3S4 CP1S3 N
ctg7180000716751 gi|380765559|gb|JN581879.1| 88.48 CP1S3S4 CP1S3 Y
ctg7180000717022 gi|507180698|gb|KC132753.1| 87.63 CP1S3S4 CP1S3 Y












































ctg7180000713288 gi|553063107|gb|KC524636.1| 83.61 CP1C3C4 CP1T 3 N
ctg7180000713649 gi|507180868|gb|KC132810.1| 81.84 CP1S3S4 CP1T 3 N
ctg7180000715581 gi|380765666|gb|JN581916.1| 84.74 CP1S3S4 CP1T 3 N
ctg7180000716301 gi|302487041|gb|GQ980861.1| 82.79 CP1S3S4 CP1T 3 N
ctg7180000716660 gi|380765721|gb|JN581935.1| 82.9 CP1S3S4 CP1T 3 N
ctg7180000716748 gi|507180639|gb|KC132733.1| 82.06 CP1S3S4 CP1T 3 N
ctg7180000715582 gi|15626344|emb|AJ312413.2| 83.06 CP1T 3T 4 CP1T 3 Y
ctg7180000715778 gi|262070652|gb|FJ743725.1| 82.52 CP1T 3T 4 CP1T 3 Y
ctg7180000716307 gi|262070644|gb|FJ743721.1| 84.51 CP1T 3T 4 CP1T 3 Y
ctg7180000716727 gi|15626344|emb|AJ312413.2| 83.56 CP1T 3T 4 CP1T 3 Y




A10 – THE EFFECTS ON MONOPHYLY AND NODE SUPPORT OF INCLUDING 
UNPUBLISHED SAMPLES IN PHYLOGENTIC ANALYSIS OF MITOCHONDRIAL 










Node nt coding aa coding RY / nt / -
basic tree +Borneo basic tree +Borneo basic tree +Borneo +Borneo constrained
Adephaga 74 84 46 95 100 73 94
        Gedephaga - - 46 40 - - 32
        Hydradephaga - - - - - - -
Polyphaga 41 98 98 91
        Staphyliniformia+Scarabaeoidea 51 19 82 50 42
               Staphyliniformia 30
               Scarabaeoidea 75 24 83 78 40
        Scirtoidea - - - - - - -
Cucujiform ia 53 43 94 56 99 43
        Cerylonid series 94 25 92 100 90 74
89 74 86 99 90
               Phytophaga - - - 29 18
               Nitidulid+Cucujid+Erytolid series 28 91 49 44 56 69
               Chrysomeloidea - - - - - - 100

























































        
Phytophaga+Nitidulid+Cucujid+Erytolid 
series























        Tenebrionoidea+Lymexyloidea 92 85 97 100 100 100 94
               Tenebrionoidea 54 40 22 48 22
               Lymexyloidea 92 85 100 100 100 100 97
Elateriform ia 82 55 - 45 22 60 44
        Elateroidea 90 87 65 82 45 90 73
41
                  Byrrhoidea+Buprestoidea 10 62 69 44 33 25
                           Byrrhoidea - 93 100 100 100 95 84
                           Buprestoidea 100 100 100 99 100 100 95








        
Byrrhoidea+Buprestoidea+Dascilloidea
- (Dascilloidea 
sister to 
Elateroidea)
- (Dascilloidea 
sister to 
Elateroidea)
- (Dascilloidea 
sister to 
Elateroidea)
- (Dascilloidea 
sister to 
Elateroidea)
- (Dascilloidea 
sister to 
Elateriformia)
- (Dascilloidea 
sister to 
Elateriformia)
- (Dascilloidea 
sister to 
Buprestoidea)
